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On the run... 
l. Shots are nred al the comer 
of Orange and Irvine Streets. 
f r^.^. 
4. Just after tie firet arrests, a man is denied entry into 
Palmer Hal. That man, who police are St* searching 
for. is believed to be the fiflh suspect in the shooting. 
3. Two man are i 
at Brockton Apartments- 
one at 1:19 a.m; 
the other at 6:15 a.m. 
Eun-Young You^ragmi 
Campus police aid 
in shooting arrests 
BY Ju—ui Boons  
NewseaMor 
Eastern Pubic Safety officials arrested three men 
on campus carry Sunday morning in connection 
with a drive-by shooting in downtown Richmond. 
One other man was stressed by Richmond Polce. 
Officials are sol looking for a fifth suspect 
A preliminary hearing for three of the men was 
held Wednesday morning. They posted a $20,000 
bond and haw been released. 
At 1:10 a.m. Sunday morning, all the men were 
riding in a car coming down Irvine Street, accord- 
ing to Charles DeBord, Richmond police chief. 
Multiple shots were fired from the vehicle near 
the corner of Orange and Irvine streets down- 
town, DeBord said. 
DeBord said that bullets hit two other vehicles 
in the area, one of which was occupied by two 
people. They were not injured. DeBord declined 
to release their names. 
Neither of die vehicles had any connection to 
the case, according to police reports. 
Richmond Police notified Eastern's Pubic Safety 
officials to watch for the car the men were driving 
— a Lincoln with tinted windows — and a Public 
Safety officer patrolling the north side of campus 
spotted the car as it turned from Madison Drive 
onto Summit Street at the edge of campus, accord- 
ing to Tom Lindquist, director of Public Safety. 
Public Safety police reports stated Eastern offi- 
cers pulled over the speeding car on Madison 
Drive in front of Telford Hall. There, Richmond 
police arrested Kenneth Puffins, 20, of Lancaster. 
According to police reports, Pullins initially 
attempted to give officers a false name. He was 
arrested at 129 am. at the car, and was identified 
at the county jail through a criminal history file, 
the report said. 
He was charged with giving police a false 
name and possession of marijuana. 
Police also arrested Antonio McPherson, 22, 
of Lancaster. Police reports stated McPherson 
had been in Garrard County, where he shot his 
girlfriend in the leg. He was taken to the Garrard 
County Detention Center. 
Three other men in the car ran away on foot 
Ksvtn MarHn/Progrsss 
Brian Ison. 21. left, and Ralph Van Dyke, 16, 
consult wKh attorney Jm BaechtoM at a prasns- 
nary hearirtg yesterday at tha District Courthouse. 
after the car was pulled over, lindquist said. 
One of those men was Brian Ison, 21, of 
Lancaster. Police reumts said Ison fT*** the few» 
behind the 100 block of Brockton Apartments. He 
was arrested at 1:19 am. after an officer saw him 
staggering in front of the building. Ison had a cut on 
his right hand from jumping the fence. 
He was charged with alcohol intoxication and 
disorderly conduct. 
The other man spotted running from the vehi- 
cle was Ralph VanDyke, 18, of Lancaster, who 
had been driving the car. Reports said VanDyke 
was found and arrested at 6:15 a.m. after police 
saw him hiding in a bush near the 200 block of 
Brockton. VanDyke was charged with third 
degree criminal trespassing. 
None of the men campus police arrested were 
armed, but Richmond Police said at the bearing 
that shell cases were found in the car behind the 
door and between the seat and the door. All three 
of the men were charged with two counts of first- 
degree wanton endangerment 
According to the Lexington Herald-Leader, 
McPherson pleaded not guilty at an arraignment 
Monday and is being held in the Lincoln County jail 
in lieu of a $250,000 cash bond. His preliminary 
See SHOOTING, A5 
Burnam flail room 
damaged by smoke 
Around 8:30 pja. on Tuesday 
night, room 353 in Burnam Hall 
caught fire. 
consKKraolc amount of i 
saidTomLMdp^astdBTCsarofi 
Ec safety. There was mam 
age to a laundry hamper and there 
were multiple barn marks on a 
quit. The m condatontog unfe was 
also considerabfr damaged. No one 
m hurt inoucfL 
was no active burning flame in the 
The sprinklers in the room 
did not go off because they are 
heat sensitive, not smoke sensi- 
tive." he said. "There obviously 
was a flame inside the air condi- 
tioning unit bat there were no 
active burning flames elsewhere 
in the room, so there was not 
enough heat to set off the sprin- 
OsnaTi 
rsd. wn*e and blue tamsy quit waa 
her wonre hi—nounam Burnam Hal caught *eTi 
kfers." dowa at the Baptist Student 
Sarah Dickey, the resident of Union, 
the room and whose fattier. Steve 1 was working for the Baptist 
Dickey, is aa ertainrnars profcssoi Student Union's CommooGround 
at Eastern, was told that her room 
was on fire while she was working See BURNHAM, A5 
Faculty Senate passes 
proposal for inequities 
BrAiijaowAlTia* 
Copy 
The Faculty Senate's expected 
debate over a change in pokey for 
selecting foundation professors 
was postponed indefinitely at its 
monthly meeting Monday. 
Instead, the Senate focused on a 
proposal dealing with salary 
SMqunee. 
The Ad Hoc Compensation 
and Benefits Committee proposed 
that the Senate adopt a motion to 
increase individual faculty salaries 
for 2001-2002 to 80 percent of the 
average salary, as defined by the 
2000-2001 CUPA National Faculty 
Salary Survey of Eastern's bench- 
mark institutions. The Senate 
paaaed the motion in Ben of the 
minimum wage motion passed 
lastApriL 
"(The CUPA survey) is a nation- 
al database of sauries of pubic insti 
tutions ... We, in the proposal, 
looked specifically at Eastern's 
L    MKa> a JsaUi OCZaaVQMOQ, 
The change will be applied to 
al faculty salaries. Approximately 
26 faculty members wul be affect- 
ed; 14 professors, 10 associate 
professors and two assistant pro- 
fessors will receive increases 
ranging from $5O$5,300. The pro- 
posal will use the $50,000 avail- 
able in the budget for this fiscal 
year. 
Schlomann said that 80 per- 
cent is minimal, as is the $50,000 
budget, which is why so few facul- 
ty are affected. She that with BmM- 
ed funds, tins is a start 
Keith Johnson, char of the Ad 
Hoc Committee, said the CUPA 
study is being used by new hires 
on lanspus already, thus, the pro- 
posal wiD allow for more consis- 
tency in salaries. Johnson said 
other sd i ant ay i to the proposal 
are that the plan is more legally 
defensible and falls within the 
available funds. 
Interim President Eugene 
Hughes pointed out that using 
national data as a method for bar- 
See SENATE, A5 
Club-like atmosphere 
could come to Powell 
By. 
Managing adKor 
Eastern is working to make the 
Powell Building a little more stu- 
dent friendly through Project 
Achieve, a leadership/scholarship 
program sponsored by the Office 
of Student Affairs. 
The student committee for the 
project is developing a proposal 
that, if passed, will turn the 
Powell Building Recreation Area 
into a dub-like atmosphere. 
"The mission of the group 
(Project Achieve) centers around 
making an impact, making the 
institution a better place through 
a leadership effort of the group's 
See POWELL, A5    The bowwng easy hi toe bottom of the Powell Bunding wM be updated. 
^>V*r Eastern not alone 
with tuition increase 
The> money 
CRUNCH 
This is the 
third in a four- 
part series 
examining how 
budget 
cutbacks affect 
students and 
their wallets. 
BY Mm VMSON  
Managing editor 
Eastern isn't alone — several 
other in-state universities are 
depending on their students to 
bring in revenue for their institu- 
tions, resulting in increases in 
tuition across the state. 
Eastern's Board of Regents voted 
to increase undergraduate tuition 
for the 2002-2003 academic year by 
9.5 percent at its Aug. 2 meeting. 
Graduate student tuition will rise 9 
percent for the 2002-2003 year. 
The Council on Postsecondary 
Education allowed universities to set 
their own tuition rates beginning in 
2000. Eastern's Board of Regents 
passed the increase to make up for 
budget problems and provide a qual- 
ity higher education experience. 
Eastern's tuition increase is one 
of the highest in the state. Western 
holds the top spot, increasing 
tuition 36.2 percent for full-time res- 
ident undergraduate students and 
16.3 percent for full-time nonresi- 
dent undergraduate students. 
Bill Swinford, senior associate for 
the CPE, said there is a pretty good 
variation of tuition rates across the 
state, noting that increases are grow- 
ing rapidly and enrollment is up. 
"At the moment, Kentucky 
tuition rates are low relative to most 
other states," Swinford said, noting 
the CPE's concern is not the tuition 
increases themselves, but the fact 
they are going up so quickly. 
Student Government Association 
President Nick Bertram said it's 
unfair the CPE pushed the universi- 
ties to set their tuition rates so early. 
"It's impossible to have enough 
time to look at the three factors we 
have direct control over (revenue 
from tuition, revenue from develop- 
ment and expenditures) when you 
have these quick deadlines by the 
Council," Bertram said. 
Bertram said one of the reasons 
See TUITION, A8 
Tuition rates :how Eastern compares 
Eastern's tuition rate next year for undergraduate full- 
time students is one of the highest in the state, with Western 
ranking first at 36.2 percent. 
•01-02   *02-03 
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* These schools have not decided the exact tuition increase. 
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Conditions: rr> «v 
Thunderstorms    * 1 
Mi   Scattered Showers 
SAT   Partly Cloudy 
•UN  Mostly Sunny 
■ Tomorrow is the last day to register 
for the Oct. 12 UWR. 
■ There are no classes Monday 
because It Is Columbus Day. 
/ 
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Building should be ready by Spring 2002 
■cama of 2000. thr 
Services DuiKunf 
is on the 
I be 
The coacewt oi the 
Service* Baitiac is to 
eveiythiag that students may 
needtoto. 
take care of I 
in( to walk all over campus.' 
Whtfock said 
Stadeat Services will place 
toby the 
of 2002. by May.' said 
DOUB WtoHock. vice president at 
"The projected 
bees 
WhwJock said coostructioa is 
i of this build- 
ing has proceeded without any 
delays, and as I understand it. 
flscy are swnstry BBBCB on sched- 
ule," Whitlock said. "It is not 
to lake between 18 months and 
two years to bnsVi " 
The  new  Student  Services 
Wrattock sa«L 
"h is a one-stop shop for stu- 
dents.  Wbjflock said. 
The concept of a central loca- 
tion for several offices is not a 
new one to the university. 
The idea of centralizing 
everything into one place for 
students was thought of in the 
late 1970s." Whitlock said. 
"However, part of the problem 
was getting the state to ■Bocast 
the sources in order for as to 
build if 
The building was approved in 
the 1998 session of the 
Kentucky General Assembly 
Glyndon Tailors 
103 South Third 
859-623-1308 
all alterations including: 
* ham jeans 
* replace zippers 
• repairs & buttons 
• alter formats 
•tuxedo rentals 
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rvewi mmWwrTOg/wm 
ii Spring 2002. A < 
twSapLII 
YOU GOT A 
PROBLEM? 
Conference today remembers WWII 
H»YS 
Spom 
President Franklin Delano 
Booae-ek deemed Dec 7. 1941 "a 
day nat wl he ia kaamy- This, of 
coarse, is the day the Japanese 
Imperial Air Force wreaked havoc 
on Pearl Harbor, an Aomcai naval 
base ai the southern "—ifr . resoaV 
inc in the United Shales' in win. 
meat in World WarIL 
Today, the public is invited to 
listen to eyewitness accounts of 
veterans who served in various 
capacities of the service. Eastern's 
Center for Kentucky History and 
PoEocs wal sponsor a daylong con- 
ference entitled "Kentuckians 
Remember World War IL 
The event, which is just more 
than two months away from the 
60th anniversary of the attack on 
Pearl Harbor, begins at 930 am. 
today and adjourns at 4 p.m. in 
the Perkins Building. The confer- 
ence wffl feature speakers Charles 
Roland and Michael C C Adams, 
alone with panels consisting of 
veterans and historians who win 
look at the war from various per- 
Tom Apple son, issnriate direc- 
tor of the center and conference 
organizer, feels the speakers 
should be of great interest to stu- 
dents and the general pubhe. 
This is a unique opportunity 
to bear men and women who have 
helped shape history," Appleton 
said. "This is a great time for 
these people to talk about their 
experiences in a historic event of 
such great magnitude." 
Roland, alumni professor of 
history emeritus at the University 
of Kentucky, is a Battle of the 
Bulge veteran. In a talk entitled 
"GI Charlie." Roland will reflect 
on his war experiences that 
included a trip on the Queen 
Mary with Winston Churchill 
"Roland went into the Army 
shortly after Pear Harbor," Appleton 
said "He had raised to the rank of 
« mlaai by the tane the war ended 
He is a very eloquent informative 
speaker who wil have a lot of inter- 
esting stories." 
Adams, a professor of history 
at Northern Kentucky University 
and war history expert, has 
authored books covering topics 
such as the Civil War, World War 
I and World War IL He also is the 
author of "The Best War Ever: 
America and World WarIL" Adams 
wal (amiss the aaeiacnon between 
World War II and pop cukure. 
"Adams is mainly concerned 
with how World War II is por- 
trayed in movies," Appleton said. 
"He doesn't like the idea of 
Hollywood romanticizing a sub- 
ject that wasn't too romantic" 
The morning and afternoon 
panel discussions will include top- 
ics of interest ranging from recan- 
tations of war scenes to living in 
Germany during the war and 
what it was like to be a roommate 
with John F. Kennedy. 
Speakers will include: Lowell 
Harrison, retired Western 
Kentucky University history pro- 
fessor who served in the 
European Theater; Cecil Sanders, 
former Board of Regents member 
and a PT boat commander who 
was John F. Kennedy's roommate 
during boat school training; Col. 
Arthur Kelly, author of "Battlefire! 
Combat Stories from World War 
II;" John Trowbidge. with the 
Kentucky Military History 
Museum; William Adams, who 
was the first officer to be commis- 
sioned through Eastern's Army 
ROTC program; veteran Helen 
Hortacher Evans, a member of the 
Women's Army Corps (WACS); 
Philip Ardery. author of "Bomber 
Plot," his memoir of the European 
Theater. Nancy Disher Baird, on 
her experiences in the USO; retired 
Eastern professor Ursel Boyd, on 
her experience as a young girl in 
Germany during the war. and Bob 
TopmiDer. Eastern history depart- 
ment, presenting arguments for and 
against America's use of the atomic 
bomb. 
Also, Harrison will receive the 
Thomas D. Clark Award for 
Excellence in Kentucky History. 
These people played a major 
part in our history, local and 
abroad," Appleton said. "It will be 
very worthwhile to listen as histo- 
ry is replayed." 
Admission to the conference is 
$10 or $25 for the conference and 
lunch. Students can attend free of 
charge. 
Let us know! 
56 Annual Town Hall Meeting 
October 9th 5:00p.m. 
Fountain Food Court 
Bring Your Problems 
pran;  anaOMseons 
^ Plfli^ -Powell Building 
Join Us For an Exciting Weekend Oct. 12,13,14 
Open House & Boyd's Special Event 
• Fenton • Candeberry Candles • Snowmen O^ 
Dept 56 Villages & Snowbabies • Gingerbread 
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RICHMOND 
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■a  ma   •■■   aw  wai  ■■»   i 
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Are you searching for 
Don't be frightened, let Sera-Tech Biologiacals 
end your search! 
New donors receive $20 on their first visit, $40 
on second. 
Return donors receive $15 on first visit, $30 on 
second visit of the week, and a $10 bonus for 
bringing a friend. 
292 S. Second St. 
Call for business 
hours 624-9814. 
Now open Saturdays. 
No appointments are 
necessary! .•.' . 11' \<  1 iiiw rim ( K'AI   i v 111111 1 K.U   \i  I-K« «>I <!•. 
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Ft. Campbell soldiers called 
to depot for added security 
Auwiant photo editor 
If you're seen more than one 
helicopter in the air above 
Richmond this week, you may 
hare been seeing soldiers at 
work. 
According to Dick Sloan, pub- 
lic affairs officer at the Bhie Grass 
Army Depot, members of the 
101st Airborne Division out of 
Fort Campbell, have been called 
out to help with security at the 
depot 
"Less than 200 (soldiers) is the 
figure we're using right now," 
Sloan said. 
Blue Grass Army Depot is 
located right outside of 
Richmond on 15,000 acres of 
land. Blue Grass Chemical 
Activity is located on the north- 
ern boundary of the depot and 
is home to 523 tons of chemical 
weapons. 
Stored on she in igloos are pro- 
jectiles and rockets. These con- 
tain nerve agents GB and VX. and 
blister agents, or mustard. 
The additional security comes 
in after already tight measures. 
The depot has a 24-hour guard, an 
intrusion detection system in 
what is known as the "dead man 
zone," where deadly force is 
authorized, as well as King Tut 
Kristi McGarsy/Progrsss 
SoWors from the 101st Airborne Division out of Fort Campbel. were cafted 
to the Blue Grass Army Depot for added security after the Sept 11 attacks. 
Blocks, which are 4,000 pound 
blocks set in front of the igloos 
that must be removed with a fork 
lift. 
Sloan said that the soldiers 
have been at the depot about a 
week, arriving at Blue Grass on 
Sept 25, two weeks after the ter- 
rorist attacks on New York City 
and Washington. D.C. 
Soldiers        arrived        on 
Blackhawks, single engine heli- 
copters used for transport. The 
Blackhawk replaced the Huey 1. 
Vietnam-era helicopters. 
Also being used are Chinooks, 
which are twin-engine helicopters 
used for the transportation of 
cargo. Sloan said. 
Blue Grass Army Depot has 
barracks, where the soldiers are 
staying. 
Student working to make quilt 
to send to New York City mayor 
BY ROMCA BRANDENBURG 
She is using patchwork to 
make her peace with a tragedy. 
By bonding together the many 
aspects of pride and pain, she is 
sending out a menage of comfort 
and gratitude to those in despair. 
Leslie Spears, an 18-year-old 
freshman from Park Hills, has 
hopes of making a quilt to present 
to New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani 
for the victims of the World Trade 
Center attack. Spears is an art edu- 
cation major, therefore the idea to 
get creative came naturally to her. 
Spears sees the quilt as provid- 
ing people with an opportunity to 
react to the terrorist attacks. 
When the attack happened. 
Spears' first reaction was to go 
donate blood. However, it had 
only been days since she had 
given, so she could not donate at 
that time. 
"When this happened, all I 
could do was give my money and 
pray since I could not give blood," 
Spears said. 
Spears also is hoping that the 
quilt wiD give children an outlet for 
showing their remorse. 
The quilt will be con- 
structed by using 12 1/2 
inch by 12 1/2 inch 
squares, and she is hop- 
ing to get a square from 
all 50 states. 
The squares do not 
have to correlate with 
one another, as long as 
they are the same size. 
Spears realizes that the 
squares will be coming 
from very different peo- 
ple, therefore the mes- 
sage they are sending 
will differ also. 
In the center of the quilt, there 
will be a dedication square telling 
why the quilt was made and what 
it means. Spears said. 
Her mother and grandmother 
is a freshman 
from Park Mi 
were the ones who taught her 
how to sew. Spears constructed 
her first quilt when she was 9 
years old and has made three 
quilts. 
Her goal is to have the 
quilt ready to be presented 
to the mayor by Christmas. 
Spears has received 
support from local Girl 
Scout troops, St. Henry 
High School in Park 
Hills, (Spears' alma 
mater), students on cam- 
pus and across the 
nation. 
Spears is looking for on- 
campus volunteers who 
would be willing to help her 
nose money for the project 
She is also looking for fabric 
sponsors and the geographical 
space to put the quilt together. 
Those who are interested in 
helping can contact Spears at 
622-5701 or reach her via e-mail 
at soccer_kidl80hotmail.com. 
Movie showings stop temporarily 
BY KEV* HOWARD 
Assistant news editor 
Flipping through channels, 
you might have noticed that 
Eastern s campus cable stations 
have not been showing movies. 
Sandra Moore, acting dean of 
student development, said the 
university did not renew its con- 
tract with the company that pro- 
vides the movies this year. 
"We are currently negotiating 
with the Swank Company that deliv- 
ers the movies to the campus," 
Moore said. "We sign a contract 
annuaDy and we did not sign on this 
year because of a price increase. 
There was an $8,000 jump last 
year and another $7,000 jump 
from last year to this year, so it 
has become rather expensive to 
show movies on the campus cable 
stations," Moore said. 
Moore has met with several 
cosponsor organizations, like the 
Student Government Association 
and the Residence Hall Association, 
and talked with them in trying to 
get the best deal for the campus. 
"I am considering all the enti- 
ties that the campus includes 
when deciding what the best 
mode of delivery is for these 
movies, while at the same time 
trying to get them at the best 
price, Moore said. "We have had 
several special emphasis movies 
on campus, such as the movies 
shown in the Ravine and on the 
football field. 
"The campus 
movies were a 
great way to 
meet people 
on my hall 
floor... " 
Ben Plessinger, junior 
"We are looking at a two-fold 
package deal that would be able 
to deliver movies back into the 
residence halls and still be able to 
show special emphasis movies at 
a much lower price." 
Moore anticipates that the nego- 
tiations and approval of the contract 
with Swank should be completed 
soon. 
"I expect to have movies put 
back into the dorms for students," 
Moore said. "At this point, however, 
I cannot give an exact time frame of 
when the movies wQl be back in the 
dorms for students to watch. 
The contract negotiations, 
though, should be complete by 
the middle of this week, Moore 
said Tuesday. 
"Along Came a Spider," "Pearl 
Harbor. "Jurassic Park 3" and 
"Lara Croft Tomb Raider" are just 
some of the movies that Swank 
offers in its programming. 
Swank officials didn't return 
Progress phone cads. 
Several students at Eastern 
have missed the campus movies 
that are no longer showing. 
The campus movies were a 
great way to meet people on my 
hall floor, and it offered things to 
do besides studying," said junior 
Ben Plessinger. 
He also explained that the 
movies were an incentive for him 
to stay on campus during the 
weekends. 
"Usually during the week I 
wouldn't have time to watch the 
movies because I needed to sleep 
for classes," Plessinger said. "On 
the weekends it gave me some- 
thing to do and now I have no real 
reason to stay here. 
"During the weekends was 
when I was able to watch the 
movies that I liked," Plessinger 
said. "On the weekends, me and 
some of my friends would stay 
here instead of going home to see 
movies and we could sit here and 
watch them for free." 
The movies that are shown on 
campus also offered some alterna- 
tives for Plessinger. 
"I watched all the movies that I 
did not have time to see in the 
movie theatre. I found the campus 
movies to be a great substitute to 
going to the movie theaters or 
renting them," he said. 
Corbin selects SGA representatives 
BY JENNIFER ROGERS 
News editor 
The second of Eastern's extend- 
ed campuses have elected officers 
who win ultimately become part of 
Eastern's Student Government 
Association. 
Students at Eastern's Corbin 
campus held their elections 
Tuesday. They chose students for 
five positions on a campus commit- 
tee, the chair of which will serve as 
an extended campus senator on 
the Richmond campus Student 
Senate. 
Students elected chair, Steven 
Croley. a junior political science 
major from Wilhamsburg; vice- 
chair, Floetta Saunders, a senior 
criminal justice major from Gray, 
secretary, Crystal Jones, a sopho- 
more social work major from 
Mount Vernon; treasurer, 
Kimberly Marsee, a junior social 
work major from London; repre- 
sentative Debra McVey, a fresh- 
man undeclared student from Liry, 
and representative Jessica 
Overbey, a freshman political sci- 
ence major from Corbin. 
Rhonda Wheeler, director of the 
Corbin campus, said that she was 
pleased with the 184-student voter 
turnout, and that she expected the 
committee to start meeting soon. 
Vicechair Floetta Saunders said 
she was excited to be a part of the 
campus' first committee. She said 
some of the major issues that con- 
cerned her included offering more 
used books on campus and getting 
the right books for classes. 
She'll    be    working    with 
Treasurer Kimberly Marsee, who's 
been going to the Corbin center for 
three semesters. 
Marsee wants to work on help- 
ing students who need books for 
their research. 
"A lot of people down here don't 
know how to get a book from cam- 
pus," she said. Marsee said that 
she'd also like to see another vend- 
ing machine installed. 
One of the most surprising 
things to her was the number of 
students who had shown up to 
vote—Marsee said that many of 
them came early to vote instead 
arriving right before class. 
McVey, one of the new repre- 
sentatives, said she wanted to 
address parking issues and getting 
a larger variety of classes at the 
campus. 
,  ROOM    1 08 
:CSTASY: WHAT'S ALX.THE RAVE 
■- 20,   1 :00-2:30 
HEROIN: WHAT'S THE I 
DOF»E Ocrr.   lO,  12:00-1:30 
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS: MISUSE, 
ABUSE, ANO ADDICTION Nov. "7, 
1 2:00-1 :30 
ATHLETES AND DRUGS: COMPETING 
AGAINST SUBSTANCE ABUSE Nov. 
►.  1 2:30-2:00 
OUTBACK 
S_T^AK HQU 3 E ■ 
In an effort to provide significant financial support to the 
victims and survivors of the September 11th tragedies, 
Outback Steakhouse and all of our affiliated restaurants 
have organized a company wide fundraiser. On Thursday, 
October 11th, the Outback Steakhouse organization will be 
donating 100% of our gross sales from each one of our 
restaurants by the American Red Cross, many of America's 
favorite restaurant chains have come together to support 
this unprecedented initiative. Some are donating a portion 
of their sales, a few donating the entire day's gross 
receipts. 
Employees are donating their work time without 
pay. We welcome you to share in our endeavor 
with us on Oct. 11th at your Richmond Outback, 
THE A WALKAIIUT III HI WEI 
EXPLORE INI SEE MM 
THE OUTIACN IS ALL AIIOT 
RULES, JUST 
♦;♦ ♦ ♦.♦♦;♦ ♦,♦.♦:♦ ♦;♦* ♦.♦ ♦.♦.♦.♦;♦;♦ 
624-9000 • 400 Highland Pk. Dr. 
7 
236 West Main Street 
The Magic 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
624-0404 
pirn 
* meiA BREAD 
* STROHBOU 
*HMS 
* SWEETIE PIE 
* CHEESE BREAD 
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Nelson appointed new dean 
after program changes name 
BYROMRA 
The Division of Extended 
Programs has a new name. As of 
Oct 1, die department name was 
changed to Continuing Education 
and Outreach. 
Ken Nelson, director of the for- 
mer Extended Programs, was 
renamed dean of continuing edu- 
cation and outreach 
There was no search for a 
dean. Nelson said. His title was 
only changed due to the program 
changing its tide. 
Nelson has been at the univer- 
sity since 1972 and has served as 
faculty member, chair in the 
department of social sciences and 
associate dean of the College of 
Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
Nelson was appointed to director 
of Extended Programs in 1995. 
As dean of the new program. 
Nelson will oversee the extended 
campuses in Corbin, Danville and 
Manchester, and he will coordi- 
nate what classes are offered to 
extended campuses. 
Nelson said the department 
changed its name because it needed 
to better reflect the scope and the 
duties of the program. 
"These changes are a step 
toward creating an infrastructure 
that can better meet the demand 
for courses and programs at the 
extended campus centers, EKU's 
22-county service region and in 
distance education," Nelson said. 
The purpose of Eastern's 
extended campuses is to help stu- 
dents out of the Richmond area 
pursue higher education. 
"One of Eastern's missions is 
to provide postsecondary educa- 
tion opportunities to citizens in its 
22-county service region in 
Eastern Kentucky," Nelson said. 
"Many of these students work full 
-time, have families and cannot 
attend classes in Richmond." 
The extended campus idea has 
proved itself to be beneficial to 
Eastern. To date, there are 2,000 
off-campus students, and the pop- 
ulation at the other locations 
makes up 15 percent of Eastern's 
total enrollment. 
► News Briefs 
Jessies LeafceflVogreii 
TIM Division of Extended Progrim changed Its name to Continuing 
Education and Outreach Oct. 1. It also named Ken Nelson dean. 
Nelson points out that 90 per- 
cent of Eastern's students come 
from Kentucky and 48 percent 
come from the 22-county service 
region. He says that this proves 
that the centers are helping to 
meet the needs of people trying to 
further their education. 
As dean of continuing education 
and outreach. Nelson has three 
goals he would like to achieve. 
Nelson hopes to keep other 
deans and the provost informed 
on developments at the extended 
campus centers, the service 
region and in distance education. 
Second, Nelson wants to continue 
to work with the deans and chairs 
to meet the demand for courses 
and programs at the extended 
campus centers and in the service 
region. Lastly, and perhaps most 
important. Nelson said he will try 
to ensure that the quality of the 
courses and programs offered off 
campus are of the highest quality. 
Nelson did not receive a raise in 
pay due to his new tide. His salary 
remained the same as it was with 
the Extended Campus program. 
Nelson stressed how grateful 
he is to be not only the dean, but 
a part of a program that is helping 
students achieve their goals. 
"I consider myself to be very 
fortunate to have had the opportu- 
nity of serving this position for 
the past few years," Nelson said. 
"Working with the extended cam- 
pus centers and other institutions 
in the service region has been one 
of the most rewarding experi- 
ences in my career. 
It is personally very rewarding 
to be a part of the university's ini- 
tiative that helps to meet the edu- 
cational needs of people in the 
region." 
Compiled by Ronica Brandenburg 
Fellowship available . 
for graduate students 
Graduate students studying 
science, mathematics and engi- 
neering are eligible for a 
Graduate Research Fellowship 
sponsored by The National 
Science Foundation. 
The NSF will award 900 fellow- 
ships that also will include awards 
for women in engineering, com- 
puter and informational science. 
The fellowship will last for 
three years and will consist of a 
$20,500 12-month award and a 
cost-of-education allowance of 
$10,500. 
For an application, contact the 
NSF Graduate Research 
Fellowship Program at ORAU, 
P.O. Box 3010. Oak Ridge, TN 
37831-3010. Additional informa- 
tion may be obtained by calling 
865-241-4300 or visiting 
nsfgrfp@orau.gov. 
The deadline for the 2002 com- 
petition is Nov. 7. 
Eastern community 
invited to Homecoming 
Eastern graduates, along with 
their family and friends, are invit- 
ed to attend Eastern's 
Homecoming, which will be held 
Oct 18-20. 
For a listing of all events, go to 
www.homecoming.eku.edu or call 
the Alumni Relations Office at 
622-1260 or 1-800-262-7493. exten- 
sion 1260. 
Nominations accepted 
for honorary degrees 
Nominations for honorary 
degrees are being accepted. 
A person wishing to nominate 
someone must include a letter of 
support that elaborates on the 
nominee's contribution to the 
field, a biography of the person 
and letters of reference. 
The information should be 
sent to the President's Office in 
the Coates Building no later than 
Oct 20. 
Women Studies hosts 
panel discussion Oct 9 
Eastern's Women Studies 
Program will sponsor a panel dis- 
cussion at 7:30 p.m. Oct 9 in the 
Kennamer Room of the Powell 
Building. 
The discussion, entitled 
"Women and Sports: Title DC and 
Its Implementation in Secondary 
and Higher Education," will 
include speakers Theresa Isaac, 
executive director of the 
Lexington Fair Housing Council; 
Bridget Devries, president of 
Citizens for Sports Equity; and 
Chip Smith, athletics director at 
Eastern. 
Football tournament 
to be held Oct 13-14 
The annual Beta football tour- 
nament will be held Oct 13-14. 
Men's and women's teams are 
available, and all students are 
encouraged to participate. 
The cost is $65 per team. 
To sign up, call Neal Cooper at 
623-3086. 
International Banquet 
to be held Oct 27 
Eastern international students 
will host the 16th annual 
International Banquet 
The banquet allows students to 
share the dress, food and culture 
of their homelands. 
The event will start at 6:30 p.m. 
Oct. 27 in the Keen Johnson 
Former senat 
Baker will 
be lecturing 
as a part of 
the Center 
of History 
and Politics' 
speaker 
series. 
Baker's 
lecture    is 
entitled   1 
"Fifty Years 
of Kentucky 
Politics: 7i 
Perspective 
He    has 
served    on 
The Council 
for Postsecond 
for four years. 
Baker was s 
tative for the 
from 1969-71 a 
tor foF the 9th 
1972-81 and agi 
The lecture 
7:30 p.m. on C 
Kennamer   R 
Powell Building 
free and open tc 
or Walker 
a tamer senator 
and has served 
on tie CPE tax 
years. 
try Education 
tale represen- 
23rd District 
nd state sena- 
District from 
in in 1989-96. 
will begin at 
)ct. 10 in the 
00m   of  the 
. The event is 
• the public. 
Ballroom, and tickets are $10 
each. 
To purchase tickets, call the 
International Education Office at 
622-1478. 
Zeigler receives honor 
from Kappa Alpha 
The Kappa Alpha Order 
selected Sara Zeigler, professor 
of political science, as its 
"Professor of the Month." 
Kappa Alpha Order chose 
Zeigler for her excellence in the 
field of political science. 
► Police Boat: Sopt. 21 - 28 
The following reports have 
been filed with Eastern's 
Division of Public Safety. 
Sept. 28 
Matt Blair, 18, Topmost, was 
charged and arrested with alcohol 
intoxication. 
Sept 25 
Michael McMahan reported that 
he had $17 and two prescription 
medications stolen. 
Christopher    Cornett,   19. 
Richmond, was charged with 
possession of marijuana and 
possession of drug parapherna- 
lia. 
A resident of Telford Hall 
reported he received harassing 
phone caUs. 
Sept 24 
Patricia Bennett reported 
some textbooks stolen from the 
Brewer Building. She stated 
that the textbooks were stolen 
from her room while she was 
away for the weekend. She also 
said a phone card was taken, 
but it had no value. 
A student at Telford  Hall 
reported that she received three 
harassing messages written on 
the door to her room. 
Sept 23 
Jonathan Bendzlowicz reported 
that the E-Z-GO golf cart belong- 
1 
'/ 
Compiled by Kevin Howard 
ing to the baseball team was 
stolen from outside Alumni 
Coliseum. It was later discov- 
ered in Martin Hall Parking 
Lot. 
Sept 22 
Joehua Ursprung reported 
that $310 was missing from his 
wallet. He stated that before he 
left for home he had left his wal- 
let in his desk drawer in his 
room. 
Sept 21 
David Algert reported that his 
bicycle had been taken without 
his permission. The cable lock 
that he used had been cut in a 
manner consistent with boh cut- 
ters being used on it 
► PROGRESS CIASSIFIEDS 
HELP WANTED; 
spreads. it's incredible' 
TheHotpages net/sports2265534 ht 
m. 
1 hasp / Typiet needed at local 
business, hours flexible between 
8:30 - 5:00, M-F Equine Insurance 
Claims Service, Call Terry at 860- 
527-0188 (local caff). 
riesj!  1 neoo sorneoooyi 
Garden 
$1,000* weektyl Stuff _ 
at home tor $2.00 each plus bonus- 
es Work F/T or P/T. Make $800+ 
weakly guaranteed! Free auppass 
No experience necessary. For 
details, sand one stamp to: N-90. 
PMB 552.12021 WHehire Blvd.. Los 
Angeles. CA 90025. 
Now accepting appscattona tor sff 
positions. Madsson Garden. 
Laches Adult Enssrtekvnent, earn 
up to $1000+ weekly. Can 859-233- 
7933. 
FOB SALE; 
188$ Accord LX, excellent condi- 
tion, automatic. $7400 OBO 859 
626-1374 or 859-622-1651. 
rraasrnlMss, BororlHae. Ckibs, 
fjsudsnt Groups: Earn $1,000- 
$2,000 trns umistsr with the easy 
CanTpuafundrataar.com three hour 
rundratsing event Does not involve 
credit card applications. 
■»•'• no bndnar/15 sales - 2 free 
trips. 30 sales - 2 free trips ♦ $525 
rs easy Son up today! wwwaun. 
splashtours.com or 1-800-426- 
7710. 
Fundraieing dates are Wang quickly. 
so caff todayl Contact 
Campusfundraawrxom at 888-923- 
3238. or visit www camposfundrais- 
or.com. 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas $ 
Florida. EamcaatiAopfreel Now 
hiring Campus Haps. 1-800-234- 
7007. aiiuteeaeurwnsrrours.com. 
Live!! Girls! 
Girls! Girts! 
TheHoSpeges neVchet2265534.htm 
TRAVEL; 
Spring Break affh STS. America's 
#1 student tour operator. Promote 
trips on-campus. earn cash and tree 
trips. kikVieeeivsrinns: 1-800-648- 
4849. www.ststravel.com. 
Early specials! Spring 
Bahamas "arty Crutael 5 days 
$2791 Includes meals, parties, awe- 
some beaches. rnghtnte! Departs 
from Florida! Get group - go free) 
spi * uureakti avei .com 
1-800-678-6386 
Ultimate Sports Una. scores / 
Cancun & Jamaica from $389! Air, 
hotel, free meals, drinks, award wtn- 
ning company! Group leaders free! 
Florida vacations $1291 spring- 
breaktravel com  1-800-678-6386 
Spring   Break   2002! 
Cspress    hiring    as 
Cancun features free meals and 
parties at Fat Tuesdays - MTV 
Headquarters. Mexico. Jamaica. 
Bahamas, South Padre, Florida. 
Prices from $489. with major air- 
lines. 24,000 travelers in 2001 Caff 
1-800787-3787 for free brochure 
wwwstixJentexpress.com. 
LOST § FOUND: 
Charm bracelet found In the 
Coates BuftJng. Caff the campus 
operator for more information. 
WINTER 8MB 
Visit The Progress online 
at 
www.easternprogress. 
com 
ACT NOW! 
Guarantee the best 
South Padre. Cancun. 
Jamaica. Bahamas. Acapulco. 
Florida. A Mardlgras. Reps 
Needed. Travel Free. Earn S88. 
1-800 838-8203 
!7± Steamboat 
NATIONAL COLLEGE WEEK 
1-88U-SKITHIS 
www USK I t nlS.com 
Is) OOOL r 
Lunch Special 
Cheeseburger 
w/fries & 
Beverage 
$3." 
with valid student ID 
CUSTOM 
SCREEN 
PRINTING 
O.Tht. 
What Holiday is 
observed on Oct. 8? 
Be the first one to answer 
the question correctly 
ft. win a Free T-shirt 
(859)624-2200 
ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN 
Madison 
BAH40HIIL 
CHUR 
Abandaat life Ministries 
CH DIREC 
First ■aptint Caereh 
TORY 
St. Thomas I. at heran Charch 
305 Gen Lane (behind Recordsmith) 350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave. 1285 Barnes Mill Rd. 
Phone: 859-625-5366 Phone: 859-623-4028 Phone: 859-623-7254 
Sunday School: 10 am Sunday School: 9:40 am Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 am 
Sun. Morning Worship: 11 am Sunday Worship: 8:30 am., 11 a.m. A Sunday School: 9:45 a.m. 
Sun. Evening Worship. 6 p.m. 6 p.m. Sundsy Contemporary Worship: 11 
Wednesday Evening: 7 pin. Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m. am 
Radio Services: Weekdays at 1:30 p.m. SUBS- 7:30 p.m. at BSU Center. 
onWCBR 1110 AM Supper and Bible Study Trinity Missionary Baptist Charch 
Van rides available on or off campus. Jack's Creek Pike A U.S. 25 N. 
(Contact Lynn at 859-624-3601.) First Presbyterian Charch (PCIISA) Tony Herald, Minister 
330 W. Maai St Phone: 859-623-6868 
Big HiU Aveaat ChristUa Phone: 859-623-5323 Sunday School: 9:45 am 
129 Big Hill Ave Church School: 9:45 am Sunday Worship Service: 11 am. and 6 
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office) Sunday Worship: 11:00 am. (rides p.m. 
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering available) Wednesday Service: 7 p.m. 
machine) Westminster Fellowship: Wed., 7:30 
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m. pm. at Wallace BWg.. (EKU) room UaMariaa-UaheraaHst Fellowship 
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m. 326. 209 St. George Street 
Evening Worship: 6 p.m. Family Night Supper (weekly and "Where religion and reason meet" 
On Wednesday. "Christian Students free!) Wed., 6 p.m.. in the Fellowship Adult service, youth program, and pre- 
Serving Christ- meets at 7 pm. Call Hall. school care: Sunday morning at 10:45. 
the office at one of the number* listed Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First Family Night: last Sunday of the 
above for transportation to meetings. Sunday of every month at 6 p.m., in month. 
the Church Parlor For more information call 859-623- 
Chares «f Christ Adopt A Student Program: A great 4614 or 859-626-9940. 
461 Tobisno (in Brookline Sub., off chance to have a home away from 
Goggins Lane - West side 1-75) home! Weststde Christian Charch 
Sunday. 9:30 a.m., 10:20 a.m.. 6 pm. Cary Aahby, Campus Minister Bennington Ct. (across from Arlington) 
Wednesday: 7 pm. Phone: 859-623-0382 
Ride: 624-2218 or 986-8555 Pint U sited Methodist Charch Sunday School: 9:45 sm 
401 West Main St. Sundsy Worship: 10:45 a.m. A 6 pm. 
Episcopal Charts af Oar Ssvionr Phone: 859-623-3580 Wednesday Worship: 7 pm. 
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.) Worship Services: Sunday 8:30 a.m. A Transportation available 
Phone: 859423-1226 10.50 a.m. 
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11 am Sunday School: 9:40 a.m White Oak Pond Christian 
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m. Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 (Disciples of Christ I 
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays. Noon, pm (free to EKU students!) 1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at Goggins 
at Powell Grill Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30 Lane)                     F J 
p.m. and Message: 6 p.m Phone: 859-623-65W 
Faith Created AssessM) of God Sundsy Worship: 9 am. A 11 a.m. 
Gaffe Faltowaei): Saassya, 10 a.m. 
Sunday School: HklS a.m. 
nfonday "Payer Experience": 5:30 
Now meeting at 918 Red House Road Richmond First Charch of the 
on Miller's Landing. Nazsrese 
Service times: Sunday, 9 a.m. A 10:45 136 Aspen Avenue 
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m. Phone: 859423-5510 pm.    J4>[ 
For rides or more information call 859- Sunday School: 9:45 a.ra€*n*sa\aw Wednesday I>unw arm BfcW Study <■ 
623-4639. Morning Worship: 10:40 am. pm                      F^ansV While on campus, visit the Wesley Sunday evening: 6 p.m          txTKwsl & Tf Foundation on Tuesday and Thursday Wednesday: 7 p.m. - Bible StuWsnJj 
evenings. Youth. College A Career, ChildreVQ 
Programs                                 .^asntSi 
i.                7                     ''^SUF 
First Alhaaee Chart a 
1405 Barnes Mill Rd St. Stephen Catholic Nti«a^E»V 
Phone: 859-624-9878 Center                           *■        ''    M 
Sunday School: 9:30am. 405 University Drive   Jfl    l^dM 
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45 am Phone 859-623-9400  1 
A 6:30 p.m. Sunday Mass: 5 pm.    ^^ 
Wednesday Night Youth A Prayer Sunday Supper: 6 p.m. (SI 00) 
Services: 7:00 pm. Inquiry classes for becoming Catholic: 
For free transportation to Sunday Wednesday 7 p.m. V^^nT 
morning service*, call 859-624-9878. Newman Night for all students: Wed 9 
pm 
h 
i 
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Pancakes relief 
Jo«h Smith. Ml, a 19-yw-c*J sophomore poice studies major from Pike County, and Tim Backer, a 20- 
year-okJ sophomore recreation major from Cincinnati, share pancakes at the mtdnioK breakfast Thursday. 
Pancakes were aotd for $1. wHh money going to the relief efforts for the Sept 11 terrorist attacks. 
POWELL Surveys asking for suggestions 
From The Front 
choosing." said Dee Cockrille. 
vice president for student affairs. 
Cockrille said the Powell 
Building Recreation Center 
became a focus after looking at 
the needs of students and options 
that are available to them through 
services and programs. 
CockriDe. Brandee Petrey and 
Arnett Glassco advise Project 
Achieve. Petrey suggested turn- 
ing the downstairs Powell area 
into a club environment 
"They wanted to get involved 
in the project.* Cockrille said. 
The project has now become 
theirs. I am excited that student 
group is involved in making 
changes for the institution.* 
Petrey said she believes 
Eastern students need a place to 
visit that is "socially inviting,* not- 
ing the Powell Building serves 
that purpose but has room for 
improvement. 
"The students have been 
instrumental in deciding what 
their project is, location and 
research to support their plans," 
Petrey said. "It's exciting and 
refreshing to see such a dynamic 
group of students that aren't 
attached to any one student orga- 
nization." 
Cockrille said the Powell 
Building Recreation Area needs to 
be renovated because of outdated 
recreational facilities 
"The bowling alley is held 
together with duct tape and great 
ingenuity from the man in charge 
of it," Cockrille said. The game 
room is very dated and gets little 
SENATE: Pool 
will provide 
needed funds 
From The Front 
ing is a means to move upward 
over time in order to reach the 
benchmarks. 
"You want to get to that 100 
percent level — this allows you to 
get there using one set of data 
and a process to get there," 
Hughes said. 
Schlomann acknowledges that 
the proposal is only the beginning. 
This is only a very preliminary 
first step. The Senate has an Ad Hoc 
Committee on Compensation and 
Benefits that will be proposing a 
long-range plan dealing with salary 
inequities. The administration has 
expressed a commitment to work- 
ing on this," Schlomann said. 
The minimum wage motion 
called for professors with a termi- 
nal degree, tenure and 15 years of 
Eastern experience to be paid 
$54,000; associate professors with 
a terminal degree and tenure to 
be paid $45,400; assistant profes- 
sors with a terminal degree to be 
paid $36,800 and instructors to be 
paid $27,100. The minimum 
would be implemented after 
BURNHAM: 
Family quilt 
damaged 
From The Front 
when we received a phone call 
saying that there was a fire in my 
dorm," Dickey said. "Later, two 
girls came running in the BSU 
and told me that the fire was pos- 
sibly in my room." 
Sophomore Lynn Cooper and 
her roommate, freshman Ella 
Ankeny, were the two girls that 
told Dickey that her room was on 
fire. 
"Our first thoughts were that 
we had accidentally set off the fire 
alarm because we had been cook- 
ing in the kitchen," Cooper said. 
Then we realized that something 
more serious was going on. I 
involvement from students. 
The rooms (pool and bowl- 
ing) are only crowded during 
First Weekend or when the ser- 
vices are free like for Parent's 
Day." CockriDe said. "We wanted 
to update and respond to current 
student needs." 
Kenya Brim is the chair of the 
10-member student committee for 
the project. She said she received 
a letter in the mail stating that she 
was nominated by an Eastern fac- 
ulty member to serve on the com- 
mittee. She said Project Achieve 
was interested in active student 
leaders, so she joined. 
Brim said the students' origi- 
nal focus was on the residence 
halls, but later changed to the 
Powell Building because they 
wanted to implement something 
that everyone could benefit from. 
Brim said the club-like atmos- 
phere in the Powell Building will 
be an alcohol-free environment 
for students. 
"We feh Eastern was lacking in 
student services," Brim said, not- 
ing the university is growing and 
the revamping of the Powell rec. 
area will be a safe, clean, healthy 
environment 
Students will be able to dance, 
listen to music, bowl, etc. in the 
new facility, Brim said, adding it 
will be a good environment for 
social mixers. 
The student committee sent 
out 200 student surveys last week 
requesting suggestions on how to 
improve the Powell Building. 
Brim said a link was also posted 
on Eastern's Web site for students 
to visit if they didn't receive a sur- 
determining the faculty member's 
contract at 3 percent 
Furthermore, funds for the poli- 
cy would be provided through the 
Faculty Salary Equity Pool — allo- 
cated $50,000 in the budget An 
additional $30,000 would be 
requested from the Action Agenda 
fund to supplement the policy, sub- 
ject to approval from the Council 
on Postsecondary Education. 
During the meeting, the Senate 
also passed a motion to adopt four 
recommendations proposed by 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty 
Workload. The recommendations 
include widely circulating the poli- 
cy to faculty and administrators; 
formulating plans to reduce teach- 
ing loads; examining the use of 
technology in the university and 
its cost and examining the policy 
regarding advising. 
The Senate indefinitely post- 
poned a motion by the University 
Research Committee to triple the 
amount of funding for faculty 
research, and tabled a motion to 
form an ad hoc committee to 
examine intercollegiate athletics 
and its impact on the university 
until its next meeting. 
The next Faculty Senate meet- 
ing is scheduled for Nov. 5. There 
wffl be a reception for President- 
Elect Joanne Glasser at 2:30 p.m. 
prior to the November meeting on 
the first floor of the Keen Johnson 
Building. 
knew that Sarah would be down 
working at the BSU, so that is 
where we went to tell her the news." 
Dickey's first thoughts cen- 
tered on a family heirloom that 
she keeps in her room. 
"My first concern was that 
my quilt, which was made by 
my grandmother, was going to 
be burnt," she said. The quilt 
has red white and blue on it, all 
it lacks is the stars. The quilt 
was handed down to my dad and 
then he handed it down to me." 
Dickey later found out that her 
quilt was the first thing that 
caught fire in her room; it was not 
destroyed though. 
Andrea Stokes, resident assis- 
tant on Burnam's third floor, said 
that she had been smelling smoke 
all day. Stokes said she called one 
of her co-workers to see if she 
smelled it too. 
After noticing that a curling 
iron was plugged up in the room. 
Stokes said she even asked the 
vey. 
She said the surveys the com- 
mittee has received so far have 
been both good and bad. noting 
only a couple of students said 
they would not attend because 
alchol would not be served. 
Cockrille said the student com- 
mittee met with James Street, 
director of facilities services, last 
week. She said he will present 
Project Achieve with a budget of 
what he believes the renovation 
will cost soon. 
Brim said Street estimated that 
renovation would cost no more 
than $20,000. However, she said 
figures are not exact at this point 
The group has plans to remod- 
el the rec. area, install strobe 
lights and redo the wall paneling 
in Eastern colors. 
The university has allotted the 
group $4,000 for the new facility. 
Brim said. The next step is to tally 
the survey results and write a pro- 
posal that will be brought before 
the university. 
Cockrille said the student com- 
mittee hopes to present President- 
elect Joanne Glasser with a propos- 
al sometime this semester. 
"The students are also going to 
present a fundraising proposal or 
request to the vice president for 
advancement and finance (to help 
raise additional funding for the 
facility)," Cockrille said. 
Brim said final approval will 
come from Glasser. 
The group hopes to have the 
building completely revamped by 
the beginning of the Fall 2002 
semester. 
SHOOTING: 
One suspect 
still on loose 
From The Front 
hearing is scheduled for Oct 15 in 
Garrard County District Court 
Richmond police are looking for 
a fifth suspect, a black male 
approximately 5'8", 160 to 180 
pounds with short hair and trimline 
facial stubble. Officials believe that 
man tried to get into Palmer Hall. 
After Public Safety had alerted 
residence halls staff that one sus- 
pect had not been arrested, a man 
fitting his description was stopped 
by the Palmer Hall night supervi- 
sor. He told the supervisor he was 
going to his room on the seventh 
floor. When the supervisor did 
not recognize him and asked him 
to leave, he said he was going to 
another residence hall. 
Lindquist warned that the man 
might have no connection with 
the incident 
DeBord said Richmond police 
have recovered several rounds in 
the area of the shooting, and are 
still investigating a motive. He 
called Public Safety's cooperation 
"good work." 
girls if that could be what was 
causing the smell. 
"It kind of had the si 11 of a 
newness burning off," Stokes 
said. She went downstairs, and 
upon returning to the third floor 
later, noticed that the smell had 
gotten worse. She was in the 
library studying when the build- 
ing was evacuated. 
Colleen Nash, another Burnam 
KA, pulled the fire alarm. She said 
that there weren't any flames 
coming out of the unit, only 
smoke, which smelled "like burnt 
wire." 
Dickey will now have to do sev- 
eral things to clean up her room. 
The police told me that I was 
going to have to wash all my 
clothes because they now smell 
like smoke," Dickey said 
Joanne Wilder, the residential 
coordinator for McGregor Hall, 
said that she would be able to 
help Dickey pay for the expenses 
for washing her clothes. 
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Perspective QUOTE of tto WEEK ii 1 he bowling alley is held together with duct tape and great ingenuity from the man in charge of it — Dee CockriUe, vice president for student affairs, on why the bottom floor ofthe Powell Building needs renovations. 
smAs yy 
Necessities 
should 
come before 
desires 
on campus 
Forget downtown. Project 
Achieve is working on a pro- 
posal to transform the dreary 
downstairs of the Powell Building 
into a club-like atmosphere. 
Project Achieve, a 
leadership/scholarship program 
sponsored by the Office of Student 
Affairs, hopes to revamp the down- 
stairs by fixing up the bowling 
alley, installing strobe lights and 
redoing die paneling in Eastern 
colors. 
First of all, the fix-up is a good 
idea because the bowling alley is 
ancient With newer and better 
alleys in town, students rarely 
chose to go to the one on campus 
because it is so out-dated. So that 
part of the idea receives an 'A+.' 
Second, the downstairs is ugh/, 
colorless and has no attitude 
whatsoever. So, another 'A+' goes 
to wanting to make it more attrac- 
tive. 
The last part — making the 
downstairs into a club — is a bit 
iffy. The alcohol-free dance club 
would be a hard sell to students 
used to the bright lights of the big 
downtown atmosphere. Also, the 
group has been given $4,000 to 
redo the downstairs, but making it 
into a club-like atmosphere is 
expected to take more than 
$20,000. That part of the idea gets 
a'C 
The 'C is for the fact that there 
are a lot of needs at this university 
and putting a club on it certainly 
isn't one of them. There are resi- 
dence halls with broken down 
copy machines and printers, class- 
rooms in dire need of mainte- 
nance and has anybody been in 
the McCreary Building lately? It is 
in pretty bad shape. 
So if 8 not that the club idea is a 
bad one. This campus needs 
something to bring it together. 
But before we pour money into 
yet another attempt to keep stu- 
dents on campus, much thought 
needs to be given to the necessi- 
ties first 
'A' for Effort 
Nathaniel Bufccfc/Progren 
We're still growing slower than state 
E astern should be given an A for effort 
According to preliminary enroll- 
ment figures the university turned 
in to the Council on 
Postsecondary Education, enroll- 
ment figures as of Sept 15 
increased from 14,738 last year to 
14,762 this year — an increase of 
24 students. 
While the figures are prelimi- 
nary and subject to change, 
Associate Vice president for 
Enrollment Manage Rita Davis 
said the increase is a combination 
of university-wide efforts involving 
students, faculty and staff to 
recruit and retain new students. 
The preliminary figures sug- 
gest approximately 12,907 under- 
graduate students are enrolled at 
Eastern this year and 1,855 are 
graduate students. In addition, the 
number of first-time freshmen 
increased from last year's final fig- 
ure of 2,023 to this year's prelimi- 
nary number of 2,166 — an 
increase of 143 students. 
Eastern should be commend- 
ed for its efforts to increase the 
number of students attending 
this university, as well as retain- 
ing students. The enrollment 
staff has been working hard on 
recruitment efforts by visiting 
high schools, attending college 
fairs and community college 
shows as well as sponsoring 
spotlight days. 
However, Eastern's enroll- 
ment increase is substantially 
low compared to some of 
Kentucky's other in-state univer- 
sities. For instance, Morehead 
State University's preliminary 
enrollment this year is 8,693, up 
366 students from last year. 
Western Kentucky University's 
preliminary enrollment is 
16,492, compared to last year's 
final figure of 15,516. 
While these numbers are pre- 
liminary, Eastern should work 
even harder to bring enrollment 
numbers up. This means more 
high school visits, attending more 
college fairs and community col- 
lege shows and hosting more spot- 
light days. If s important die univer- 
sity makes itself visible and accessi- 
ble to students.The best way to do 
that is by being available. 
Eastern should work hard to 
determine what students need 
while at Eastern. This means 
determining what activities and 
events students would like to see 
on campus, what can be done to 
keep students here on the week- 
ends, etc. 
Students have a role in this too. 
Students need to ensure their 
voices are heard on campus. 
Attend campus events and univer- 
sity functions and let administra- 
tors know how to make this uni- 
versity better. 
A combination of help from stu- 
dents, faculty and staff can make a 
big improvement in the number of 
students who attend this universi- 
ty. So lef s work together this year 
to ensure that enrollment keeps 
increasing each year. 
► campuscomments 
► newsquiz 
OK, boys and girls. Ifs time to test 
your knowledge of what's going 
on at Eastern. If you don't know 
the answers, dont worry. Just go to 
www.progress.eku.edu and you can 
cheat 
& 
What renovation is 
Project Achieve 
planning to make to 
the Powell Building? 
a) make tile restaurants drive- 
thrus 
b) put a dance club on the 
bottom floor 
c) convert the top floor to a new 
section of the library 
* 
What classic movie 
will be acted out in 
November as part of 
Thursday Alternative 
Getaways? 
a) "Rocky Horror Picture Show" 
b) "Gone With the Wind" 
c) "Wizard of Of 
^^k According to the 
Cl \ annual crime report 
m^ released by the 
^Division of Public 
Safety, drinking arrests are 
down but what kind of crime 
is up? 
a) theft of goal posts 
b) theft of property 
c) theft of statues in die Powell 
Building 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
^£L This student is: 
p a) eating pancakes at a 
w^^ pancake breakfast in 
Walters Hall 
b) taking advantage of the 
newly-renovated Powell cafe- 
teria 
c) showing his friends exam- 
ples of improper dinner con- 
duct 
Prqject Achieve is working on renovations to the bottom floor qfthe Powell Building. Sports editor John Hays asked students what facilities are most needed in the building. 
Dayton. Ohio 
Major Assets 
protection 
Year Senior 
I think the com- 
puter facility 
needs renova- 
tions. That's the 
center of campus 
and so many stu- 
dents go through 
there. There are 
not enough work- 
ing computers 
available. 
Probably only 15 
out of 20 com- 
puters work. 
Lebanon 
Major Criminal 
justice 
Year: Junior 
I think the 
bowling alley 
needs renovat- 
ed. It needs to 
be expanded 
because they 
need more 
recreational 
facilities for 
students, not 
just bowling. 
Prestonsburg 
Major Public 
relations 
Yaar Junior 
I think there 
should be 
more of a stu- 
dent center 
area. A place 
where we can 
come together 
as one -stu- 
dent body as 
a whole. 
BRIAN MOORE 
We need a des- 
ignated indoor 
smoking area 
for the icy, 
cold winter 
days. 
Marketing 
Yaar Junior 
Beavercreek. 
Ohio 
Major Police 
administration 
Yaar Junior 
An area where 
students over 21 
can hang out 
and have a 
beer on tap 
while playing 
pool or bowling 
downstairs in 
the Powell 
Builc 
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CAMPUS REACTS 
Over three weeks after terrorist 
attacks on the United States 
Sept. 11, Eastern's campus 
community continues to react. 
America must retaliate, 
fight for the free world 
tdicattd to all the victims, their families and all of 
merica. 
JOHNW. 
SHEARER 
mtyTurn 
John Shearer is 
the owner of 
Rave Up Records 
in Richmond His 
daughter Is an 
Eastern graduate. 
We are one voice, one People. 
(Our America, A scar in the homeland) 
Home of the brave, land of the free 
at 8:48 a.m. E.S.T. the world changed for you and me, 
Attack on America, invasion of the homefront 
mistakes are made and dues are to be paid, 
if I may be blunt, 
There are no mountains too high 
nor seas too wide 
that will allow this absurd act of evil to ride. 
Our nation is too great, too strong 
in this time of darkness and woeful wrong, 
we will stand tall and rise above this wearisome song, 
Aversion in progress: 
We are united and have come together as one people, 
one voice 
in concert and harmony for freedom and goodwill 
justice shall befall the black knight 
and this my friend will be a bitter pill. 
Our shores have been attacked, our freedom has been 
invaded 
terrorism has blemished our soil 
(Our America) stands proud and tall in the face of 
adversity 
and turmoil. 
Here we stand, side by side, hand in hand 
we pledge to our forefathers to heal (A Scar In The 
Homeland), 
As we gear up and prepare to set in motion our mas- 
sive wheels 
of force and resolution 
we ask GOD'S grace and mercy be with us all as we go 
about our task 
to rid mankind of this senseless hatred and blood- 
thirsty pollution, 
O GOD we ask your divine blessing and guidance with 
the solution. 
(September 11. 2001). (Our America). (A Scar In The 
Homeland) 
with unbroken bond we stand, side by side, hand in 
hand. 
Terrorism will be defeated and fail 
America and the free world will prevail 
May GOD Bless America... 
TAREQAb 
ASLAWI 
MyTum 
Tareq Al-Aslawi 
is a senior Are 
safety engineer- 
ing major from 
Kuwait. 
United world will provide 
best response to attacks 
REFLECTIONS. For the past two weeks I have wit- 
nessed overwhelming kindness from Americans. 
Whether professors at Eastern, students, or even 
my physician and nurses at the hospital where I recent- 
ly had surgery, Americans have shown their true cal- 
iber. It is awesome to see people uniting and lending 
support to each other in the face of tragedy. Americans 
have risen above stereotypes and neither I, nor any of 
my friends of the Arabic -speaking language at Eastern 
have felt anything but compassion. 
We have all experienced shock and grief at the 
calamity that had fallen upon this nation. We condemn 
it as a cruel and cowardly act The word of our Creator 
in the Quran is forcefully clear: Al-Ma'idah 5:32 ... 
"whosoever kills a human being other than (in punish- 
ment) for manslaughter or causing corruption in the 
earth, it shall be as if he had killed all humanity, and 
whosoever saved the life of one, it shall be as if he had 
saved the life of all humanity.'' 
Among the mix of emotions and questions, there is 
a sense of anger and frustration. Any rational human 
will consider this act reprehensible. The perpetrators 
and their accomplices should get maximum punish- 
ment for their actions. It is important not to jump to 
conclusions and to get the right people because pre- 
vention of these incidents is just as important as pun- 
ishment of the perpetrators. 
The events in America on 11th September 2001 
caused every person to stop their dairy lives and think 
about why this has happened. Americans know every- 
thing about social security, healthcare and education 
because that is what directly affects their lives. 
However, when it comes to their relations with other 
countries, they let politicians take care of business 
although that too is an integral part of their livelihoods. 
When terrorists strike the United States, they do not 
differentiate between American citizens and American 
foreign policies. 
Unless we take this time to earnestly reflect on this 
experience, it will be difficult to resolve the emotions 
within us. If we meet negativity with negativity, rage 
with rage, attack with attack, what then will be the out- 
come? 
To stop terror the world needs to unite behind a 
cohesive humanity, citizen-to-citizen, nation-to-nation, 
faith-to-faith and seek a truly universal peace among all 
humankind. 
What can you do TODAY ... this very moment? 
What you wish to experience, provide the same for 
another. If you wish to experience peace, provide 
peace for another. If you wish to know that you are 
safe, cause another to know that they are safe. If you 
wish to better understand seemingly incomprehensi- 
ble things, help another to better understand. If you 
wish to heal your own sadness or anger, seek to heal 
the sadness or anger of another. 
"... If Allah had so willed. He would have made you 
a single Nation, but His Plan is to test you in what He 
has given you. So strive as in a race for good deeds. 
The return of you all is to Allah; it is He that will show 
you the truth of the matters in which you dispute." 
(Quran. al-Ma'idah; 5:48) 
y 
Where are Eastern's recycling bins? 
CHRIS PACKARD 
UyTum 
Chris Packard is 
a biology 
graduate student 
from Richmond. 
▼was absolutely astounded to see 
I The Progress take on a serious 
Aand important issue like recycling 
last week; I was overjoyed— then I 
read it. I must say I was under- 
whelmed and again astounded by die 
complete lack of research that Mr. 
Parker had obviously put into this 
article. He makes it sound like we are 
just bursting here at Eastern with 
recycling facilities and that our pro- 
gram is remarkable in some way. 
First off Parker says, "Recycling is 
everywheie ... with those bright blue 
trash cans that hide in every crook 
and nanny." Now maybe I'm blind, 
but the only way this is true is if these 
mysterious crooks and nannies have 
made off with their respective blue cans 
or if they are just so good at hiding 
nobody can find them. I say this 
because I looked for them this Monday 
in six buildings. I did find some facilities 
but certainly not what Parker promised. 
Here's the tally for a brief check and 
ranking of the hallways, classrooms 
and lobbies of the buildings I was in. 
1) Moore: Recycling in lobbies (two 
paper, two aluminum, one plastic) and 
in die back hall as well as most class- 
rooms; 2) Wallace: two plastics recy- 
cling cans on the first floor, and two 
blue cans in the middle of the hall- 
ways on each floor above; 3) Roark: 
four paper only recycling cans in two 
basement breezeways, no cans in the 
in classrooms; 4) Cammack: Two 
unlabeled blue cans in the back of the 
basement, none in the lobbies, alu- 
minum only recycling in class- 
rooms; 5) Combs: two recycling 
cans, one for white paper only and 
one newspaper only, on opposite 
sides of the building and under the 
stairs I found a dismantled plastics 
recycling container and 6) Powell: the 
center of student activity with a large 
lobby, a food area and the campus 
hangout corner had not a single recy- 
cling can anywhere that I found. 
I don't know how the dorms rank. 
An Eastern worker empties trash bins two weeks ago. Eastern was 
ranked second in the state in recycling, but one student questions where 
the recycling facilities are on Eastern's campus. 
but I doubt much better. One thing I 
did notice was the large number of 
trashcans outside and between build- 
ings where no recycling can be found, 
and if you peek into these trashcans 
they will be filled almost entirely with 
recyclables. There was only one place 
that had excellent facilities and that is 
the computer labs, each of which had 
appropriate paper recycling. 
Now don't get me wrong, it's not 
that Eastern's facilities services are 
not doing a good job, I'm sure they do 
the best job that they can with the 
resources they have and just having a 
program is excellent for a school like 
Eastern. It is also the first and hardest 
step to accomplish. But it could be 
several times better than it is if the 
receptacles were more available, 
located where students actually see 
them and clearly labeled with what 
can go in them. These small steps 
would make the program more effi- 
cient and accomplish the goal of "pro- 
moting awareness" much more effec- 
tively than it currently is. 
Furthermore, last year a petition was 
begun by a newly forming student 
group on campus, the EKU Greens, 
which already has gathered about 
1,000 signatures from students and fac- 
ulty telling the university that they sup- 
port increased recycling at Eastern. 
Not a mention of any of this was 
made by Mr. Parker, as is all too typical 
of the popular media since apparently a 
nice or a sensational article is much 
better and easier than any real report- 
ing of the truth. But hey. Eastern says 
it's second best, what more do you 
need to know? Certainly not about 
what actually goes on, certainly not 
what it means to be second best 
There isn't even a comparison with 
other schools, just a single reported 
volume, perhaps a per student amount 
might be better at gauging an institu- 
tion's recycling success since smaller 
institutions will obviously have a much 
lower overall volume of anything than 
a larger one whether it's trash or recy- 
cling or mashed potatoes served. But 
hey, who needs reporting when you 
have sensation and a really feel good 
kinda story. Thanks Mr. Parker. 
REC Council: source of activities, fun 
SUSAN POWEH 
MyTum 
Susan Powell Is 
a junior recre- 
ation and park 
administration 
major from 
Union. 
REC Council? What in the world 
is that? REC is short for recre- 
ation, and the council is a stu- 
dent organization in the department 
of leisure studies at Eastern. We are 
organized to bring students together 
who are interested in the professional 
preparation of park, recreation and 
leisure services. 
We kicked off the school year with 
a Fall Social where we served free hot 
dogs to our fellow students as they 
were on their way to the Begley 
Building. At the social, the students 
had a chance to learn more about the 
department of leisure studies from 
students within the department. 
Students were able to enter a drawing 
for a $50 gift certificate, provided by 
the REC Council, from Wal-Mart. 
Over two hundred students dropped 
by as we chatted about school in gen- 
eral, how they could become further 
involved with the department, or 
majoring in recreation and park 
administration. 
In the next few months, we are 
planning activities for students who 
are REC majors and for those who 
might be interested in the depart- 
ment On Oct. 11, we are planning a 
trip to the Galaxy Bowl (the new 
bowling alley here in Richmond) 
where the three different options 
within the major (therapeutic recre- 
ation, outdoor recreation and leisure 
programming) will compete against 
each other for a prize. On Oct 26, 27 
and 30, the annual Haunted Fort at 
Boonesborough State Park will wel- 
come all those brave enough to 
attend our evening of fear. On Nov. 7, 
we will be going to ClimbTime in 
Lexington for an awesome indoor 
climbing experience. These are just a 
few of the ways the REC Council con- 
tinually creates unity within the 
majors of the department and has a 
little fun. Next semester, we are pro- 
viding our annual student conference 
for students around the state and 
nearby states. Also next semester, the 
REC Council will take on another ser- 
vice project that benefits Madison 
County. 
Now, I am sure you are wondering 
who makes up the REC council and 
how members are selected. Everyone 
in the organization is nominated by 
faculty within the department, and we 
all serve in elected positions. 
Members include Chair Jason 
Burton; Vice Chair Adam 
Moneypenny; Secretary Susan 
Powell (that's me!); Treasurer Neil 
Napier; Social Chair Keri Manley; 
Historian Stacey Hale; Fund-Raising 
Chairs' Wiley Fawe and Seth Breitner 
and grad student Jason Chadwell. 
Lastly, our faculty adviser is Michelle 
Gerken. 
Two of the REC Council's primary 
goals are to serve the students within 
the department and to get the word 
out to anybody who is interested in 
majoring in recreation and park 
administration. If you would like 
information about what we do or how 
you can get involved, please feel free 
to contact our Chair Jason Burton at 
jb@climbkentucky.com, myself at 
stupowsuOacs.eku.edu, or check out 
our department's new Web page. 
►letters to the editor 
Stolen flag symbolic of couple's love for country 
Just recently, my husband and I received a very special gift In the 
wake of our country's tragedy, our nephew, aged 14, purchased for 
us an American flag. There is nothing particularly special about the 
flag; it is about 2 feet wide and about 1 foot tall, plastic stretched 
across a wire frame so that it could be proudly displayed outdoors, a 
testament to our national pride. 
We immediately planted the flag just outside our door. Today 
(Sept 24), our flag was gone. 
I do not want to speculate on the kind of person who would take 
the property of another. I have even less desire to speculate on 
the kind of person who would take an American flag. I can only hope 
the our flag is not the victim of some prank, but is being used as it is 
meant to be, a symbol of another person's patriotism. 
We were not robbed, my husband and I, because for us the flag 
was only a symbol. The flag was tangible evidence of our love for 
our country and the selflessness of a 14 year old boy who is too fast 
becoming a man. Those things can never be stolen. 
Sincerely, 
Jessica Tetrick Shipp 
Director's Apartment Commonwealth Hall 
'Ronicosmo': Problems come from mindset, 
women need to conform/adapt to beliefs 
I loved the article written by Syma KharaL This 
was something that needed to be said. 
As far as Ronka's article, why is it that women's 
body image and identity problems are blamed on HIM.' 
It seems that guys are stereotyped into either being 
'decent' or complete dogs. It seems that this 
writer's moral landscape is charted completely in 
black and white when dealing with the opposite sex. 
It seems the real problem lies with a particular 
mindset and certain women's need to conform and adapt 
to some potential dangerous beliefs. 
Not that I didn't appreciate what was being said. 
After all, there are plenty of guys going to school 
here who are absolute degenerates and for some reason 
there are laws against clubbing them. 
John Tinnes 
Should Eastern make students pay extra fees for their classes to make up for 
budget shortfalls? What can our university do to raise more moneyr 
Join the discussion by visiting 
www.easternprogress.com and logging onto our 
MESSAGE BOARD: 
Corrections 
The incorrect date was fated for the International Banquet. 
The banquet will be held at 6:30 pm. Oct 27 in the Keen 
Johnson Ballroom. Tickets are on sale at the International Office, 
Caae Annex 181, or by calling 623-1478. 
Refunds for students caled to armed services duty were incor- 
rectiy described in the News Briefs section of the Sept 27 issue of 
The Progress. Refunds for 100 percent of tuition are available for 
students caled to duty. Dining and housing refunds are pro-rated, 
meaning that a refund is given for the funds that have not been used. 
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifkations and corrections 
as needed on the Perspective pages. 
If you have a correction, please send it to the editor by noon 
Monday before publication on Thursday. 
»        - 
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INCREASES: 
Fees lower 
than others 
From The Front 
that Eastern's increase was so 
high is because Eastern had one 
of the first Board of Regents 
meetings, meaning it easy for the 
other schools to go a tittle under- 
neath Eastern's increase. 
"As much as I am opposed to 
the increase in tuition, we're still 
going to be at the bottom of the 
chart when compared to the other 
public institutions next fall," 
Bertram said. 
Carl Prestfeldt. budget director 
at Murray State University, said 
revenue has become a problem at 
Murray as well. He said although 
the university has shown an 
increase in enrollment, student 
costs have gone up because of 
revenue restrictions. 
Murray's Board of Regents has 
not set an exact dollar figure for 
tuition next year, but has declared 
tuition will be no lower than 
$1,257 and no higher than $1,280 
for resident undergraduate stu- 
dents and no lower than $3,770 or 
higher than $3,840 for nonresi- 
dent undergraduate students. 
Prestfeldt said Murray is working 
vigorously at the state level for 
funding and more aggressively on 
getting donors for the institution. 
Selena Stevens, senior informa- 
tion specialist for the University of 
Kentucky, said UK's Board of 
Trustees met Sept 18 to approve 
student fees for the next school 
year. Tuition at UK next year will 
be $1,740 for resident undergrad- 
uate students and $5,016 for non- 
resident undergraduate students. 
'Every school is in the busi- 
ness of setting their own tuition," 
Stevens said, "and everyone it 
evaluating tuition based on then- 
own needs." 
Sarah Dailey is the editor of the 
University of Louisville's student 
newspaper. The LouisviBe Cardinal 
She said U of L's tuition will rise a 
considerable amount next year. 
"By 2003. students will be paying 
almost four times the amount that 
we are paying now," Dailey said 
Dailey said U of L brings in 
Squeezing Students Pockets 
Eastern has one of the lowest totals for mandatory student fees. Western's is the 
itiEirvji,   Hnoinig   -*»ev 1 * . 
Eastern Kentucky University         135 - - 50 185 
Kentucky State University             135 - - 50 185 
Morehead State University            102            50 35 - 35           10 232 
Murray State University                 110            25 10 9 56 210 
Nothern Kentucky University        132            30 - 24 60          24 270 
University of Kentucky                  13              12 86 so 49          22 232 
University of Louisville 80 - - 80 
Western Kentucky University        44              96 - - 41           96 277 
Source: Council on Postaecondary Education 
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some money from sporting events. 
"I'd say 85 percent of the 
money U of L has to work with 
comes out of the students' pock- 
ets," she said. "That's a lot of 
money and a lot of expectations 
from the students." 
U of L's tuition will increase 6.3 
percent lor resident undergraduate 
students next year and 6.1 percent 
for nonresident undergraduate stu- 
dents. 
Many students were required 
to pay new class fees at Eastern 
this fall. The fees were passed by 
the Board of Regents last spring 
and applied to 79 different classes 
in the College of Arts and 
Sciences and the College of 
Business and Technology. 
The colleges requested the 
fees to help pay for lab material 
and software. Bertram said he 
believes the fees should be 
included in tuition. 
"In my opinion, tuition should 
cover the total cost of a classroom 
experience except for materials 
that a student gets to keep," 
Bertram said. "Since many of 
these fees will be for intangible 
services, I believe that they 
should be funded out of tuition." 
U of L eliminated all of its 
course and student fees last year 
and bundled the costs with 
tuition, said Mike Curtin, director 
of planning and budget at U of L 
Curtin said it was too hard to 
administer all of the fees because 
there were so many, noting howev- 
er, there is a small fee for students 
in fine arts and dental schools. 
Both Murray and Northern 
Kentucky University require no 
specific course fees. However, 
particular departments such as art 
and music, might require stu- 
dents pay additional fees for par- 
ticular materials. 
Prestfeldt said Murray doesn't 
charge course fees because it 
wouldn't be fair to charge the uni- 
versity as a whole. 
"We've made no effort to use 
course fees to deal with the over- 
all situation," Prestfeldt said. 
While Eastern's tuition 
increase is higher than most in- 
state universities, mandatory stu- 
dent fees are relatively low com- 
pared to other schools' fees. 
Students are required to pay a 
$135 student activity fee and §50 
computer and technology fee. 
"The fact that our fees are 
lower than other schools' speaks 
well of Eastern's long history of 
good Regents," Bertram said. 
Bertram said Eastern's student 
activity fee, which is the highest 
in the state (tied with Kentucky 
State University) concerns him 
and is something he hopes to 
change before his term expires. 
"My main problem is that dol- 
lar for dollar, it can only be 
accounted for the athletics por- 
tion. The remainder goes into the 
general budget." Bertram said. 
Many full-time students at 
Eastern's extended campuses also 
Eun-Young You/Progress 
don't benefit from the activity fee, 
Bertram said, noting fixing the fee 
won't be easy. 
"Because it goes into the gen- 
eral budget, there isn't a way to 
simply pull it out and start over," 
Bertram said. "We're working on 
it and will have recommendations 
next semester." 
Although the fees are bundled 
with tuition that students at U of L 
pay. Dailey said she is concerned that 
students are charged a printing ire. 
There are students who don't 
even use the campus computers 
or ever print anything out in their 
entire four years or more of col- 
lege, but have to pay these start- 
ing fees," she said. "Also, on top 
of the fees, individual usage of the 
printers, buildings and other 
machines are tagged on." 
NKU has the second highest 
mandatory student fee, totaling 
$270. 
Angela Schaffer, assistant bud- 
get director for NKU, said students 
are charged a $13 per credit hour 
incidental fee. The money goes 
toward student units and is not tied 
directly to one particular thing. 
Students at NKU also pay a $3 
per credit hour athletic fee, which 
is spread between various sports, 
a $2 per credit hour supportive 
learning fee and a $5 per credit 
hour technology fee. which the 
director of information technolo- 
gy distributes. In addition, those 
enrolled in NKlTs law school pay 
an individual fee. 
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Tattooing Richmond for 10 years\ 
Bodean's Tattoos 
K • Cover-upe . New Needles & Ink tor Evaryone ?4 
iSr^TAr,   -BODYPIERCING 
SI-624 0255 
Henna Body Art 
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Clean 0 on SundayJ Monctay 
after the ball games with 
everyone's favorite donut! 
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Free Treat. 
1 Aftar Nkw Treat. Oat A Free TCB V   SmaH Cup Or 
Corw Of Froaan Yogurt Or lea Cream 
421 W. Mam Straat • Richmond. KY • 624-3000 
MAIN STREET CHEVRON 
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000 
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Beaumont Centre 
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French Quarter Square 
2573 Richmond Rd 
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Danville Square 
(On the Bypass) 
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Carnage G*w Center 
839 Eastern Bypass 
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?00 Skywatch Dr 
CB LEXINGTON 
Bryan Station Rd 
Man O'War Center 
TatM Creek Centei 
Beaumont Center 
« FRANKFORT 
Brighton Park Center 
(SGIORGFTOWN 
1002 S Broadway 
•MT.STMUNO 
810 Indian Mound Or 
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955 S Main St 
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8090 Richmond Plea 
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Nokia 5165 
$1999 
Down loadable 
Ringtones 
Mobile Messaging 
and Chat 
Hurry! Tho 9r#at phone 
o««rh. only available 
toraHmctedtime 
J 
NOKIA 
CONNECTING PEOPLE 
Get 250 anytime r 
one of the following \ 
■ 
with 100 interactive i 
For jobs that rode, visit us at 
www.cinguiar.com 
X cingular 
WIIILIII 
What do you have to say?" 
1466-CINGULAR 
Limited tim« offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 1 - or 2-year contract 
required for eligible Cinguler calling plant Promotionel phone offer requires a two- 
year agreement Offer cannot be combined with any other special offers. Offer 
available to both new and existing Cingular Wireless customers. Eerfy terminetion 
and activation fees apply. Night hours are from 9:00 pm to 7:00 am end weekend 
hours are from 9O0 pm on Friday until 7:00 am on Monday. Long distance charges 
apply unless you have also chosen the long distance option Nationwide Long 
Distance applies to calls originating from your Home Celling Area and terminating 
in the US Airtime charges apply. Wireless Internet access applies to access charge 
only and does not include per minute usage Wireless Internet is only available in 
select service areas. Wireless Internet is not equivalent to lendline Internet Usage 
and overage charges for Wireless Internet service are billed in one-minute 
increments from our voice-calling plan and charged as provided in your rate plan. 
Third Party content providers may impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless 
Internet brochure for additional details -Unused Rollover package minutes expire: 
(1) on 12/31 AM; (2) immediately upon default or if customer changes rate plan. 
Rolled over minutes are not redeemable for cash or credit and are not transferable 
Minutes will not roil over until after the first month's billing Calls subject to taxes, 
long distance, roaming, universal service fee or other charges Package minutes 
and unlimited night and weekend minutes apply to calls made or received within 
local calling area Airtime in excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per 
minute rate of S 15 to i 50 Compatible phone and Cinguler Wireless long distance 
ere required. Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up to the next full 
minute at the end of each call for billing purposes Unused package minutes do not 
carry forward to the next billing period and are forfeited unless Rollover was 
selected Ringtones are available only on select phones and in select Cingular 
Wireless service areas. The charge for Ringtones is incurred one time, each time 
you download a Ringtone. Messaging service and user provided Internet access 
required for Ringtones Optional features may be cancelled after initial term of the 
service contract. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract 
and store for details O2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and 
the 5100 series phones ere trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its 
affiliates Cingular Wireless, -What do you have to say?" and the graphic 
icon are Service Marks of Cingular Wireless UC. O2001 Cingular Wireless 
LLC All rights reserved 
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Accent 
— Heaoey, editor 
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Jeff Hatmakw of Paint Uck holds In* American flag during the opening ceremony of the Grand Entry. The annual 
Richmond Powwow waa held at Irvine McDowell Park last weekend and was open to the public. 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
Michelle Ford, 15, from KnoxvMe participates in the "Fancy Shawl Dance." Symbolizing a butterfly looking for her 
lost mate, she danced quickly and lightly around the arena. Her shawl represents butterfly wings. 
Eastern plays Glenville 
State at home. Keep an eye 
on freshman running bade 
C J. Hudson as he and the 
Colonels attempt to score 
another victory./B6 
Patriotic 
American Indians from all over 
the country converged in Richmond 
to celebrate the annual powwow. 
BY KATIE WEITKAW 
Staff writer 
The sun was high overhead and about 100 people sat around 
the arena watching the powwow on Eastern's campus Saturday 
afternoon. The smells of hay, burning sage and the Mexican 
food stand filled the air. Not a word was spoken in the crowd 
during the Grand Entry ceremony. 
The American Indian color guard led the veterans, then the 
males, the women and the children around the circle before 
posting the flags. As the males walked past, the bells around 
their knees and ankles jingled in sync to the drums. 
The American Indians participating in the powwow came 
from several different tribes, but were all there to celebrate 
their ancestry. Everyone danced around the arena and invited 
spectators to join in. Many young children joined in and learned 
to dance their way around the circle. 
The two percussion groups, Brothers of the Pine and Might 
Good Drum played The Hag Song" while the color guard post- 
ed the colors. The first flag posted was an American flag with an 
American Indian riding a horse, looking to the stars. The sec- 
ond flag waa black and said "POW MIA" in white letters, honor- 
ing missing soldiers. The last flag posted said "Mingo Nation 
Remembers Chief Logan" in black letters on a white back- 
ground. This flag honors the struggles of American Indiana. 
The posting of the colors was followed by an invocation that 
included a prayer for peace. There was a moment of silence for 
those who were lost in the tragedy on Sept 11. 
The arena was small and only took up half of the outfield of 
the baseball field where it was held. It waa lined with bales of 
hay, long wooden posts and two shelters made of wood and 
leaves. Tied to the posts surrounding the arena were cloth flags 
colored black, white, red and yellow. These colors are meant to 
symbolize the four directions of the earth: north, south, east 
and west The two shelters were placed near the opening to the 
arena and the percussion teams sat in them. On top of the hay 
bales were sound speakers, pumpkins, gourds and squashes. 
When the Grand Entry ended, several different styles of 
dancing were shown as exhibitions. The first was "Grass 
Dancing," which is a traditional dance done by children that 
respects the ground where the powwow is held. The children 
dancing wore brightly colored outfits with yarn and fringe that 
symbolized the buffalo grass they respect 
The next dance was "Women's Fancy Dancing" done by two 
teenage girls. The dance told the story of a butterfly who lost 
her mate. 
Following that came "Women's Tingle." This type of dance is 
used for medicinal purposes in the North. The dress for this 
dance is brightly colored and covered in tiny metallic cones. 
When dancing these cones hit together and create a sound that 
can heal 
The last exhibition style dancing was "Men's Traditional." 
This dance told a story of a hunter looking for his prey, also 
called a "sneak-up" dance. Many of the men wore leather and 
face paint Those from tribes of the North wore feather bustles 
at their back. 
"Everyone just goes their own way," said Sharon Partin of 
Sarnia, Canada. Partin has been traveling with her husband to 
different powwows throughout the United States and Canada. 
Partin is a traditional dancer and sometimes competes at other 
powwows. Sometimes the vendors — who make their own jew- 
elry, clothing and other crafts — the dancers and the musicians 
will see each other at other powwows, but every family travels 
where they are led. 
Once the dancing ended, stories were told and a flute was 
played. The excitement calmed down, but the intensity of the 
powwow did not hah. The wind blew, the flags flapped in the 
breeze and tiny yellow butterflies made their way across the 
arena. The tribal stories told orally throughout the dances wel- 
comed nature into the arena. 
Ksvm MaUkvPrograst 
Seven-yeef-c4d Michael Myer dances the 
opening "Grass Dance" at the powwow. 
This dance is dona by children and symbol- 
izes respect for tie arena's ground. 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
A wild turkey fan and dancing stick were 
used during the exhibition "Men's Tradition- . 
ar dance. A wide variety of North American 
regalia was on display at the powwow. 
Christopher Columbus: hero or villain? 
BY 8AWAH HtAHgV 
AccentmMtor 
Many people don't really celebrate 
Columbus Day. For them it's just 
another day off from school and work. 
But for American Indians all over the 
country, Oct. 8 is a day of painful 
remembrance. 
Some people rationalize the cele- 
bration of Columbus Day by saying 
American Indians had no real civiliza- 
tion or written language. Before 
Columbus discovered the New World, 
they lived a meager hunter/gatherer 
existence. Eastern history department 
professor Stephen Warren said many 
believe the myth that the American 
Indians were better off after European 
contact 
Eastern anthropology professor 
Kelli Carmean said several cultures, 
like the Mayans and Aztecs, reached 
state-level civilizations. The Mayans 
had also developed a written language. 
The Spanish conquistadors burned 
Mayan books, believing they were the 
work of the devil. 
"Many of these conquistadors did- 
n't even know how to read and write," 
Carmean said. 
Warren also mentioned the 
Cahokia civilization that flourished 
between 700 and 1300 near eastern St 
Louia. Twenty to 35,000 people inhabit- 
ed this city. 
Their size rivaled that of contem- 
porary London," Warren said. 
Several American Indian cultures 
practiced organized agriculture. 
Warren said 60 percent of the crops 
eaten today, such as squash, corn and 
potatoes, originated in the Americas. 
Warren and Carmean agreed the 
largest impact the first 50 years of 
European contact had on the 
American Indians was the spread of 
deadly diseases. In the history and 
anthropology fields there is much 
debate over the original native popula- 
tion. Some estimates place the 
American indigenous population north 
of the Rio Grande at seven to 10 mil- 
lion. 
There was a vast population loss of 
around 90 percent" Carmean said. 
Columbus also initiated the slave 
trade that also helped depopulate the 
West Indies. 
The massive depopulation also had 
a destabilizing affect on many of the 
cultures. Older people and children 
suffered a higher death rate. Many 
societies revered their elders and 
relied on them for leadership. . 
I 
Carmean also pointed out that the 
diseases caused American Indiana to 
question their social structure and reli- 
gions. Nobles and shamans were often 
viewed as god-favored. 
"Disease strikes regardless of 
class," Carmean said. "Native shamans 
were powerless to stop diseases like 
smallpox." 
So why is Columbus so revered by 
our society when his initial contact 
with Americans Indians was so devas- 
tating? 
"History is written by the literate 
people and the conquerors," Carmean 
said. 
Carmean also said that although 
earlier tripe to North America are doc- 
umented, like Leif Erikson's settle- 
ment these discoveries didn't have the 
same impact as Columbus. 
"There waa no land crunch in 
Scandinavia," Carmean said. She cites 
the lack of land, potential for a trade 
route to the Indies and wealth gained 
in the American Indian slave trade as 
motivating factors that resulted in last- 
ing European aettlementa after 
Columbus. 
American Indians have long felt 
unease about celebrating Columbus 
Day, according to Carmean. Last year 
she did research for her book at a 
Northern Arizona Navajo reservation. 
For the first time, Columbus Day waa 
not celebrated on the reservation that 
year. The Navajos celebrated a family 
holiday instead. 
Warren pointed out many urban 
areas like Minneapolis and Seattle, 
where there are significant American 
Indian populations, often have anti- 
Columbus demonstrations. He said 
these protests were more common in 
urban areas than on reservations. 
Warren summed up the controver- 
sy by saying a middle ground could be 
reached. "Columbus is neither a hero 
nor villain," Warren said. "We should- 
n't call it Genocide Day or celebrate 
(as it is)." 
He said thought should be put into 
Columbus Day to turn it into a mean- 
ingful holiday where the true impact of 
European and Native American con- 
tact should be considered. But ulti- 
mately, he pointed out that there's a 
problem with teaching young children 
about Columbus. 
"Imagine being a fourth grade 
teacher," Warren said. "Do you tell the 
more truthful story?" 
What's TAP 
►Tap the "Tap" 
Have a campus event or 
activity? Contact Beth 
Howard at 622-1882 
or by email at 
<progress@acs.ekiLedu>. 
Elite ra Progress," 
TODAY 
Giles Gallery: The Photography of 
William Morning star and Cathryn 
Griffen continues all week. 
9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
"Kenluckians Remember World 
War II" conference sponsored by 
EKU Center for History and 
Politics in the Perkins Building. 
11 a.m. -5 p.m. 
Free caricatures in Powell Lobby. 
11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
Free Arby's food, drinks and 
music in front of Keen Johnson. 
Sponsored by Big Brothers and 
Big Sisters of the Bhiegrass. 
5-12 p.m. 
Free bowling and billiards in 
PoweU Recreation Center. 
5:30 p.m. 
Apologetics Bible Study at Baptist 
Student Union. 
7:30 p.m. 
CRU weekly meeting of Campus 
Crusade for Christ at Pearl 
Buchannen Theatre. 
7:30 p.m. 
The Madison County Historical 
Society will present "Considering 
a New History of Berea College" 
at its meeting in the Seabury 
Center on Berea campus. 
9 p.m. 
BlackOut Party in the Powell Rec. 
Room. 
7 p.m. 
Eastern volleyball vs. Austin Peay 
at McBrayer Arena. 
9 p.m. 
Big Screen Movie in The Ravine: 
"Swordfish." 
FRIDAY 
Bodean's Tattoo convention 
through Sunday at the Continental 
Inn in Lexington. 
11 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
Cinemation Thrill Theater featur- 
ing surround sound, heat, air con- 
ditioning, fog, leg ticklers, rain, 
wind, strobe lights and aromatic 
scents in Alumni Coliseum 
Parking Lot. 
5- midnight 
Free bowling and billiards in 
Powell Recreation Center 
11 p.m. - 1 
Free midnight breakfast in the top 
floor of PoweU 
SATURDAY 
Noon - 6 p.m 
Extreme Air Indoor sky diving 
experience in AC. Parking Lot 
Noon - 6 p.m. 
Cinemation Thrill Theater at A.C. 
Parking Lot 
2 p.m ■* 
Eastern volleyball vs. Lipacomb at 
McBrayer Arena. 
3:30 - 6p.m. 
Arby's free food, drinks and 
musk in front of Keen Johnson. 
5 — midnight 
Free bowling and billiards in 
Powell Recreation Center. Red 
Pin bowling for prizes from 9- 
midnighL 
6 p.m. 
Eastern football vs. Glenville State 
at Roy Kidd Stadium. Student 
Organization Attendance Contest 
- sign-in at the registration table 
on the hill inside the football sta- 
dium. 
SUNDAY 
6 p.m. 
Pizza and a movie: "Brokenness 
and Healing in the Movie 'Return 
of the Jedi'" at the First 
Presbyterian Church parlor. 
MONDAY 
Holiday — No Class. 
TUESDAY 
7 p.m. 
Eastern volleyball vs. Morehead 
State at Morehead. 
j Tattooing Richmond for 10 yearo$A 
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Covar-ups 
Custom Work 
New School Art 
& Ink tor Everyone , 
BODY PIERCING 
.*,7SM»i 
tfennt Body Art 
imf     ^   . FH-am u-iopm        V     BW        \J 
FmPhat) 
First Weekend activities are be«iaamg today at 11 a.m. vim 
caricatures in the Powell Lobby awl free Arby's » front of the 
Keen Johnson Building. There will be free bowling and billiards in 
the Powell Recreation Center from 5 p.m. to midnight through 
Saturday. 
This First Weekend will also feature a Cinemation Thrill 
Theater, which includes surround sound, heat, air i 
fog, leg ticklers, ram. wind, stobe fgfate and i 
NoCo*m Nightly 
Drink 
Thum. 4 Caprtamurx* 
Frt • Sourpum mtyfcs Vice 
Iteact 7B4 
M 
11 
FrLiaSmerafaftf 
Sat 13 Soulp—ch 
• All Shows 
Start @ 9 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
Autumn Voices Lecture: Betsy 
Lewin at Crabbe library. 
7:30 p.m. 
"Women and Sports: Title DC and 
Is Implementation in Secondary 
and Higher Education" panel 
discussion in the Kennamer 
Room of the Powell Building. 
8 p.m. 
CommonGround at BSU. 
8 p.m. 
Spirit of America Benefit 
Concert at the University of 
Kentucky's Singletary Center for 
the Arts 
WEDNESDAY 
CMJ Music Marathon begins. 
3:30 p.m. 
The Prayer of Jabez at the BSU. 
7 p.m. 
Christian Student Fellowship at 
the Daniel Boone Statue. 
7:30 p.m. 
Westminster 
Wallace 326. 
Fellowship   at 
7:30 p.m. 
EKU Center for Kentucky History 
and Politics Lecture Series "Fifty 
Years of Kentucky Politics: A 
Perspective" by Walter Baker in 
the Kennamer Room. 
8 p.m. 
Faculty Horn Recital at Gifford 
Theatre. 
****rQ 
GYM 
Open 24 hours 
For Students Only Special 
Two Months FREE, plus 
BRING THIS COUPON 
AND SAVE S 10.00 
On Student Rates 
528 Eastern Bypass 624-8000 
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
THAT ARE CLEAR 
AND CONCISE. 
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN'T. 
TIAA CREF org 01 call 1 BOO 84? 2776 
■ 
■ 
• ■ 
Do you have any events that you want to spread the word about? 
Call Beth Howard at 622-1882 to put your information to on What's On Tap. 
..-X  
arts&stuff 
! 
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Don't tell ending to this thriller 
HOC OO^ERO ■ 
The fortune it buried ia 
"Potter's Field" graveyard al 
grave she number 815518. The 
pain firs with a traumatized, cata- 
tonic young woman locked in a 
mental institution Moreover, the 
mystery of it al it finding out how 
the two connect 
Based on the novel by Andrew 
Clavan. "Dont Say A Word" takes 
the audience members and sub- 
jects them to the longest 24 hours 
of their Eves. 
This movie was actually three 
movies for the price of one. 
One element of the story 
involved psychiatrist Dr. Nathan 
Conrad and his abducted daughter. 
Another was Aggie Conrad, bis 
wile, who had a broken leg and 
felt helpless because she could 
not help look for her daughter. 
The third element involved a 
brutal gang of five men who were 
looking for something that they 
had long considered to be theirs. 
Besides the obvious star, 
Michael Douglas, the character of 
Elisabeth, played by Brittany 
Murphy, dominated the movie's 
characters. 
thick strands of 1 
hair. Her last incident mvotved a 
razor blade, and her victim was 
pronounced dead at the scene. 
Murphy's portrayal of Eksabeth 
the knunhdgiL wanted by five mur- 
derers, but the actual object of 
desire lies kt the cotton bslbely of 
Mishka. EKsabeffa-s favorite dol 
when em warn younger. 
Mishka finaly soils her secret 
10 yean after being buried along 
with Ehsabethsfather. 
Cowhand? Good. 
I found the lighting and cine- 
matography throughout the now 
to be very compelling. Both 
are used to take the 1 
put laui or her awo the i 
mide ESsabeth's head. 
Smai details, such as seeing the 
peeled paint from the hospital 
room waDs under EEsabeth's fin- 
gernails, help the viewer to relate 
to her pain and frustration. 
Daferent fighting is used in cbffer- 
ent places in order to capture the 
viewer and make uuu or her fed 
the way the actor feeh. 
Other cast members include 
Sean Bean. Guy Tony, Jennifer 
Do yon 
have 
a pet9 
Accent editor Sarah Heaney 
is looking for Eastern 
students to talk to about 
taking care of pets while in 
school Give her a call 
at 622-1881. 
Brittany Murphy 
Photo t 
•twee mows in one. 
!  
AmmeMm StoijtoM St FrttmfyFofaf 
5:30 Coffee House 
6:00 Celebrauon 
(Back Basement Entrance) 
I 
I TUB AD WITH YOU MB GET A FREE SUNOAE! 
first United Methodist Church • 401 West Main Street • Raymond 
Esposito. Famke Janssen. Oliver 
Platt Skye McCole Bartusiak and 
Conrad Goode. 
The movie, released Sept. 28. 
made $18 nasson in the first week- 
end at the box office, amaiing to 
Yahoo s movie Web site. 
-Dont Say a Word" is a true bit 
of action, a little bit of drama and 
plenty of suspense and surprise. 
When first asttinc down in the 
theater. I could not help but won- 
der "What could be so important 
about a six-digit number? Why ia a 
doctor's child being held hostage 
in order to obtain the number? 
What does a young sociopath have 
to do with anything!"" 
I now know the answers, but 
don't bother asking — "TO never 
ten.- 
Auditions held today for 'Rocky Horror' 
BT0C**TACKETT  
SSr 
Tryouts are being held today 
for those who want to get dressed 
up and do the Time Warp for the 
first-ever showing on Eastern's 
campus of The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show." 
The '70s cult movie will be 
shown Nov. 15, and the tryouts 
are to find about seven cast mem- 
bers to play along with the movie. 
To try out for one of the charac- 
ters, like Dr. Frank-N-Furter. 
Magenta or Riff, just go to Gifford 
Theater from 6 to 9 p.m. today. 
Students are encouraged to 
call 622-2077 tor a tryout appoint- 
ment, but walk-ins will be accept- 
ed, said Brandee Petrey, director 
of special programs, research and 
development for the Office of 
Student Affairs. 
The event is sponsored by the 
Office of Student Affairs through 
its Thursday Alternative Getaway 
piugiam TAG is a series of events 
held every other Thursday 
to try to get students to 
participate in sub- 
stance-free activi- 
ties on campus 
instead of going 
downtown. 
Petrey said 
deciding to 
show "The 
Rocky Horror 
Picture Show" 
was easy. 
"If s contagious. If s very, very 
contagions,* Petrey said. "As every- 
body knows, there is a huge cuh 
following in The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show,' and if s something 
Eastern's never done before." 
Petrey said the student interest 
in the participation-based event 
has been very positive so far. 
"Mostly what we're seeing is that 
people who have never seen the 
movie before are very excited and 
very intrigued," Petrey said Tm a 
Erne concerned because the 
'Rocky Horror' veterans 
haven't come out of 
the woodwork yet" 
The event, 
which will 
begin at 9 
p.m. Nov. 15 
in the Keen 
Johnson 
Ballroom, 
will be a com- 
bination of the movie and the 
characters acting out the plot Of 
course, Petrey said, audience par- 
ticipation is expected. 
There are several parts in "The 
Rocky Horror Picture Show" 
where props are used to get the 
audience into the movie. The only 
prop banned from the event is 
water guns. 
Check out the Nov. 15 Accent 
page of The Eastern Progress to 
find out more about the movie 
and participation. 
If you're not a "Rocky Horror 
Picture Show" veteran, don't 
worry. There wifl be a preshow at 
9 p.m. before the movie is shown 
to initiate those first-timers, 
Petrey said. 
The event is free, as are all 
TAG events. 
Auditions to play one of the 
seven characters also were held 
yesterday. To audition, students 
need to have five to 10 minutes 
prepared acting out the character 
they are trying out to be, and after 
that is finished, students can get 
creative, Petrey said. 
The cast will practice three 
times a week until the event The 
cast will be directed by Chris 
Thomasson, a University of 
Kentucky theater graduate who 
plays Dr. Frank-N-Furter for the 
Kentucky Theater's presentation of 
The Rocky Horror Picture Show." 
Are Autumn's 
cool, rainy 
winds maki 
you shiver 
Don't feel like   / 
getting out in this 
weather? 
624-9241 
WE DELIVER! 
Located on the corner of Second & Water St. 
loura      | KaH Hum 
assaajw I      i*m • a*, n «.». • n p.m 
k. tun. ia neon - II p.m 
Mw  hwCarry-owt H
Mori   - Bat. 10 SO • m  - It 
. 11 mm - 11 p.m 
VOTE 
2001 Homecoming King & Queen 
PRE-CANDIDATE ELECTION 
Teesuuf $ OctcOwf 9 
10 AM to 6 PM • Powell Building • Main Floor Lobby 
- AH Full-Time Students May Vote For 3 King a Queen Candid*— ~ 
King Pre-Candidates 
1. John Jacob Dixon / Panhcllcnic Council 
2. Kevin Kleis / Alpha Delta Pi 
3. Bill Yaraell / Alpha Gamma Delta 
4. Chris Sterling / Alpha Omicron Pi 
5. Tim Dunn / Chi Omega 
6. Dust in Spencer / Delta Zcta 
7. Jared Wright / Kappa Alpha Theta 
8. Erik Brown / Kappa Delta 
9. Chris Neal / Pi Beta Phi 
10. Brandon Dixon / Interfraternity Council 
11. Wesley Simpson / Beta Theta Pi 
12. Chris Castle / Kappa Alpha Order 
13. Bret Martin / Lambda Chi Alpha 
14. Philip Boggs / Phi Delta Theta 
15. Brandon Bisig ' Phi Kappa Tau 
16. Matt Doughman / Pi Kappa Alpha 
17. Ben Palmer / Sigma Chi 
18. Paul Long/Sigma Pi 
19. Greg Simms / Theta Chi 
20. Dustin Brumbaugh / Student Government 
Association 
21. Roosevelt Turner / Association of Black Collegians 
22. Byran Duncan / Baptist Student Union 
23. Jimmy Fisher / Golden Key International Honor 
Society 
24. Matthew Hinds-Aldrich / Lambda Sigma 
25. Andy Johnstone / Mortar Board 
26. Lamant Cox / Phi Beta Lambda 
27. Jeff Connor / Student Alumni Ambassadors 
Queen Pre-Candidates 
1. Kara Tatum / Panhellenic Council 
2. Rebecca Keeth / Alpha Delta Pi 
3. Jill Fetzer / Alpha Gamma Delta 
4. Melissa Hackney / Alpha Omicron Pi 
5. Lori Stacy / Chi Omega 
6. Rebecca Padgett / Delta Zeta 
7. Magen Ferrell / Kappa Alpha Theta 
8. Kristen Ward / Kappa Delta 
9. Laura Finck / Pi Beta Phi 
10. Jennifer Howard / Interfraternity Council 
11. Casey Managus / Beta Theta Pi 
12. Kristen Johnson / Kappa Alpha Order 
13. Kim Schilling / Lambda Chi Alpha 
14. Tare Lewis / Phi Delta Theta 
15. Lena Beavin / Phi Kappa Tau 
16. Amy Jackson / Pi Kappa Alpha 
17. Tonya Engle / Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
18. Daniella Rogers / Sigma Chi 
19. Mary Nelson / Sigma Pi 
20. Rebecca Black / Tau Kappa Epsilon 
21. Karen Wood / Theta Chi 
22. Emily Montgomery / Student Government 
Association 
23. Amanda Brown / Alpha Eta Rho 
24. Debby Parfenchuk / American Society of Interior 
Design 
25. LaKesha Chum / Association of Black Collegians 
26. Renee Kilby / Baptist Student Union 
27. Leigh Land / Christian Connection 
28. Carrie McCormick / Christian Student Fellowship 
29. Sarah Koger / Colonels for Christ 
30. Laura Kremer / Delta Omicron 
31. Bethanie Skaggs / EKU Dance Team 
32. Paula Coomer / Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
33. Tara Bottom / Golden Key International Honor 
Society 
34. Beth Smith / Kappa Delta Tau 
35. Amber Jones / Kappa Mu Epsilon 
36. Amy Phelps / Kentucky Education Association 
37. Jillian Cobb / Lambda Sigma 
38. Yolanda Stephen son / Mortar Board 
39. Jennifer Ashurst / National Student Speech 
Language Hearing 
40. Sara Kaufman / Phi Beta Lambda 
41. Kristen Keeling / Student Alumni Ambassadors 
42. Karlyn Russell / Student Athletic Training 
Association 
43. Jennifer Manis / Student Occupational Therapy 
44. Gina Vaile / Todd Hall Council 
45. Melissa Jackson / Residence Hall Association 
I I 
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Early morning radio with Dobbs 
SMT 
When 4 a.m. rolls around, 
most people are snug in their 
beds, with hours of sleep ahead of 
them. This isn't die case for one 
Eastern student who sees early 
morning Monday through Friday. 
, Justin Dobbs, 20. works the 
morning shift at WCDA 106.3. 
where he helps with the produc- 
tion of the "Bob and Sherry 
Show,"broadcast out of South 
Carolina. 
Dobbs, who was in search of 
something fun to do in his spare 
time, applied for the position and 
landed the job almost two months 
«*o. 
During his 6 to 9 a.m. shift. 
Dobbs reports the weather, intro- 
duces the traffic report, makes 
commercials and assists in pro- 
duction. 
Dobbs is new to the station. 
bat his previous experience in 
broadcasting made it easy to 
adjust 
"I used to do some stuff at 
another radio station when I was a 
senior in high school," Dobbs 
Tony Doolin, program director 
of WCDA, said Dobbs has 
responded really well 
"He was real eager to do it and 
we were ready to help him," 
Doolin said. "Justin's a good guy. 
He's real motivated, and he's real 
While the actual production of 
the show is difficult. Dobbs said 
he enjoys his new position. 
"I'm probably going to stick 
with this through college." Dobbs 
said. 
In addition to his position at 
the station Dobbs is an active stu- 
dent on campus. 
Dobbs, a sophomore political 
science major with a minor in 
speech communication, is presi- 
dent of the Eastern College 
Democrats, which helps inform 
students about what is going on in 
the government 
The organization arranges vol- 
unteer projects and fundraisers 
and brings speakers to campus. 
Last year, Dobbs helped to 
organize Democratic Vice 
Presidential candidate Joe 
Iiebq man's visit to campus. 
"When he came to campus, I 
i ii arti a» 
KMIUMCW* 
Ana MM 
Electronic Business Syste 
Computer Sales & Service 
(Inside of BAN Office Supply) 
>SM 
»•«**"" 
Kevm Martm/Progrsss 
At WCDA 106.3, Justin Dobbs reports the weather, introduces the traffic report makes commercials and 
assists in production. He works the 6 to 9 morning shift with the "Bob and Sherry Show." 
Bfolage Liters 
$10 OFF 
624-0066   RICHMOND MALL 
Walk-ins Welcome 
Mon-Sat 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
Sun. 12:30 p.m. 6 p.m. 
ii Justin's a good 
guy. He's real 
moti vatea, ana 
Tony Doolin, 
program director of 
WCDA 
 yy 
was the student who walked 
around with him." Dobbs said. "I 
got to miss class all that week." 
After Lieberman's visit Dobbs 
was asked to join the candidate's 
campaign. He withdrew from 
classes and set out on his first 
presidential campaign. 
"It was pretty cool," Dobbs 
said. "It was fun to say the least" 
While it was an experience he 
will never forget this wasn't the 
first campaign Dobbs took part in. 
Since taking an interest in poli- 
tics, Dobbs has participated in 3 
congressional campaigns, a sen- 
ate campaign and a presidential 
campaign. 
Growing up as a neighbor to 
Scotty Baesler, Dobbs was 
exposed to politics early. 
"We use to be next door neigh- 
bors to Scotty Baesler when he 
was the mayor of Lexington," 
Dobbs said. "It's not every day 
you get to hang out with the 
mayor." 
Over time, Dobbs became curi- 
ous about the profession and 
decided to get involved. 
"He (Baesler) ran for Congress 
a few years ago, and I decided I 
would help with his campaign," 
Dobbs said. 
Upon his withdrawal last fall, 
Dobbs was a member of the 
Student Government Association. 
He also has given many speeches 
on campus. 
Even though Dobbs leads a 
very active lifestyle, he considers 
himself a normal individual. 
"I play golf," Dobbs said. "I 
travel a lot. I go all over the 
place." 
Dobbs said between politics 
and radio he has not made any 
permanant plans. 
"As of right now. it will proba- 
bly be politics after I graduate," 
Dobbs said. 
Justin 
Dobbs 
Birthdate: 
Jan. 30, 1981 
Hometown: 
Lexington 
Major: 
Political 
science/ 
speech 
communication 
minor 
INSTANT CARE CENTER 
848 IMtOTfa Shopping Cant* • Richmond KY 404/5 
1859) 823- I9S0 • (869) 823-0819 (tax) 
Walk In Medical (arc Facility 
Services include: 
• Medical Treatment and Minor Injury Care of adults 
and children over two years of age 
• Physicals - personal, school, sports or insurance 
• Laboratory and X-ray Services 
la*** met to taw 
tmk»m S»MI 
UMUMM Ma*ta*j 
Ctnkr 
Monday - Friday: 8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m 
Ciik • Ch«k • Via* • NUunCud • Imucancr 
— We Welcome EKU Snulents — 
— 
introduci n 
unlimited $ 
local calling 39"! 
• One low monthly rate 
• Free long distance to areas 
you call the most 
• Free voice mail, caller ID 
• Ask about no contract, 
no credit check options 
Works like a normal wireless 
phone outside local area! 
FREE   PHONE 
1.800218.1952 www.ceitoneusa.com 
Plans that fit the way you talk? 
CELLULAROME- 
from Dobson Cellular Systems 
UMrOa 
888 EMW **• 
8*8)314 3500 
0»» N—mii Servm 
18591823 1500 80S mrnmond ftm 
W859 625 00*8 
nssMJs-oere 
imersny Bow a Sm* 
I858) 824 0220 
BretaissPiiu.ndudasunlenaM<aeiig 24 nan a On and MM*, from me Bnaut Service atM Brera ram not avaSsM n al martlets so Me 
store ter more «w FTM ohone may not M the handset shown am mty vary By location Brmtt ssrwee itaxm an approved ag*H phone and • 
contingent upon credit chec* and annual contract loll-free caatng otter not avail SUM to al ares codes and a Honied 10 calls made from me Brian 
zone Saa your local store lor more data's on coverage and tames plan Mures When outside the Brten rone roaming long distance and other 
charges may apply Cellular One reserves the 'igtrt to cancel or modify any plan with 30days notice See store tor complete details 
O2001 CeauWOne 132 l-C0KY6 
Weekjsnd HOJTS 
Z&itftHg £irv\ai 
FajrtcfaFcrtCourt 
Sahrday Sunday 
U&AM-2PM Closed 
Mcriday(Chkk^A,B<ryerttng) 
Fresh Feed Co. 
Saturday, Sunday, Monday 
Brunch-V3) AM-WPM 
Dnner-M30PM-&30m 
Bimpie/C-S+are 
Sunday & Monday 
SPM-Mdhight 
SimHctiHdICafe 
visituscnfhe at 
BClMNm.COM 
Monday 
7AM-WPM 
K 
Members of the Catholic Newman 
Center: From left to right: Lance 
Bobo, Kristopher Bowerman, Christy 
Marz and Chuck Marz. 
Beth Howard, editor around&about1 Thursday. October 4.2001 AcCdlt  B5 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
Intramurals 
Jim Gobi* participates in intramural flag football with his fraternity Kappa Alpha. Intramural sports include 
flag football, soccer, volleyball, basketball and Softball, open to all who want to play. For more information 
call the intramural director. John Jewell, at 622-1244. 
If you have a flag football team or are thinking of starting one and you are interested in a little competi- 
tion. Beta Theta Pi is hosting their annual Beta Football Tournament Oct. 13-14. There are separate brack- 
ets for women and men, and the tournament is open to all students. The cost is $65 a team. To reserve a 
team call Neal Cropper at 623- 3086. 
Children's illustrator, author 
shares experience, expertise 
BY SARAH LYNCH  
Staffrniter 
As a part of the Autumn Voices 
Lecture Series, award-winning 
children's author and illustrator. 
Betsy Lewin will share her experi- 
ences and expertise with the 
Eastern community. 
Lewin has many awards under 
her belt, but the most recent and 
recognizable is the 2001 Caldecott 
Honor she received for her illus- 
trations in the children's book. 
"Click, Clack, Moo. Cows That 
Type." According to Lewin's Web 
site (www.betsylewin.com), the 
book is about "farm-smart cows 
that recycle a manual typewriter 
to improve barnyard conditions." 
Farmer Brown receives com- 
plaints from the cows that include 
the need for heating blankets in 
the barn. 
The Randolph Caldecott home- 
page states that the Caldecott 
Honor is awarded to artists for 
"distinguished illustrations in a 
picture book and for excellence of 
pictorial presentation for chil- 
dren." These honors are awarded 
annually by the Association for 
Library Service 
to Children 
Connie 
Rockman. chair 
of the Caldecott 
Award Selection 
Committee, said 
every detail in 
Lewin's illustra- 
tions was just 
right 
"Seemingly sim- 
ple watercolors, 
and fluid, confi- 
dent        black 
lines, supported 
by careful color 
choices,    dra- 
matic shadows, 
and    dynamic 
page decision 
combine to create a lighthearted 
pictorial experience," Rockman 
said. 
Lewin is a Pennsylvania native 
now living in Brooklyn, N.Y. with 
her husband Ted, who is also a 
children's book author and illus- 
trator. As a Pratt Institute of Art 
graduate. Lewin received her first 
chance to create a picture book 
Betsy Lewin, 
award-winning 
children's illus- 
trator, will 
speak in 
Crabbe Library 
at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday. 
after an editor at Dodd, Mead and 
Company saw some of her work 
in children's magazines. 
When Lewin and her husband 
are not working on their next 
book, they can be found traveling 
to exotic places around the world, 
where they gather ideas for new 
stories. The illustrators have visit- 
ed places such as Botswana, 
Nambia, Brazil and Egypt At her 
home in Brooklyn, Lewin sur- 
rounds herself with keepsakes 
and mementos from her jour- 
neys. 
Lewin says she has been influ- 
enced by illustrations seen in 
Beatrix Potter, James Stevenson 
and Quentin Blake children's 
books. Recently, Lewin and her 
husband have completed their 
second collaboration, "Elephant 
Quest," set in Botswana. Their 
first collaboration, "Gorilla Walk," 
is a book about the couple's jour- 
ney to find mountain gorillas in 
Uganda. 
The artist will be discussing 
her approach to writing and illus- 
trating for children Oct. 9 at 7 
p.m. in the Crabbe Library. 
EKU Women's 
m 
s Fall 2001 
Starlight Mile at Lake Reba 
BY CATHY SAMPSON 
Staff writer 
Pattie A. Clay Regional 
Medical Center is sponsoring the 
annual Starlight Mile Oct. 13 at 
Lake Reba Recreational Complex. 
The event will start at 7:30 p.m. 
for those nine-years-old and 
under. For those over 10 it will 
begin at 8 p.m. 
The Starlight Mile is a one- 
mile walk/run in which families 
and serious runners can get 
involved. 
There is a $10 registration fee, 
which pays for a T-shirt and door 
prizes. 
"It is a fun event for the entire 
family or for people who take run- 
ning seriously," said JoHelen Cloys, 
director of public affairs at Pattie A. 
Clay Regional Medical Center. 
The runners are divided up 
into age groups before the run- 
ning starts. There will be prizes 
for each group. 
Security around the area will 
make sure that traffic is halted 
through the area where the 
Starlight Mile is taking place. 
Anyone can be involved. You 
can be a runner or a volunteer. To 
volunteer, you can call Richmond 
Parks and Recreation. 
To register, you can show up 
at Lake Reba Recreational 
Complex, or you can call 
Richmond Parks and Recreation 
at 623*753 to pre-register. 
ind Higher Education" 
Una. 
Pant) discussion with Teresa Isaac, founder of Citizens for Sports 
Equity in Kentucky: Bridgid DeVries and Danny Reeves of Kentucky 
High School Athletic Association and Chip Smith, Eastern's athletics 
director. 
■ "Nice Girls Don't Sweat" 
7 p.m Oct17 South Room, Keen Johnson Building. 
Jane Curry in a one-woman show about women's experiences with 
sports and exercise over time. 
I "History of Women In Sports and Competition in the Work 
Environment" 
7:30 p.m. Nov. 5 Kennamer Room, Powell Building. 
Dr. Mary Lloyd Ireland, president, Kentucky Sport Medicine Clinic and 
Eastern team physician. 
Corrective 
Coloring is our 
speciality. 
We are 
Richmond's 
haircoloring & 
highlighting 
experts. 
omcis cScz/c on 
805 Eastern Bypass #5 
Winner's Circle Plaza 
HOURS 
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. 8 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. 
624-1181. 
4 
Offering: 
Nail care 
Hair styling 
Tanning beds 
Alpha Delta Pi 
would like to 
congratulate their new 
initiates! 
We love you, 
Your Sisters of 
Alpha Delta Pi 
If<Fr. Jim is spea/yng, you foow it 'ff6egoo<f... 
iReolbgy 
ofSex 
A discussion series, three 
Thursdays in October, 9-10 pm 
October 4,11,18 
Catholic Newman Center 
On campus next to Walters Hall 
at 405 University Drive   •   623-9400 
Presented by Fr. Jim Sichko and 
Kathy Schmitt, M.Dw. 
All students are welcome! Free and open to the 
public. Refreshments served. 
-.r-r «.-,• 
Sports 
Progress} John Hays, 
JOHN HAYS 
[NBAi 
Memories of 
'old' Jordan 
will make 
pain subside 
No longer is it the case when someone 
retires that the baton is passed, the gold 
watch is received and the band plays on. 
Or so the story goes. In today's society 
there are people who 
refuse to surrender 
when it's time to step 
aside. The task of find- 
ing something to bide 
one's time is stupen- 
dous. Or is it? 
It may be a daunting 
factor to a person who 
has dedicated years of 
service to a corporation 
or a public service. A 
millionaire who has a 
beautiful family and aaBWHw 
time to spare, time to 
turn 18 rounds of golf into 36 with a whim 
along with luxurious surroundings 
should have no problem with time man- 
agement. 
Alas, enter Michael Jordan. A man 
who is questionably the best basketball 
player since Naismith nailed the peach 
basket to a tree 109 years ago. A man 
who has conquered personal tragedy and 
failure at another sport to come back and 
dominate the game. But remember, that 
was a much younger Jordan who came 
back from a dismal minor-league season 
in die Chicago White Sox organization 
nearly a decade ago. 
Now this is an aged superstar looking 
to quench a competitive fire that burns 
just as bright today as it did 20 years ago 
when he was a freshman at the 
University of North Carolina. 
Jordan announced his comeback bid 
last week at a press conference, with 
those in attendance resembling a goggle 
of vultures precariously waiting for the 
fqal to expire. 
Your Airness, who has won an NCAA 
p. two Olympic gold medals, 
i rings, 10 professional scoring 
I well as five league MVP trophies, 
Spoing to give die NBA another shot, or 
Jt the other way around? 
Here's a guy many feel revolutionized 
the game with his power roundhouse 
dunks and his wagging tongue. Not since 
Oscar Robertson had anyone seen such a 
dominating figure on the basketball 
court 
Once again, youth is the key. Jordan, 
who wifl turn 39 in January, will attempt 
to drive on Vmce Carter, dunk on Tracy 
McGrady and juke Allen Iverson. Maybe 
10 years ago, Your Airness, but this is 
2001. Ego trips and power plays have 
replaced elegant hops to the basket, 
resulting in utter disappointment rather 
than a thunderous in-your-face slam- 
dunk. 
Let's face it, athletes are like anyone 
else. Well almost When it's time to hang 
up the spikes or let tile sir out of the ball, 
athletes have a hard time letting go. It 
may be the competitiveness or the adula- 
tion of winning that keeps athletes churn- 
ing, even if the prime of their career has 
set like an autumn sun on the horizon. 
Remember Muhammad Ah? The 
Greatest? WeU. he stiff is the greatest 
even though he waited too late to hang 
up the gloves. Larry Holmes proved it 
pummeling Ali into submission in a 1980 
title fight The memories of a swollen Ali 
slumping in his corner makes a grown 
man wince. 
Remember Wfllie Mays? He may weU 
be remembered as the best power-hitting 
centerfielder to play the position in base- 
ban lore, recent or past But memories of 
Mays misjudging fly balls and half-heart- 
edly swinging at a curvebaU he mistook 
for a change-up send chills the size of 
Phil Niekro's knucklebaD throughout the 
basebafl fan's body. 
At least we can hand it to athletes like 
Cal Ripken, Jr. and Deion Sanders. They 
saw the decline in skills (well, maybe Cal 
recognized it) and decided to step aside 
so a younger, faster, stronger player 
could step in and help their respective 
teams. Well, Deion just didn't like Marty 
Schottenheimer 
Jordan's return resembles an egoma- 
niacal attack. He has won at business 
ventures and other venues of life. He has 
always been successful on the court 
emerging as a collegiate champion and 
retiring as a professional champion. 
What's going to happen when the 
Washington Wizards lose more games 
than they win? Jordan, whose psyche is 
geared for winning only, wiU likely retire 
in mid-season amidst pulled hamstrings 
and turned ankles. Not to mention a bro- 
ken rib or two. 
So when Jordan stumbles as he makes 
his way to the basket or cringes as Kobe 
Bryant soarshighabovetherim.nl 
recall the day when he was soaring and 
scoring at will. Just call it wishful think- 
ing. 
I'd like to remember Jordan as the 
young dynamo, frying over defenders. 
For the first time in his life and ours, he 
wifl be on the defensive, as the younger 
players beg the old man to come out and 
Phy- 
Eastern topples Martin 
Colonel defense 
stingy in 42-10 
win over 'Hawks' 
BY JOHN HAYS  
Sports editor 
CJ. Hudson and Terry Ennis com- 
bined for 332 yards on the ground, and 
Eastern's defense forced four turnovers, 
as the Colonels defeated Tennessee- 
Martin 42-10 in a crucial Ohio Valley 
Conference road game Saturday. 
The Colonels (2-2. 1-1 Ohio Valley 
Conference) rushed for 343 yards and 
five touchdowns, while sophomore quar- 
terback Told McCray completed 10 of 14 
passes and a touchdown. 
Despite trailing 28-3 at intermission, 
Martin's defense held Hudson to 37 
yards on 11 carries in the first half. 
However, on Eastern's first possession 
of the third quarter, the freshman carried 
the baU twice for gains of 48 and 23 yards, 
capping off the 81-yard surge with a 10- 
yard touchdown run. giving the Colonels a 
35-3 lead. 
Ennis entered the game with three 
minutes left in the third quarter, and 
immediately made an impact Following a 
34-yard punt return by Allen Evans, 
Ennis rushed for five yards to the 
Shy hawks' 13 yardUne. On the next play, 
Ennis Jaunted in for the touchdown and a 
42-10 lead. 
"I was just being patient and waiting 
my turn," Ennis said. "I've been working 
real hard and waiting on a chance to get 
in. Man, I was itching to get the ban." 
Ennis' ability to find running room 
gave the Colonels another weapon in its 
arsenal of running backs. 
"I am more impressed with Terry 
every time he plays," Head Coach Roy 
Kidd said. "He runs hard and he gains a 
lot of yards. All that does is make me 
want to give him more playing time." 
Eastern's offense controlled the ban for 
37 minutes of the game, and capitalized on 
three first-half turnovers by Martin. A fum- 
ble by Kendrick Edwards set up a 12-yard 
touchdown run by Chuck Marks for 7-0 
lead late in the first quarter. 
The Colonels scored 21 points in eight 
minutes in the second quarter. McCray 
connected with fullback Corey Pritchard 
on a nine-yard scoring pass, starting the 
barrage. On the ensuing kickoff, Jason 
Crockett recovered a fumble by Perez 
Boyd, giving Eastern the ball on Martin's 
20 yardline. Two penalties by Martin set 
Yeremlab Ball (8), Nick Hill (15) and Sunset Graham (bottom) 
wrestle Tennesse-Martin quarterback Robert Hines to the ground 
Andl Undenmayer/Progress 
in the Colonels 42-10 win Saturday. Bell, who was named The 
National Defensive Player of the Week, finished with eight tackles. 
up Hudson's one-yard dive for a 21-0 lead. 
Five seconds later, Nick Sullivan inter- 
cepted a Robert Hines pass, giving 
Eastern the ball at Martin's 25 yardline. 
Seven plays later, Marks dove in from 
one-yard out for his second TD making 
the score 280. He finished with a season- 
high 65 yards on the ground. He also had 
a        70-yard        kickoff       return. 
"I thought Chuck ran the ball real 
well," Kidd said. The kickoff return gave 
us great field position. He played one of 
his better games for us this year." 
Martin's Jeremy Anderson's 25-yard 
run, along with a pass interference call on 
Eastern, gave the Skyhawks the ball at the 
Colonel's 10 yard-line. Brent Harris' 26- 
yard field goal as time expired cut the 
score to 28-3. 
Martin struck again in the third quarter 
when William Stevenson's 72-yard recep- 
tion from Hines' set the scene for 
Damieon Harris' one-yard plunge. 
Meanwhile, McCray had his best game 
of the season. He completed 10 of 14 pass- 
es for 140 yards, including a 48-yard com- 
pletion to Antonio Carter. McCray com- 
pleted passes to eight different receivers. 
Carter. Hudson and Matt Corbett led the 
Colonels with two receptions apiece. 
Told threw the ball real well, the best 
he has all year," Kidd said. "I think he's 
getting his confidence as the season goes 
on. You've got to remember he came into 
this year with very limited game experi- 
ence. I think he made some really good 
decisions reading the defense." 
Hudson, who had his fourth consecu- 
tive 100-yard game, gained 120 yards 
while scoring two touchdowns. Ennis, 
meanwhile, added a career-high 112 
yards and one TD. 
Eastern's defense limited the 
Skyhawks to 259 total yards, while allow 
ing only 13 first downs. Harris was held 
to 69 yards on 15 carries by the stingy 
Colonel defense. 
"Our defense, as a whole, played really 
well. They did a good job forcing mis- 
takes and that's what it takes to win ball- 
games, " Kidd said. 
Yeremiah BeU led Easten with eight 
tackles while Nick Sullivan and Tim 
Gibbens added seven apiece. Sullivan and 
Sunset Graham each had an interception. 
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Saturday's genes 
Tennessee State 20. SE Missouri 14 
Eastern Kentucky 42, Term-Martin 10 
Eastern Illinois 44, Tennessee Tech 33 
Pioneers bring air attack to town 
BYCowcvrUu.         
Assistant sports editor ~ 
The Eastern football team will try to 
keep the ban rolling when the Glenville 
State College Pioneers come to 
Richmond 6 p.m. Saturday. 
The Colonels are coming off a 42-10 
victory over UT-Martin Saturday to earn 
their first Ohio Valley Conference win of 
the season. Saturday's game is a non- 
conference matchup that wiU feature two 
distinctly different styles; the Colonel 
ground game versus the Pioneer passing 
attack. 
The GSC defense has given up 149 rush- 
ing yards per game and eight touchdowns 
in three games this season. 
"Our run defense versus their run 
offense is a major concern for us," GSC 
head coach Paul Shaffner said. 
"Both of their tailbacks are outstanding. 
I was hoping they would take a step back 
from last year, but they havent" 
The Colonels are led by redshirt fresh- 
man tailback CJ. Hudson. He has rushed 
for more than 100 yards in each of the first 
four games of the season, including a 118 
yard, two-touchdown performance 
Saturday. As a team. Eastern racked up 343 
yards and five touchdowns rushing on the 
UT-Martin defense. 
Glenville State, however, threw the ball 
59 times in a come-from behind win at 
Fairmont last week. 
They throw the heck out of the ball, 
that's for sure," Coach Roy Kidd said. 
Their quarterback is the key guy definite- 
ly. We're going to have to get after his butt 
and put some heat on him." 
That quarterback is senior Jack 
Mental. He earned West Virginia 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference 
Player of the Week for his performance 
last week. He completed 25 of those 59 
passes for 317 yards and three touch- 
downs. He also ran seven times for 28 
yards. 
"Jack is our senior leader and team cap- 
tain. He has just done a tremendous job for 
us," Shaffner said. 
Mental's favorite target is wide out Hap 
Ingraham who has caught 21 passes for 
178 yards this season. Junior Brett 
Pettinger is the big play receiver. He has 
caught 17 passes for 204 yards and a touch- 
down, including six catches for a game 
high 97 yards and the game winning TD 
lastweek T 
The Pioneers' starting running back is 
Andi Undenmayer/Progress 
CJ. Hudson (29) struggles for extra yardage in Saturday's game. Hudson gained 120 
yards against Martin. It was his fourth consecutive 100-yard game. 
Eastern v*. Qtonvilto 
State 
: 6 p.m. 
t. Roy Kidd Stadium 
Eastern 2-2. 
Glenvflte St, 2-1 
►: WEKU - FM 88.9 
junior Toby Murray. Murray has only ran 
the ball 34 times in this pass oriented 
offense, but has managed to amass 195 
yards and three touchdowns on those car- 
ries. Splitting time with Murray in the 
backfield will be Greg Allen. Allen has ran 
for 92 yards on 30 carries and has also 
scored three touchdowns for the Pioneers. 
GSC s defense is led by Jerald Brown. 
Brown, a senior coraerback, also returns 
kicks and punts. He intercepted two pass- 
es and recorded five tackles last week 
against Fairmont giving him four intercep- 
tions and 17 total tackles on the season. 
"Brown is just a tremendous player," 
Shaffner stated. "He is the best cover cor- 
ner in our league, and maybe one of the 
beat in the nation." 
Other key defenders for the Pioneers 
are linebackers John Ours and William 
Shahan. Ours recorded 12 tackles last 
week and is leading the team with 26 over- 
all, including an impressive six tackles for 
a loss. Shahan has 16 tackles including 
three for a loss. 
They run a five-man front on defense," 
KiddsakL "If s going to be different than what 
we are used to. We are going to have to 
adjuat" 
The Pioneers will try to avenge last sea- 
son's opening day loss to the Colonels 41-0. 
"Last year it was a good contest, they just 
wore us down in the second half." said coach 
Shaffner. "We hung around for awhile, but 
just not long enough" 
Glenville St has a 2-1 overal record includ- 
ing a 20 conference mark. They lost to New 
Haven in the season opener 41-0, but have 
rebounded since, posting two consecutive vic- 
tories over Concord 43-10, and last week 
against Fairmont 2824. But, coach Shaffner 
knows that these teams arent in the same class 
astheColonek 
"Eastern is the best team we will play all 
year," said Shaffner. "It will be a b« step up for 
our kids talent wise. In order for us to win we 
just have to keep hanging around If we can 
do that, hopefully something good wiU hap- 
pen." 
Oct. 6 
Murray State at Tennesse Tech 
Tennessee State vs. Howard 
Tennessee-Martin at SE Missouri 
Eastern Illinois at San Diego State 
ESPN/USA TODAY'S 
Division l-AA TOP 25 
1. Georgia Southern (36) (4-0) 
2. Montana (1)   (3-1) 
3. Furman (1)    (3-1) 
4. Mcneese St. (3-1) 
5. Appalachian St. (3-1) 
6. Eastern Illinois (3-0) 
7. Rhode Island (4-0) 
8. Youngstown St. (3-1) 
9. Hofstra (3-1) 
10. Grambling (4-0) 
11.Lehigh (3-0) 
12. Western Ky. (2-2) 
13. Villanova (3-0) 
14. Western III. (2-1) 
15. Northern Iowa (3-1) 
16. Northwestern St. (3-1) 
17. Eastern Wash. (2-1) 
18. Florida A&M (3-1) 
19. William & Mary (3-1) 
20. SW Texas St. (3-1) 
21. Portland St. (2-1) 
22. Tennessee St. (3-0) 
23. Jacksonville St. (3-0) 
24. Northern Arizona (2-2) 
25. No. Carolina A&T (3-0) 
Others receiving votes: New 
Hampshire 92, Sam Houston 
St. 87, Richmond 74, 
Pennsylvania 35, Jackson St. 
25, Bethune Cookman 20, 
Hampton 16, Wofford 13, 
Maine 7, Idaho St. 7, Eastern 
Ky. 7, Southern 6, Yale 4, 
Montana St. 3, SW Missouri St. 
1, Cal Poly I.BucknelM. 
• L 
Colonels open fall season 
with 3-1 victory over UK 
The Eastern Progress, Thursday. October 4.2001 Sports B7 
Kavin MtrWVProgrBss 
Amy Harrington lined a single to centerfold In Eastern's 2-1 win over Kentucky at Gertrude Hood Field 
Sunday. Herrington had a hit and a RBI in the win. The Colonels collected 12 hits as a team against UK. 
BVCOKVHAU. 
Assistant sports editor 
The Eastern Softball team 
opened its fall season against the 
University of Kentucky last 
Sunday at Gertrude Hood Field 
by defeating the Wildcats 3-1 in 
14 innings. 
The Colonels got the scoring 
started in the fifth inning when 
junior Elise Burch singled 
through the right side of the 
infield to lead off the inning. 
Sophomore Kelli Bromely fol- 
lowed by trying to bunt Burch 
over to second but UK catcher 
Lyndsey Angus threw Burch out 
at second. That brought up 
freshman Jennifer Norris who 
doubled to left field scoring 
Bromely. 
Eastern put two more runs on 
the board in the eighth with a 
big two out rally. Burch walked 
with one out then stole second to 
put a running in scoring position. 
After Bromely struck out 
swinging, Norris singled through 
the left side, advancing Burch to 
third. With runners on first and 
third and two outs, junior Jessica 
Soto stepped to the plate and 
ripped a single through the 
infield scoring Burch and mov- 
ing Norris to second. 
Junior Amy Herrington sin- 
gled to center loading the bases 
for senior Megan Mills. Mills 
blasted a single to right center 
scoring Norris to give the 
Colonels a 30 lead. 
Kentucky scored for the first 
time in the 10th when Meghan 
Cooper singled down the left field 
line. Jessica Nance then followed 
with a single to second putting 
runners on first and second with 
one out. Andrea Eilertson then 
stepped up and grounded into 
what should have been a inning 
ending double play but an error 
by the Eastern first baseman 
allowed Cooper to score cutting 
the Colonel lead to 3-1. 
UK had a two out rally of its 
own in the 13th when Angie Dal 
Pozzo doubled to left center. 
This brought up Angus who 
almost tied the game with a home 
run but it bounced off the top of 
the right center-field wall scoring 
Dal Pozzo. Eastern catcher 
Megan Mills then picked Angus 
off second base ending a UK 
rally. 
The Wildcats attempted to tie 
or take the lead in the 14th when 
Cooper singled to start off the 
inning. Nance then followed by 
hitting into a fielder's choice, 
forcing Cooper out at second. 
Eilertson then grounded to short 
but sophomore Diana Barreras 
couldn't handle the hop, putting 
runners on first and second with 
one out 
Rachel Friberg grounded to 
the pitcher who forced Nance out 
at third keeping runners on first 
and second with two down. 
UK's next batter was Beth 
Fogle who bunted for a base hit 
loading the bases for Jennifer 
Howland. Howland took the 
Cassi Reams pitch to left where 
it was caught ending the UK 
rally and giving the Colonels a 3- 
2 win. 
"Our defense looked sound. 
We made a couple mental errors 
but as the season progresses, 
we'll fix those," Coach Jane 
Worthington said. 
Jonelle Csora got the win for 
the Colonels by going the first 
six innings. She combined with 
Jessica Sota to pitch 8 1/3 
innings. They allowed no runs 
and three hits, while walking 
two and striking out six. 
Cassi Reams picked up the 
save by pitching a scoreless 
14th. Jennifer Norris, Beth 
Conner and Ashley Schenck 
also saw time on the mound for 
Eastern. 
"We accomplished what we 
wanted by getting all six pitch- 
ers in the game," Worthington 
said. "I thought all of them 
pitched very well. 
"We have 21 players — my 
biggest problem is going to be 
making everyone happy." 
The Softball team gets back in 
action Oct. 6-7 in a tournament 
at the University of Louisville. 
The time of the game has yet 
to be announced. 
Golf team dominates field 
in EKU Classic tourney 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
Robbie Baldwin concentrates as he sizes up a shot Saturday morning at Arlington Golf Course in Richmond. 
The sophomore tied for second place as the Colonels dominated the field the entire tournament. 
BY TONY BOROIA  
Contributing writer 
Eastern's men's golf team took 
home a victory at the 28th annual 
Eastern Kentucky Classic held at 
Arlington Golf Course Saturday. 
Eastern dominated the first 
two rounds, leading the field of 16 
by 14 strokes heading into the 
final day of play. 
"I felt pretty good about our 
chances to win," Coach Pat 
Stephens said. "It's hard to over- 
come that many strokes." 
Setting the pace for the 
Colonels were senior Brad Morris 
( 71-71-72 ). sophomore Patrick 
Williams ( 74-7070 ) and wpho- 
more Robbie Baldwin (72-71-71). 
All three golfers tied for sec- 
ond place overall, shooting a total 
214 over the three-round tour- 
ney. 
The Colonels placed eight 
men in the top 15 out of a field of 
96. Rounding out the scoring for 
Eastern were sophomores Len 
Ashby (75-67-77) and Drew 
Alexander (74-72 -74). 
Familiar turf may have been a 
factor in the Colonels' domination 
in the competition. 
"There is less pressure on our 
home turf," Morris said. "We 
played relaxed, good golf." 
This was Morris' second top 
two finish of the fall season, hav- 
ing won last week's tournament 
at Ball State. Coach Stephens 
expects big things out of his 
senior this year and said Morris' 
willingness to always improve and 
his consistency is evident He feels 
+ 
optimistic about the future of the 
team, and with only two seniors 
this year, will return the team with 
a solid nucleus of players for at 
least the next two seasons. 
"We're going to be good next 
year, and for years to come," 
Stephens said 
Eastern returns to action Oct 
15 and Oct 16, when they travel to 
the UT-Chattanooga invitational. 
Expectations continue to build in 
hopes of erasing the memory of last 
years dissapointment in the OVC's. 
" We played three freshman last 
year, and they played like fresh- 
man. We are a much better team 
this year," Stephens said. "We have 
an extra year of maturity and an 
extra year of experience. Our ulti- 
mate goal is to win the OVC and 
make the NCAA tournament" 
BUFF 
STUFF 
FOR 
SALE ONLY AT 
Madison 
garden 
O.K. Cab Co. 
DON'T DRINK & DRIVE! 
Let the O.K. Cab get 
you home alive! 
624-CABS 
oocfu's 
Live Music 
Thursday 
9-l2p.m 
Shugga Daddy 
w/Carribean 
Steel 
'Bucket of Rocks" 
(5 Rolling Rocks) 
We are celebrating 
our 80th year as 
Eastern's school 
paper. Take a 
moment and join in 
on the celebration! 
iVThe Eastern Progress 
Taylor's Sporting Goods 
College Park 
Shopping Center 
Richmond, Ky 
623-9517 
YOUR AWARD HEADQUARTERS 
WE SELL AND CUSTOM ENGRAVE: 
• PLAQUES 
• TROPHIES 
• BADGES 
• DESK NAMEPLATES 
• GAVELS 
SEVERAL DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
LETTERING 
MON. - SAT. 9-6 p.m. 
We accept 
Mastercard    Visa    Discover 
GOOD LUCK COLONELS! 
TUTTLE'S COIN LAUNDRY & TANNING 
•Richmond's Cleanest Coin Laundry * 
SPECIAL STUDENT TANNING PACKAGES! 
5 visits for $10 
10 visits for $17.50 
15 visits for $22.50 
20 visits for $30 
Tuttle's Coin Laundry & Tanning 
467 Eastern Bypass 
(859) 623-5014 
(Shopper's Village) 
New Hours: 8 am-10 pm Daily 
 Last load in at 8:45 pm 
BUSY?...TIRED? Try Our Laundry Drop-Off Service! 
The Best Pizm Under One Roof; 
360 EKU By -Pass 
Serving 
Richmond & EKU! 
NOW 
HIRING! 
LARGE 
1 TOPPING 
$5.99 + lax 
ANY 
SPECIALITY 
PIZZA $9.99 
Campus Only 
Student I.D. required 
+ tax 
Campus Only 
Student I.D. required 
ANY 
2 Liter PEPSI 
PRODUCT 
$1 00 
A  • +tax 
Campus Only 
.Silent J;P.-.rcjl4ired _ 
ADD CHEESESTICKS TO YOUR ORDER $1.00 
Campus Delivery Only • Student I.D. Required 
623-2264 
Campus delivery or carry out only. 
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Volleyball team stretches win 
streak to four over weekend 
BTCAMOMXWK—Y  
Sportawr&r 
The volleyball team won its 
fourth straight match Sept 29. in 
CookeviDe, Term., capturing a 3-2 
victory over Ohio Valley 
Conference rival Tennessee Tech. 
Previously, the Colonels 
defeated both Lipscomb (Sept. 
27) and Tennessee State (Sept. 
28) 34. adding to their 3-2 upset 
over Eastern Illinois the prior 
weekend (Sept 22), and extend- 
ing their winning streak to four 
matches.       » 
Eastern took three games to 
put away the Lipscomb Bisons, 
Sept 27 as the team effortlessly 
blew them away with scores of 
30-15,30-14 and 30-14. 
Juniors Becky Galati and 
Marisa Kawa fed the Colonels in 
kills as they hit double-digits with 
11 kills each. 
Senior teammate Katie Lyon 
added seven kills to the Colonels 
game, while senior Sharon 
Moreno had another solid game 
as she totaled seven kills, 30 
assists and six digs. 
"Lipscomb just turned 
Dhrision-I last year, and so they 
still have a lot of development to 
go through before they get to our 
playing level," Coach Lori 
Duncan said. To be able to com- 
pete at the Division I level you 
must have a certain amount of 
resources and they are just not 
there yet Although I think they 
played well and did some good 
things, they are still a couple of 
years away from being competi- 
tive with us." 
With the adrenalin flowing and 
another win under their belt the 
Colonels swept the Tennessee 
State Tigers out of their den. Like 
the day before with Lipscomb, 
Eastern pounced Tennessee State 
and shattered any chance the 
Tigers had of winning in merely 
three games (30-23. 30-16 and 30- 
22). 
Galati fed the Colonels attack 
with a total of 17 kills and 12 cigs 
while freshman teammate Lesley 
Aldridge tallied 11 kills and nine 
digs. Lyon led the Colonels in 
digs as she added 13 to Eastern's 
victory. 
"Tennessee State has a 57- 
game losing streak in the OVC. 
They haven't won for quite a few 
years, since '97 — I think — so 
for them there is a lot of pres- 
sure and they have to break 
that. 
"They are just now getting 
their feet under them in terms of 
the division one schedules-it's 
tough. Tennessee State is a better 
team than they have been in die 
past few years, which is real 
progress for them, but still they 
are a couple of players and a little 
bit of ball control away from being 
competitive in our conference," 
Duncan said. 
The feat game played this past 
weekend against Tennessee Tech 
was a milestone for the Colonels. 
It was a match that gave Eastern 
its fourth victory in a row, tied 
Eastern at third in OVC play and 
ended their season opening 13- 
match road trip. 
This is the first time since 
1999 that we are on a four-game 
win streak — we are fired up." 
stressed coach Duncan. This is 
the most successful September 
that we've ever had. We have as 
many OVC wins right now as we 
►Sports Briefs 
Fas PhokVProyrsss 
Sorter Courtney Huynar had 20 Idas and 23 digs tn Sunday's match 
against Tennessee Stale. The Colonels improved to 4-2 over the weekend. 
<tas is ttw first 
tints in four 
OVC Volleyball 
Standings 
fired up.     » 
Lori Duncan, 
volleyball coach 
OVC 
SE Missouri 4-1 
East. Illinois 3-1 
Morehead St. 4-2 
had all of last year, and all of 
those wins were on the road. We 
should be able to take care of 
business for the next month and 
a hall" 
The Colonels were led to vic- 
tory by Galati, with a team high 
of 20 kills and 23 digs. Senior 
Courtney Huyser, also recorded 
a double-double for Eastern with 
19 kills and 15 digs. Moreno 
added 52 assists, 10 digs and 
seven kills, while teammate 
Morita Jones added 18 digs. 
Coach Duncan and her 
Colonels hope to continue the 
team's winning ways as it hosts 
two home games this weekend. 
The Austin Peay Governors 
come to Richmond for an OVC 
match-up Friday night 
The Colonels will welcome 
Lipscomb to Alumni Coliseum 
for a match scheduled for 2 p.m. 
Saturday. 
Eastern Ky. 
Austin Peay 
Tenn-MartJn 
Term. Tech 
Tenn. State 
Murray State 
4-2 
2-1 
3-2 
1-3 
0-4 
0-5 
6-6 
8-3 
11-4 
7-6 
7-4 
9-6 
4-6 
3-8 
1-13 
i] 
Whan. 7 p.m. Friday 
wfliacet Alumni CoHeoum 
2 p.m. Saturday 
t Alumni Coliseum 
Compiled by Corey Hall 
Track team to compete 
in Pre-Southern Meet 
The Eastern men's and 
women's crosscountry teams wiD 
travel to Birmingham, Ala. 
Saturday to compete in the Pre- 
Southern District Meet. The 
women's team won the meet 
Friday with a score of 32 in the 
5,000-meter run. Appalachian 
State followed them with a score 
of 46, Western Carolina with 69 
and East Tennessee scored 82 
points. 
Sophomore Tiffaney Cartwright, 
who finished second overall with a 
time of 18:58. fed the women. She 
was followed by Junior Angie Lee, 
who finished eighth with a time of 
19:20, freshman Wendy Embry, 
who finished ninth with a 19:23, 
and senior Heather Davel, who 
finished 12th with a time of 19:30. 
The men's team, who came 
into the meet ranked ninth in the 
NCAA Southeast Region, finished 
in a first place tie with 
Appalachian State in the 8.000 
meter run. 
Both teams had 41 total points. 
Junior Eric Van Ostrand won the 
individual title with a time of 
25:21. Junior Alan Horton finished 
in third place with a time of 
25:22.7. 
Other top runners for the 
Colonels were juniors Rob 
Mortensen, who finished sixth by 
running a 25:33, and Gary 
Garman, who finished 17th with a 
26:11. 
Bell receives national   Women's       studies 
defensive player honor   series begins Tuesday 
Eastern junior free safety 
Yeremiah Bell was chosen the 
National Defensive Player of the 
Week by Don Hansen's National 
Weekly Football Gazette for his 
performance against Eastern 
Illinois. 
Bell was credited with 11 solo 
tackles, two assists, one tackle for 
a loss, one sack, a forced fumble, 
a fumble recovery, a deflected 
pass and two interceptions. 
Bell leads the Colonels with 40 
tackles and three interceptions 
this season. 
The Colonels get back in 
action Saturday at Roy Kidd 
Stadium at 6 p.m. against 
Gfenvilfe State College. 
Hudson        named 
league's best frosh 
Eastern redshirt freshman tail- 
back C.J. Hudson was named 
Ohio Valley Conference 
Newcomer of the Week for the 
third time this season. 
Hudson ran for 118 yards on 
14 carries and scored his ninth 
touchdown of the season in 
Eastern's 42-10 win Saturday at 
ITT-Martin. 
Hudson leads the OVC and is 
second in the nation in rushing 
with 154.5 yards per game. He 
also leads the conference in 
points per game with 13.5, which 
ranks him fourth in the nation. 
Title IX and its 
Implementation in Secondary and 
Higher Education" is a panel dis- 
cussion about women and sports. 
The discussion will feature 
Teresa Isaac, founder of Citizens 
for Sports Equity in Kentucky; 
Bridgid DeVries and Danny 
Reeves of the Kentucky High 
School Athletic Association; and 
Eastern Athletics Director Chip 
Smith. 
The discussion will take place 
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Kennamer Room of the Powell 
Building. For more information, 
call the Women's Studies office at 
622-2913. 
Volleyball        player 
receives league honor 
Eastern volleyball player Lesley 
Aldridge has been named Ohio 
Valley Conference Freshman of 
the Week for her efforts in helping 
the Colonels to a 30 record last 
week. 
She recorded 11 kills and a 
career high 22 digs at Tennessee 
Tech for her fourth double double 
in her last six games. 
She finished the week with 27 
kills. 35 digs, three service aces 
and a .288 attack percentage. The 
Colonels return to action tomor-. 
row when they host Austin Peay in 
their first home opener of the sea- 
son at 8 p.m. in McBrayer Arena 
Now Serving Both Sides of the Border 
RESTAURANT & BAR 
Corner of First & Water • 623-0021 
NOW SERVING SOME OF PACO'S FAVORITES! 
750 DRAFT BEER Day & Night! 
Monday Night Football Special: 
• 1/2 OFF Appetizers during game 
• Try Our NEW Fried Banana Peppers! 
i /'i\( .mm »    Siiiili i: 
portraits 
done 
with us. 
•Portraits 
•Weddings 
•Commercial 
•Digital Services 
•One Hour Photo 
•Enlargements 
Friday October Stli at 7:00 p.m. 
V* Austin Peay El 
Saturday October 6th at 2:00 p.m. 
v«-    Lipscomb 
^ 
Mil of the action can be found In ^iumni Coliseum 
Saturday, October 6th 
 at 6:OQp.m.  
GLENYILLE 
STATE COLLEGE 
Students check out these attractions while T.A.ILJQ.A.TING- 
- ARBVS TOUR BUS     " VIRTUAL THEATRE 
" SIMULATED SKVD/V/NG   -    PENZOIL   AfASCAR SIMULATOR 
tudents admitted 
./   v.illll.il i-il   =3Hiulfii I 
lilltll 
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Editor's EDGE 
Welcome back to the EDGE 
If■ back! Finally, after a year on 
hiatus, on the EDGE is in full 
swing. We've got a ton of great 
stories lined up for this first issue 
and hope that you will take the 
time to read them and give us 
feedback. We are always looking 
for new ideas and fresh opinions 
for on die EDGE. 
If you weren't around for the 
first incarnation of the EDGE, let 
me enlighten you on what on the 
EDGE is all about Our first and 
fore most goal is to inform you 
about all tilings pertaining to arts, 
life and culture in Richmond and 
surrounding areas. 
Taking into consideration 
that this is a college town, there 
are probably many of you who sit 
in your dorm rooms and apart- 
ments on the 
weekends, 
thinking there 
isn't anything to 
do.That is 
where on the 
EDGE comes 
in. This maga- 
zine will be in 
The Progress 
once a month, 
complete with 
ideas for how to 
spend your 
weekends, as 
weD as columns 
and stories with 
insights on 
music, the Internet, fashion, 
movies and whatever else we 
come up with. 
When I say we, I am referring 
to myself, as well as the people 
who so generously contribute to 
JESSICA GRIFFIN 
on die EDGE. I 
am Jeasica 
Griffin, a senior 
journalism 
major from Mt. 
Vernon.I have 
always dreamed 
of having my 
own magazine, 
and being the 
editor of on the 
EDGE is getting 
me one step 
closer to my 
goal I am very passionate about 
music journalism and have been 
an avid reader of Rolling Stone 
and Spin since my early teens. My 
favorite type of music is rock (I 
like the Pixies, the Ramones, the 
Doors, the Beatles, Dave 
Matthews Band ... I 
could go on forev- 
er) but to be fair, 
that is not the only 
type of musk that 
will be covered in 
on the EDGE. To 
prove it, next 
month's cover 
story is devoted to 
btuegrass music. 
However, I am 
just one cog in the 
machine that is on 
the EDGE. The 
next people I will 
mention help keep 
me sane. Cecil 
Smith, who wrote our cover story 
about local band Inner Vision 
Collision, will also be writing in all 
of our issues this year. Cecil is a 
junior from Clay County, with 
aspirations of writing for Rolling 
Stone, as well as wanting to be a 
rock star (but, then again, don't 
weauT). 
Sarah Lynch is a senior from 
Ashland who wrote the on the 
Road again column, on the Road 
again is a monthly column, 
inspired by former EDGE editor 
Paul Fletcher's Lost Highway. 
This column is devoted to bring- 
ing you stories from places you 
may never have beard of. but after 
reading you will probably want to 
checkout 
Gina Vaile was around when 
the first EDGE was still going. 
She wrote about the band Gold 
Tooth Display and also ghost 
wrote the horoscopes under the 
pen name Madame Vkgie. 
Also to be mentioned is Sha 
Phillips. A journalism major-fash- 
ion design minor, Sha is our fash- 
ion critic. This month she teaches 
us how to wear those low-rise 
jeans. 
I also have to give mention to 
Kevin Martin, who has done a lot 
of the pictures in this issue and 
spent a lot of time making the 
EDGE look as good as it does. 
Crystal Butler, ad manager, makes 
sure that there are enough ads for 
the EDGE and ensures that they 
look good. 
I hope that this EDGE lives up 
to all of your expectations (as well 
as to my expectations), and that 
you win read it and not just toss it 
aside. Read up, and enjoy! 
Peace, 
Jessies Griffin 
Editor, on die EDGE 
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on the Road again... co 
o 
X-Fest brings hardcore music to hardcore fans g 
by Sarah Lynch 
SARAH LYNCH 
on tho Ftotd 
The sun was really beating down on the 
crowd. I could definitely tell who had been 
there the longest by the lobster-colored skin 
I saw under wife-beaters and tank tops. 
Those who had gotten to West Virginia's X-Fest 
when the gates opened at noon saw Supafuzz, a 
band from Lexington, kick off the show with some 
tunes from their albums 
"Supafuzz" and "All About the 
Rock." Also on the bill for that 
afternoon were Seven Channels, 
Lifer, Soil and local bands includ- 
ing Boba-Flex, Primer 55 and    * 
Byzantine. 
I suppose it was the mosaic of 
diversity that first caught my 
attention. That and the fact that 
the crowd seemed larger than it 
did last year when Disturbed was 
the headlining band. Yes. I clearly 
remember that show. I wore cute 
little sandals into the mosh pit 
Big mistake. 
My first thought when I walked through the 
gates at Riverfront Park in Huntington 
W. Va. was how cool it is that music could bring 
such a hodgepodge of people together. I saw prep- 
pies in khakis, Goth chicks in black lipstick, a few 
cowboy hats, a HttJe tie-dye, plenty of tattoos and 
lots of very expressive T-shirts. I saw kids who 
looked to be 13-yearaold and adults who looked 60- 
years-old. I was thinking, "Do all these people real- 
ly like this kind of musk... or do all of these peo- 
ple really like COOTS Light (the 
show's sponsor)?" 
The music was really hard to 
concentrate on. The flying bodies 
and the airborne trash made it 
hard to concentrate on the 
music. A war broke out amongst 
the crowd members with 
Aquafina bottles and beer cans 
as artillery. I thought it was a 
childish way to release aggres- 
sion being that the unsuspecting 
mosher could not retaliate when 
he or she did not know who was 
responsible for the frying debris. 
Knowing this, I picked up a 
plastic bottle and winged it HA 
HA! Take that! Hey, everybody 
else was doing it Well, bad 
karma came into play just a few 
minutes later. 
Yeah, I got mine. A mysteri- 
ous crowd member managed to 
land a beer can right on my 
shoulder. It hurt mildly. I 
laughed. Oh, the things people 
do at concerts 
During all this, a shirtless, 
shoeless Henry Rollins, lead 
singer for Rollins Band, paused 
between songs to ask the mob to not throw shit at 
him. Up on the pint-sized stage, Rollins sported 
black shorts and a sort of crazed look... like a mad- 
man with a microphone. Rollins would strike a 
pose, bellow out some lyrics, and then dance 
around the stage a little. Then he'd crouch down to 
strike another pose and sing some more donned in 
his Cheshire cat smile. I thought he was looking at 
me. 
The line to the Scotty-Potty was quite interesting. 
I met a girl who kept apologizing for stepping on 
What is X- 
Fest? 
X-Fest was 
started by 
hard rock 
radio station 
106.3WAMXIn 
1999. 
It Is held at 
Riverfront 
Parkin 
Huntington 
W.Va. each 
year. 
The station is 
known for 
supporting 
local bands, 
and letting 
them play on 
the "Loud and 
Local Second 
Stage" at 
X-Fest. 
Sarah LynctVEDGE 
A fan at X-Fest in W.Va. crowd surfs as RoWns Band performs onstage. Crowd surfing and moshing are notorious at X-Fest. 
my foot though she was nowhere close to me. I 
think she was spinning and didn't really know 
where she was. Her I'm ssssorry. Me: What for? 
Her I stepped on your foot Me: No you did- 
- n't Her Yesss, I did. Me: If s cool. 
Her Heeeey... do you think I'm drunk? Me: 
No, of course not Her Are you for real? Me: 
No, not really. 
The sun was setting behind the Ohio 
River. It seemed too early for the party to 
end, but Niekelback, the last band, had 
already taken the stage. Chad Kroeger, the 
band's lead singer, was clad in jeans, a white 
sleeveless T-shirt and topped off with a 
white cowboy hat 
With Kroeger's brother jamming on the 
bass, their longtime friend wailing on the 
guitar and Kroeger's cousin banging on the 
drum set (thoughtfully decorated with a 
large pot leaf), the band rocked out to songs 
on their new album "Silver Side Up." The 
band's single. "How You Remind Me," has 
been the No. 1 rock song in North America 
for the past two weeks according to 
Nickelback's official Web she. 
Two tilings about concerts that complete- 
ly blow my mind are crowd surfing and 
mosh-pitting. Why are these things "fun?" 
Do people want to intentionally hurt them- 
selves or to have their clothes-ripped off by 
sweaty, smelly, strange guys? I participated 
in this madness at last year's X-Fest as 
Disturbed came on stage. 
Before the musk started, the crowd began to 
slowly sway, back and forth as if we were all 
breathing as one person. I just had to go with it 
There was no other choice. It was one of the most 
frightening and exciting things I have ever experi- 
enced. So, I guess I just answered my own ques- 
tion. When the clouds in the far distance were dark 
purple, the show was over. There was a rush to get 
that one last beer and a feeling of "what next?" 
Me, well, I was hungry and really glad that I was 
not responsible for cleaning that place up. 
Sarah LyndVEDGE 
Erica, a fan at X-Fest. shows off her autographed chest 
after the band Primer 55 signed her. 
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Hell frozen ovenTool 
o coming to Louisville 
■ bv Ben Hale  
Hell has frozen over! A 
good metal band is 
coming to Kentucky, 
and I'm not talking about 
commercial garbage like 
Limp Bizkit — I'm talking 
about Tool! 
Tool (Maynard James 
Keenan, Adam Jones, Justin 
Chancellor and Danny 
Carey) has been around 
since 1993. Since then. Tool 
has gained a huge following 
with only the release of three 
full length albums and an 
extended play album. 
It all started with Keenan, 
who was born into a strict 
Baptist home in Akron, Ohio. 
He spent time at both West 
Point and at the U.S. Military 
Academy. In 1982 Keenan 
joined the Army. After he left 
he moved to Los Angeles, 
where he met a guitar player 
named Adam Jones. Jones, 
from Libertyville, HI., went to 
art school and worked on the 
special effects of such films 
as Terminator 2, and Jurassic 
Park, which contributes to 
the fact that Tool has amaz- 
ing videos. 
Keenan and Jones 
then enlisted neigh- 
bor Danny Carey. 
After that, they 
found a bass player 
in Paul D'amour , 
who was 
replaced 
Chancellor. 
Once the 
was formed, 
recorded   its 
album, a seven-song 
ep named "Opiate." 
The band went on 
tour  with  Rollins 
Band   and   began 
writing what would 
become its first full-length 
album, "Undertow," which 
was released in '93. It was a 
dark but much more melodic 
album then its first album, 
which explored the mind of 
Keenan. 
Tool toured for 
"Undertow" on the third 
Lollapalooza. The band was 
such a crowd favorite on the 
second stage, it was bumped 
up to main stage. This tour 
increased the band's expo- 
sure and started the large fol- 
lowing that it has today. 
When its videos for 
"Sober" and "Prison Sex" 
received rave reviews, Tool 
had gained the huge fan base 
that the band's music 
deserves. 
Tool wasn't about to rush 
out an album to capitalize on 
its popularity so the band 
members worked on the next 
album until 1996 when 
"Aenima" was released. 
"Aenima" debuted at No. 2 on 
the Billboard album chart 
sbpwiog. jhat .TPPi .»»». . be there Qct.18. 
Isa 
Freshman jour 
nalism major 
from Parts, Ky. 
Photo SubnMM 
Maynard James Keenan of 
Tool performs during the 
"Lateralus" tour. 
stronger then ever. 
"Aenima," which showed 
growth both musically and 
lyrically, jumped straight to 
the radio and MTV with the 
first single "Stinkfist" 
After touring for 
"Aenima", Tool went 
on hiatus for the next 
five years. During 
that time Keenan 
formed a side pro- 
ject, called A Perfect 
Circle. The debut 
album , "Mer de 
Noms" went on to be 
a big seller. In early 
2001 Tool released a 
DVD/live album set 
called "Saliva," which 
felt like something to 
just hold Tool fans 
down until the new 
album. 
During the 
summer, Tool's third full- 
length album, "Lateralus," 
was released and debuted at 
No. 1 on the Billboard music 
charts. The first single 
"Schism" has been in con- 
stant rotation on the iadio 
and MTV. 
"Lateralus" is an interest- 
ing record because when you 
first listen to it you ask your- 
self "what?" but if you give 
the album the time it 
deserves you'll find if s Tool's 
best album to date. 
Tool will be playing at 
Freedom Hall in Louisville, 
Oct 18. You have to go and 
see this show! I saw this tour 
in Columbus Ohio, and it's 
amazing. Expect to be blown 
away by the stage show, 
which includes two huge 
screens that show images 
similar to the band's videos 
during every song. Just 
watching the screens is a 
treat in itself. If you're a 
Tool fan or just a fan of music 
then you owe it to the band to 
TAG BLACKOUT 
PARTY 
Dancing 
Live DJ 
Mocktails 
Free Bowling 
Free Billiards 
Oct. 4th 9:00p.m. 
Powell Rec Room 
Bring your flashlights 
or anything else that 
glows! 
Thursday Alternative Getaway 
Sponsored by 
EKU Student Affairs 
the silver screen 
Who's afraid of the boogeyman? 
Eastern student produces independent film 
showing the battle between good, evil 
10 
toy Jessica GrWftn 
Halloween it beginning to 
sneak up on us, and that 
could mean only one 
thing time to break out the hor- 
ror movies and prepare to get 
the bejesus scared out of you. 
There are al kinds of horror 
movies out there - just go to any 
video store or movie theatre. 
You're bound to be bombarded 
with titles like "Jeepers 
Creepers" or "Don't Say a 
Word." These big name, high 
budget movies all lack some- 
thing, however. As movie lovers 
learned a few years ago with the 
"Blair Witch Project," movies 
don't have to be expensive and 
loaded with special effects to 
scare and warp the minds of 
viewers. 
There is a whole world of 
independent filmmakers out 
there, with movies more mind 
boggling than you can imagine. 
Little does the Eastern commu- 
nity know, however, that one of 
these manmakers goes to school 
right here and is anxiously 
awaiting the big screen premiere 
of his third film. "Legacy." 
BiDy Mullen, a junior Engfish 
major from Winchester, wrote, 
directed, produced and acted in 
"Legacy.* He also shelled out 
the nearly $5000 dollars it took 
to make the flick. 
"I  always watched  them 
(movies) when I was young, and 
I enjoyed them so much I want- 
ed to make them," said Mullen 
about his inspiration for becom- 
ing a filmmaker. 
Mullen made his first movie. 
The October House," in 1999. 
"Just to see if I could do it," he 
The movie 
was very short 
and had only a 
small cast, so 
Mullen quickly 
moved on to a 
longer script and 
bigger cast for 
the next film, 
"Dread." 
"Dread" pre- 
miered in 
Crabbe Library 
in 1999 and can 
now be found at 
some focal movie 
stores. 
"Legacy," 
with a caat of 
about 40, is an 
hour and 42 minutes long. 
Mullen says the story is very 
complex 
"You have to pay dose atten- 
tion to the plot If you miss a 
piece of the puzzle, you 11 never 
get the whole picture," Mullen 
said. 
Mullen classifies the movie as 
a thriller/drama, and also 
equates it with the horror movie 
"Nightmare on Ekn Sheet." 
"1 would describe it as what 
goes on in the mind of crazy per- 
son," be said. 
The movie's plot centers 
around a character named 
Ashley (played by Casey Ewan). 
Ashley has just been released 
from a men- 
tal institu- 
tion and 
caught up 
with her 
friends, 
when they 
realise they 
have all 
been dream- 
ing of the 
same 
"boogey- 
Ml would 
describe it as 
what goes on 
in the mind of 
a crazy 
person" 
Billy Mullen, writer/ 
director/producer of 
"Legacy" 
The 
characters 
in the story 
must choose 
between 
good and 
evil, and 
decide if they should foDow or 
fight him. 
The boogeyman takes on sev- 
eral different names, throughout 
the movie. He is also refciied to 
as the Arsonist, the demon of 
dreams and Saro the Shadow. 
Mullen put much thought and 
background into the villain. He 
is an urban legend originating in 
Andalusia Ala., whose infamy 
Rand (Adrtana) and 
movie "Legacy." The movie was 
has    spread    to    northern 
Kentucky. 
The Arsonist, known for 
inscribing poetry on bis victims, 
wrote the following chilling 
statement on his last victim: "I 
shall live on in nightmares; 
they'll scream my name. Into 
then- mother's arms they'll go, 
afraid of me, the man in the 
shadows, the Legacy of the 
Mullen wrote the movie him- 
self, so many of the references 
in the movie are personal to him. 
"If you break it up, there is s 
lot of underlying sarcasm. The 
names and places aD have a sig- 
nificance to me," Mullen said. 
Several characters in the 
movie are played by Eastern stu- 
dents and alumni, many of 
which are theatre majors. Josh 
StovaH (the Araonist) act in the 
and produced by Bitty Muten. 
Paugh, Julia Gallagher and 
Emily Carroll are some of the 
stars of the movie. The crew of 
the movie also has ties to 
Eastern. Doug Rogers, teacher 
in the department of communi 
cation edited "Legacy." 
"Legacy" is tentatively sched- 
uled to be premiered at the 
Kentucky Theatre in Lexington 
on the second Friday in 
November. Mullen is looking 
forward to the audience's reac- 
tion. 
"I dont think the reaction will 
be what I hope, but I think they 
will have a lot of questions," 
Mullen said. "I think they will 
look at this and wonder." 
For more information about 
'Legacy," visit the Web site 
unoui.darknessproductions.com 
Display of raw talent:Gold Tooth Display's 'Blindfold' 
bydnaValle  
Grab a cold one and take a seat 
in a nice comfortable chair, get 
ready for a mosaic of tunes to take 
you off wherever you want to go. 
All that glitters is gold ... Gold 
Tooth Display that is. 
The Lexington-based band has 
been rocking the local music 
scene since 1995. The band's first release was an 
album tided "Monsterpiece." Now, die group is back 
with its second album titled "Blindfold." 
And damn, if s good. The modern sound is ten 
times better than the mushy pop rock that blasts 
along Central Kentucky airways and isn't anything 
heavy for those who have sensitive ears. The melodic 
rock tunes are "a cross between STP and Lenny 
Kravhz," said bassist Duane Lundy. 
The album was originally scheduled to come out 
in May of 2000, but the group members took some 
time to themselves before releasing the album. 
Lundy now has a baby, and guitarist/vocalist Bill 
Nudd got married. 
"We wanted to be able to support the album with 
tours. We didn't fed the time was right to release it" 
Nudd said. 
Now that the band members have their personal 
lives straightened out, and local schools are back in 
session, the group has officially released "Blindfold," 
which is out in stores. You can hear the tunes on Z- 
103 and other radio stations from Louisville to Ohio 
and catch the band at Lexington venues all through 
Photo Submttsd 
Gold Tooth Display is Mark Haidinger. Bill Nudd. 
Ernest McLandon, John Nudd and Duane Lundy. 
October. 
The album has 10 original songs and one five ren- 
dition of the Ram Jam cover song "Black Betty." 
The songs, which are all written by the band, are 
very clear to understand - about life, relationships 
and time. Anyone could relate to some song on the 
CD. The musk and lyrics flow really well together. 
Basically, this album is the shizniL I've been hum- 
ming the tunes now for all of three days and have 
actually mastered the lyrics to a couple songs. 
"My Place," which has been getting some serious air- 
time on local radio stations, is definitely a hit 
You can buy Gold Tooth Display's "Blindfold" at 
Recordamith. 
Like what you see? 
on the EDGE welcomes 
feedback and new 
ideas. 
Let us know what you 
think. 
(859)622-1 882 
Inner Vision Contolon members Chris Wooten, Tim Harris and Matt Thompson play at M.F. Hooligan's on First Street in Richmond. 
\ \ 
Inner Vision Collision groove up Richmond 
by Cecil Smith 
ee Maranville, the 22-year-otd guitarist/vocahst for 
Inner Vision Coflhdon tits backstage at M.F. Hooli- 
a's and strings up his Fender flHtocaster. Saxo- 
player Matt ThampHrln just left l^HBrt some beer 
i bar. The attitude backstage. abeS Bftir sad a half 
the show begins, is starting to 
19-year-old Chad Hogedorn. got locked out 
as* hasn't made it to sound check yet. Bassist Bui 
■OMaJiig hk five-string ha— as the rest sflnl Es members' 
gin «p setae into the plastic lounge 
Lately, local bands, awl bands around America, have fal- 
lowed hi the fcotsteps at Flush and the Dave Matthews Band 
by immi i lisM lln- music in dassic blues, iusion and bkiegraas. 
This nwveHB is mast evident in IVC's approach to Ha music. 
The bigHJfcre *mmf aeeds to see with P/C is that the 
members just want to male everybody dance. With influences 
ranging from John Caflaans, Primus, San** Bay Vaughn, Bus- 
ta Rhymes and the WanWent FvinkadeBc, danciag 
option that people have when they listen to IVC. 
"At the time aldUafMaMt were popular, *ey 
something very different Ironi what was popular at 
Thompson said. 
"Our music can vary from night to night If a mostly pro- 
gressive blues with a funky edge," Maranvile explains. 
The music is not the only thing that varies from night to 
night IVC has played shows at the South Gate House in 
Cincinnati, A1A, Cheapside Bar ft Grill, Lynagh's and Club 
Vegaa in Lexington and also a benefit in Bowting Green. 
only 
The only thing on the band members' minds these days is 
getting a fan base large enough to support them; thus, the em- 
phasis is on getting peonfc on the dance floor. 
"We're really tryfag to start a buzz right now," Bud said. 
With the closing of tve music venues such as The Fire- 
house, the few venues flag stil host live musk in Richmond 
are struggling to compete with the countless dance dubs such 
as OTtiley's. The Big Easy and flit ever-popular J. Sutler's 
Mill. The music scene in RichooadBay be pretty scarce, but 
band still seems confident 
"Most places we play,are music etnas, so people come to 
hear us and us only," Thompson said. 
Band members any Jhe local music scene needs support 
and more venues to play more than anything. 
"People just need to-care about (local) musk." offers 23- 
year-old saxophonist Tim Harris. 
The common thread among the members of IVC is their 
passion for what they play. All the members (except for 
Maranville who works as a cook at Madison Gardens) are mu- 
sk or musk performance majors at Eastern. Eastern alum 
Bud graduated with a musk degree. 
In the proverbial niche of time, Hogedorn hurriedly lugs in 
his equipment and sets up his drum kit on the rather lofty 
drum riser. The members start shuffling around backstage 
and prepare to start the show. A group of sharply dressed 
girls start to chatter loudly and point at Thompson's carefully 
manicured Afro. As the band members take up their instru- 
ments, the lights dk down, and the crowd at the bar turns 
around to see what the band has in store for tonight 
IVC proceeds to launch into a danceable groove, and the 
audience shifts into automatic pilot The instantaneous booty 
shaking and head bobbing is infectious. 
The musk is an adventure, in every sense of the term, into 
groove and bhies-driven energy. After watching the band for 
10 minutes, it becomes apparent that the essence of the band 
lies in the fact that the members just want you to dance. The 
sheer groove and the brilliantly deliberate fusion of funk and 
blues thrust the band through the set list 
About four songs into the set Hogedorn counts off "Indian 
Song." This song showcasei a deep melody present in pro- 
gressive bands like Incubus. Although the song is downright 
pretty, the insatiable groove is never lost 
In all the whirlwind saxophone and trumpet arrangements, 
one can easily overlook the rock basis of the band's sound. 
Even the broadest funk, fusion, and blues arrangements re- 
volve around a heart-thumping backbeat Hogedorn and Bud 
make sure the rock sohd foundation is always present 
Wielding such raw emotion and absolute musicianship al- 
lows the band to improvise and let expression abound. With 
such an unrehearsed method, mistakes do not have the op- 
portunity to breathe. 
If s in this working environment that the whole musical 
experience rises to a new level. This rare occurrence disclos- 
es itself fuDy in an IVC show. 
MaranviHe's Stevk Ray Vaughn attitude toward his guitar- 
playing brings the band to a raw edge and soulful descent No 
flash or frills. If s all about making the crowd flow into the 
next groove, not looking B*e milionatres or international play 
boys. IVC can isnihsakr a%r wask the waft that most bands can 
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only talk about As the girls continue to dance in front, 
Maranville expresses great approval. 
As die show progresses, a sudden and eerie tinge of 
James Brown arises in the musk (minus the "Good God 
y'all!")   The layers of lush and soulful melody are not 
without a good low end though. Bud throws down a 
mean low note here and there, just to remind everyone 
that a sudden swell of bottom end will always send 
chills up your spine. 
The crowd is completely engaged. To them, 
nothing exists except IVC. 
"They're »■""■"; They're really tight and 
play really together. Totally amazing," said Paul Hag- 
gard, an 18 year-old musk merchandise major at Eastern. 
After an hour of grooving and sweating is done, the crowd 
is appreciative and aD danced out 
The band usually has a pretty busy schedule. Although the 
band only has four shows between now and Halloween, the 
members are pretty excited about Spring Break this year. 
"We got a show 1J Key West Fla. for Spring Break this 
year," smiles Tim Ha. ris. 
"We just wanna have fun and make contacts down there," 
said trumpeter Chris Wooten. 
"Yeah, and hopefully a free vacation," laughs Bud 
The future is bright and groovy for the band. After all the 
hype and noise of the evening, the bask truths still hold rele- 
vant for IVC. 
"Were not trying to break rauskal boundaries. We just 
want people to dance," Maranville said. 
Photos by 
Kevin Martin 
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okSOBERfest 
2001 
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week 
October 21-October 27 
Sponsored by: The EKU Substance Abuse Committee and the Division of Student Affairs 
THUR. OCT. 4:  "Black Out Party" with a special appearance by the Men In Black (Thursday 
Alternative Getaway-substance free social) 
• Powell Basement, 9:00 p.m. 
WED.  OCT.   10:   "Heroin: WhatOs The Real Dope?" (co-sponsored by the Counseling Center) 
•Library 108,12:00 p.m.-l:30 p.m. 
MON. OCT. 15-WED. OCT. 31: "Alcohol and Drug Awareness Poster Exhibit" 
• Powell Lobby 
WED.  OCT.   17: "Roctoberf eSt: Battle of the Bands" (sponsored by: Todd, Dupree, Palmer, and 
Commonwealth Residence Halls) 
• Behind Todd and Dupree Halls, 9:00 p.m. 
THUR.  OCT.   18:   "Invasion of the Eagles NeSt" (Thursday Alternative Getaway-substance free social) 
Telford Roof, 9:00 p.m. 
SAT.  OCT.  20: "Seize the KeyS-Carpe Key-em" (sponsored by: STAR: Students Teaching Alcohol 
Responsibility) 
• Homecoming, parking lot 
TUES. OCT. 23: "Randy Haveson, national speaker on alcohol awareness issues" (Co-sponsored by 
Chi-Omega Sorority and Beta Theta Pi Fraternity) 
• Grise room-Combs building, 7:00 p.m. 
WED. OCT. 24: "A Night of Dialogue: Town Meeting on EKU and Alcohol" (co-sponsored by the 
Student Government Association) 
• Fountain Food Court-Powell building, 7:00 p.m. 
THUR. OCT. 25: "Attack on America Benefit Concert and Coffee House" with a special appear 
ance by the Men In Black (co-sponsored by STAR: Students Teaching Alcohol Responsibility) 
• Walnut Room and Pearl Buchanan Theatre, 9:00 p.m. 
MON. OCT. 29: "Alcohol issues writing contest" You could win up to $200011 
• Submit your piece to the Counseling Center, Weaver 202, by Oct. 29. 
(Stay tuned for details) 
_ 
Fashion: 
on the EDGE 
Low-rise jeans 
rise into style 
SHA PHILLIPS 
Fuhlonl 
They sure 
are comin' out 
Just like the 
Levis' commer- 
cial says, belly 
buttons are 
bustin loose. 
With the new 
low-rise jeans 
being manu- 
factured by 
every big- 
name player in 
the Industry, 
you're probably going to see 
more innies and outies looking 
up at you this season. 
In case you haven't turned 
on your television or visited a 
clothing store recently, low-rise 
jeans drop below the 
navel at least three 
inches. The average 
jeans fall about an inch 
below it 
All those tone and 
tan trendy females will 
•how a bounty of grati- 
tude to designers. 
After all, they have a 
new way to show off 
some more skin. (All 
those hours spent on 
the ab-punisher are 
about to pay oft) The 
average-abed gal, who typically 
spends hours thinking of ways 
to hide the midriff may think of 
moving to another country. 
(That won't help either, these 
things are just as popular in 
places like Japan.) And guys — 
don't think you're getting out of 
this style, if s slowly happening 
to your comfort zone too. 
If by now you're ready to 
scream at people like Britney 
Spears and Jennifer Lopez, take 
a deep breath and put on those 
low-rise jeans, because it's not 
so bad after all. If you're fit and 
ready to bare all. pair them up 
with a shrunken T-shirt (cam- 
ouflage would make you even 
more trendy.) Or you can dress 
them up with a slinky top and 
some heels for a night-out look. 
These jeans are also great for 
the navel-pierced group. 
Now, for the rest of the pop- 
ulation: you can wear this style 
and still look good. Just follow 
some guidelines. First, buy a 
size that fits loosely, not falling 
off-your-hips-showing-your-box- 
ers type loose, but just on the 
other side of perfect. This will 
help keep the bottom part of 
your tummy from rolling over 
the low-rise. Trust me, no 
woman can feel confident with 
her belly hanging out. Next, 
you don't have to show as much 
of the area as you think. One 
look that peek-a-boos the navel 
is wearing a button-down shirt 
with the last couple buttons 
undone. This sneaky approach 
says, "I'm in style and laid 
back." 
The next two suggestions 
can work for everyone. Ever 
heard the saying "I see London, 
I see France?" Well, don't let 
nyone see your underpants! 
Either buy the low-rise under- 
wear (available at Victoria's 
Secret) or roD the top down to 
hide your intimates, because 
tempting everyone who walks 
by to give you a wedgie 
isn't worth it. As for 
the pale skin aspect 
for some of us, buy a 
self-tanner, or, if you 
prefer, visit a tanning 
booth. Otherwise, if 
you're porcelain and 
like it you're a step 
ahead in the fash- 
ion trends area. 
These hip-hug- 
ging jeans of the 
21st century can 
be purchased at 
almost any store, but if you're 
looking for a thriftier route here 
are some options. Take a pair of 
your normal jeans and start cut- 
ting. Trimming off some of the 
waistband will give you the 
frayed look that's hot. But. 
don't forget to run an invisible 
seam under the fray or your 
low-rise jeans will become too 
bootylicious. If you're not the 
do-it-yourself type check out 
your mom's closet or any thrift 
store. This look may be new to 
us, but this style was hot before 
most of us were even born. 
If you still have doubts that 
anyone can look good in this 
MTV style, you're probably not 
alone. But, you've got nothing 
to lose by trying them and fash- 
ion to gain if you like them. 
The tell-tale leg       2 
ID The true story of transporting an amputated limb X 
bv Heather Hibbttts 
Full tank of gas: $14.25 
Rite-aid garbage bags: $2.99 
Transporting your grandmother's amputated leg 
for burial: Priceless 
My grandmother has had no circulation in 
her legs for a long time. Her doctors have had 
her on every medication imaginable, and for 
weeks the antibiotic she was taking made her 
feei like she was losing her mind. 
S when they gave her an option, stay on the 
medication or take the leg, she quickly decided 
she'd rather have her mind than her leg. But, 
apparently there is an old wives' tale that says 
something to the effect that if you lose a limb 
and don't bury it right away, you'll follow soon 
after. 
Yes, Granny really wanted to bury that leg, and 
through a course of coincidences, I got the job of 
transporting the leg from the hospital in 
Lexington back to London to the funeral home. 
I took the elevator down to the ground level of 
the hospital. I was to meet the nurse from the 
morgue there. Of course in the back of my mind 
I was expecting some Icabod Crane look-alike 
with greasy black hair and elbow-length black 
gloves to match. What I got was a bubbly blond 
who looked like she was still interning. Not 
exactly horror film material. 
We turned the corner and my horror film 
expectations were realized. Our shoes echoed as 
we walked slowly down an endless stark white 
corridor with unmarked doors. The nurse told 
me that she had do idea what would be inside as 
we stopped about half-way down the hall. I held 
my breath as she opened the door. Nothing. Just 
sterile stainless steel everywhere. The slab was 
empty, but my imagination was all I needed to 
give me the shivers. 
On the right side of the room, across from the 
steel bed, was a grey metal freezer. It reminded 
me of a new-age armoire, standing there all sleek 
and cold. The nurse opened it slowly. Inside 
were about four or five boxes stacked on one 
■ustraton by Nathaniel Bulock 
side and a few bright orange biohazard bags lit- 
tering the other. The nurse began to look them 
over and when she told me she didn't see my 
grandmother's name, it dawned on me that all 
those boxes and bags contained body parts. 
Wondering if something was wrong, I went 
over to help. I'm still not sure what I feh as I sift- 
ed through those bags with names that I didn't 
recognized printed on them. I remember think- 
ing that the whole room seemed inundated with 
the cold from that freezer. I wondered where 
these people were now and thought of my 
granny lying in her bed five floors above me. 
And I was grateful that everything was boxed up 
so neatly and 1 wouldn't have to actually see any- 
thing, although some part of me was pretty curi- 
ous. 
It still feels like it took hours to rummage 
through those lost parts of other people's lives, 
but after just a few seconds, the nurse found my 
granny's leg. It was all boxed up in cardboard 
with a nice, neat plastic handle at the top. You'd 
never guess that there was a part of another per- 
son inside — only the cold fog seeping out gave 
any indication. 
Continued on page 11 
• $100 Credit 
• Free Nights & Weekends For Life 
• Double Minutes For Life 
Ask about our NEW 
Stopy by oral today: 
463 Eastern By Poss 623 2773 
868 Eastern By Pass 625-0999 
»«skS»HMata«* tmatfafcOMlCsVbfta. 
2 Way Text Messaging1   .»;»•» 
Plans that fit the way you talk?' 
CELLULAROHE- 
from Dotaon Cellular Systems 
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On October 11th, 
Outbade invites you to 
share in the "Dine Out 
For America" night 
This event is sponsored 
by the American Red 
Cross. The restaurant 
and Ms employees are 
donating their time and 
sales to help those vie 
ims and survivors of the! 
September 11th tragedy. 
400 Highland Park Dr. 
(859) 624-9000 
DINE 
SMOKE 
FREE 
Madison 
garden 
Three New 
Autumn Lunches 
for $3.99 each 
Monday-Friday 
II RJH.-2 p.m. 
A Bite Out r 
Arizona Jack's 
What*s a Grinder? 
BY JESSICA GRIFFIN 
There are dozens of places to eat in 
Richmond. From fast food to slow food, 
there are plenty of restaurants to fill your 
tummy. But what if you are craving fresh- 
baked bread, food with a southwestern 
flare and the best iced tea in town? 
Then you need to get in your car and 
drive to Arizona Jack's, where you're sure 
to find something to satisfy your cravings 
and put an end to your dorm room diet of 
Ramen noodles and TV dinners. 
Arizona Jack's serves soup, salads, chin', 
pizza and a variety of side dishes and appe- 
tizers, however, they are most noted for 
their 17 varieties of Grinders. 
Although the restaurant haa a very 
southwestern theme, owner Toni 
DeStefano says Grinder is an East Coast 
term. It originated in World War I and was 
named after the hard-working men who 
produced rivets in the steel milk. 
The men - nicknamed Grinders - had 
large appetites and needed a large sand- 
wich. "Grinder is now synonymous with 
super-sized hot oven sandwiches," 
DeStefano said. 
The bread the Grinders are served on is 
what makes the sandwich extra special. It 
is baked every day. 
"We make the bread, unlike other 
restaurants," DeStefano said. Tin here at 8 
o'clock every morning, letting the bread 
rise on the table." 
The pizza dough is also made each day, 
which could be the reason why Arizona 
Jack's was voted "Best Pizza in Town" in 
March of 2000 by the Eastern Quad Club. 
Arizona Jack's also serves appetizers 
like garlic cheese bread and "Jack's Macho 
Nachos." You can also get your choice of 
JaisteaGiMne)GE 
Arizona Jack's serves 17 varieties of Grinders 
made on freshly baked bread. 
steak or shoestring french fries with a 
Grinder. 
As for beverages, the restaurant serves 
Coke products, iced tea and also has three 
types of beer on tap: Budweiser, Bud Light 
and amber Bock. To preserve a family-like 
atmosphere, however, beer is limited to 
three per visit 
Arizona Jack's is locally owned and 
operated by DeStefano and her husband, 
Greg Hopkins. It is located on the Eastern 
Bypass in the Carriage Gate Shopping 
Center, next to Rite Aki The restaurant is 
open 11 a.m. - 10 p.m., Monday through 
Friday, and noon to 8 p.m. on Sunday. 
DeStefano urges the Richmond commu- 
nity to stop in at Arizona Jack's and have a 
Grinder. 
"I guarantee it will be the best sandwich 
you've ever eaten," she said. 
1 
f^>      OMTHEftVER 
NOW ACCEPTING 
APPLICATIONS 
For Day * Evening Servers. 
Apply in person 
Moo. - Fri. 9 -6 p.m. 
iOTJ™» 
Exit 95 off 1-75 N 
Hwy 627 over bridge 
Turn right and follow the river 
52'- U2t •.'554/15 
mttmlmmtmlmi 
Ok) Country Store 
NOW 
HIRING!!! 
All positions with 
Flexible Hours, 
Excellent Benefits, and 
Medical Insurance. 
Call or stop by for 
more information 
623-0037 
OOOti yy 
corner of iri & Main 
downtown Richmond 
Come Enjoy 
Fine Food 
& 
Spirits 
HounStrmtfood 
Mm-Prillmltfm 
S*Spm-lO:Urm 
ifpffi mm MllMgM tlt0w%'Jmw 
RESTAURANT & BAR 
Conwr of First A Water St 
623-0021 
750 Draft Beer 
Day & Night 
OPENING HOURS 
lion. - Fri. 11a.m. 
Sat 12 p.m. 
A 
■4     O' 
624-1540 
A GRINDER is the best 
hot sub sandwich you'll 
ever eatl Arizona Jack's 
PIZZA is the best in town! 
Draft Bear • Great Food 
A Great Prices!    * 
Get away from the same 
old campus food! 
Join us at Arizona) Jack's 
- Unique Food, Unique 
Restaurant! 
Carriage Gate Shopping 
Center next to Rite Aid 
*9*LJ*e& 
BAK* BCLI 
Comer of First & Irvine St. 
625-5533 
Food Served 
Mon.-Fri. 11-7 
Sat. 12-7 
Live Nightly Music 
(9 - 12) 
21 A over after 4 p.m. 
odds & ENDS 
Horoscopes by Madame Virgie 
T  Aries (March 21 —April 20): 
You'll succeed in communicating your 
thoughts to others, especially on the 
13th. You will charm others this month, 
especially that lucky person who you 
will fall in love with around the 20* ~ just don't 
try too hard for attention. 
tf 
Taurus (April 21— May 21): Focus 
on job interests and physical fitness. 
Be ready for a possible raise or promo- 
tion on the 26*. 
-i-T"     Gemini (May 22—June 21): Relax, 
loosen up and make having more fun in 
J—•»     life a priority this month. Date around 
the first two weeks and enjoy some fun. 
Expect economic gains and delightful 
romantic times. Avoid arguments with the 
parentals. 
/-\       libra (Sept 24 — Oct. 23): Those 
^J^^     thick-headed friends of yours won't lis- 
ten to your ideas this month. That's 
OK, focus on personal objectives. 
Expect delays in travel and conflict with 
your in-laws or parentals. Remember to move for- 
ward at green lights. 
YY|        Scorpio (Oct. 24 — Nov. 22): Now 
would be the time to make up that 
L»    incomplete grade in your underwater 
basket weaving class. Spending time in 
your room alone will benefit you in the 
long run. Avoid mixing business with pleasure. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 — Dec. 21): 
Go dubbin' this month and shake your 
booty. Be aware of half-baked schemes 
and weirdos. 
>^—»   Cancer (June 22 — July 22): Focus 
vQ   on family matters and property con- 
*"" cerns-This is a prime month to finish 
those home improvements like 
CLEANING YOUR ROOM. Remember to listen 
to your friends' advice... neglecting them could 
be detrimental. 
f\     Leo (Jury 23— Aug. 22): Take time 
(\f     to visit that nearby place you've been 
L     dying to see, but remember to tell your 
friends you are leaving. Be prepared to 
make a serious commitment around 
the 26*. Don't jump down the kid's throats when 
they say Trkk - Or - Treat!" 
yy.       Virgo (Aug. 23 — Sept. 23): Be pre- 
|tl     pared to roll in the dough this month. 
I \JJ    just don't let the extra cash go to your 
head. Begin a blazing new romance 
around in the first few weeks. Be cau- 
tious about leaving your door unlocked. 
^ 
Capricorn (Dec. 22 — Jan. 20): Go 
ahead and ask that guy or girl from 
work on a date. Now is the time to mix 
business with pleasure. Avoid ignoring 
orders by authority. 
^^VX   Aquarius (Jan. 21 — Feb. 19): 
^vv*    Make plans to take that special roman- 
^"°'»   tic getaway with your significant other 
around the 21*. If s time for you to 
come to terms with matters from your 
past Think before you open your mouth to 
speak. 
\f      Pisces (Feb. 20 — March 20): 
"TT      Open up that joint account you've been 
' v       thinking about, then spend a quality 
day with that romantic interest you've 
been eyeing. People will be all over you 
like white on rice this month. Don't let them 
waste your energies or your fundage. 
Are you in a band and want the 
recognition you deserve? 
Call on the EDGE at 622-1882. 
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The tell-tale leg O 
continued from page 9 O 
We took the box and left the 
others to find their own way. I 
trudged slowly back down the 
hallway with my absurd prize and 
like a mythological hero leaving 
the underworld, I felt afraid to 
look behind me. I rode the eleva- 
tor back up to the first floor and 
went out to my car where my fam- 
ily was waiting. 
Oh, of course, I got the stan- 
dard jokes about my car now 
being a tow (toe?) truck, and they 
warned me not to get pulled over. 
Just how would you explain hav- 
ing a severed leg in your passen- 
ger seat? I just couldn't put it in 
the trunk, don't ask me why, I just 
couldn't. I left the hospital (and 
the rest of my granny) behind and 
started the hour-long drive to the 
funeral home. 
In the car, I waited for some 
strange thumping sounds, but I 
guess that only happens in Poe 
stories because it was a very 
uneventful drive. I didn't get any 
divine revelations from the leg. 
Nothing. 
As I pulled into the funeral 
home parking lot. Dire Straits' 
"Walk of Life" was playing on the 
radio. The leg had reached the 
end of its walk of life, and I had 
reached the end of my journey. 
The director met me in the foyer 
and took the box from me. I 
haven't seen it since, but I imag- 
ine it'a joined an assortment of 
other boxes and bags in another 
freezer. 
I don't know that I learned any 
great "life lesson" from transport- 
ing my grandmother's leg, but I 
know that she feels a little better 
about the whole situation and I 
guess in the end, that's what's 
most important But 111 let you 
know how the funeral goes. 
Lemon 
Live at MF Hooligan's 
Saturday, October 6 
w/Sevenfold and South 75 
9fl0p.m. 
"iMir 
Traditional Pottery of Jatumpamba (Ecuador) 
Judy Blakenship: 
Photographs of the 
Canari Indians of 
Southern Ecuador 
Group Tours are 
October 22 - November 16 
Opening Reception October 22, 7-9 p.m. 
Giles Gallery • Department of Art 
welcome • AH events are free & open to public • Call (859) 622-8135 for info. 
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Thurs. - Oct 4, 2001 
11-5 p.m. Free Caricature Artists (PoweD Lobby) 
Arby's Tour Bus (Keen Johnson - Front) 
Free Arby's Food, Drinks, and Music 
Sponsored by: Big Brothers & Big Sisters 
Free Bowling & Billiards (Powell Rec. Center) 
Black Out Party (Powell Rec. Center) 
Sponsored by: Thursday Alternative Getaways 
11 -2:30 p.m. 
5 - midnight 
9-midnight 
Fri. - Oct 5, 2001 
11-5 p.m. Cinemation Thrill Theater  (Virtual Reality - Surround 
Sound, Heat, Air, Fog, Leg Ticklers, Rain, Wind, Strobe 
Lights, and Aromatic Scents) 
5-midnight Free Bowling & Billiards - (Powell Rec. Center) 
9 p.m. Free Big Screen Movie 'Swordfish' (Ravine) 
Free Popcorn, Bring your cola and enjoy 
Inclement Weather Site - Powell Lobby 
11 p.m. -1 a.m.      Free Midnight Breakfast - (Top Floor PoweD) 
Sat - Oct 6, 2001 
12-6 p.m. Extreme Air - (A.C. Parking Lot) 
Indoor Shy Diving experience outside! Get ready 
to experience the thrill of shy diving 
without even jumping out of a plane!!! 
11-5 p.m. Cinemation Thrill Theater (Virtual Reality - 
Surround Sound, Heat, Air, Fog, Leg Ticklers, 
Rain, Wind, Strobe Lights, and Aromatic Scents) 
3:30 - 6 p.m.        Arby's Tour Bus (Keen Johnson - Front) 
Free Arby's Food, Drinks, and Music 
Sponsored by: Big Brothers & Big Sisters 
5 - midnight        Free Bowling & Billiards (Powell Rec. Center) 
(9-12p.m.) Red Pin Bowling - Prizes 
6 p.m. EKU Football Game - (Roy Kidd Stadium) 
EKUvs. GlenviUe State 
Student Organization - Attendance Contest 
MOVIES IN RAVINE 
Gabriel Shear (John Travolta) is 
a spy working for the CIA to con- 
vince-using any means 
possible-computer hacker Stanley 
Jobson (Hugh Jackman) to steal 
a huge amount of money from 
the government Stanley's 
between a rock and a hard place. 
If he cooperates, he risks anoth- 
er jail sentence. If be doesn't, he 
may never see his daughter 
again. Friday • 9 in the 
Ravine 
t FREE FOOD 
In the CINEMATION 
THRILL THEATER, 
audiences enjoy 
STEROSCOPIC 3-D, 
FULL THREE DEGREE OF 
MOTION, 
wind effects, in-your-face water 
misters, air jets, a variety of aro- 
mas, and more! Everyone has a 
great time 
and yon II want to do it 
again and again. 
L 
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we're not in the fifties any more 
1 II 
was 18 years old when I got pregnant. Since I had 
already enlisted in the Air Force, I thought I had to have 
an abortion in order to make something out of my life. 
My best friend drove me to the abortion clinic.  It 
was like an assembly line. When the ultrasound was 
being done I asked to see it. But this wasn't allowed (so 
much for "an informed decision''). Then I asked how far 
along I was. I was told I was nine-and-a-half weeks 
pregnant. That hit me hard. I started doubting, and 
wanted to talk to my friend, but I wasn't allowed to. 
When it was my turn the nurse told me that I was 
going to feel some discomfort, like strong menstrual 
cramps. The truth is that the abortion was more pain 
than I've ever felt in my life. It felt like my insides 
were literally being sucked out of my body. Later I went 
into shock. 
After the abortion, I tried to make up for it by trying 
to get pregnant again. I 
wanted my baby back. I 
never got pregnant again. I 
don't know if I can ever 
have another baby. I named 
my baby. I found out later 
that this is part of the griev- 
ing process. 
Two-and-a-half years 
later, I ended up in the hos- 
pital with bulimia. I felt that 
no one had punished me for 
what I had done so I was punishing myself. I became 
obsessed with women who were pregnant. My life was 
in shambles! I was suffering from post-abortion trauma. 
When I was 21 years old God brought me help through 
a woman who was involved in 
pro-life activism. I went through 
a post-abortion counseling pro- 
gram called "Conquerors.'' God 
not only forgave me, He chal- 
lenged me to help others. I 
answered the challenge! 
I started sidewalk counseling. 
There is a healing process that 
comes from getting involved in 
the pro-life movement. I talk to 
youth groups and students and 
share my testimony. To them, 
and to you, I plead,  "Please 
don't make the same mistakes 
I did." 
The truth is that 
the abortion was 
more pain than 
I've ever felt in 
my life. It felt 
like my insides 
were literally 
being sucked 
out of my 
body." Michelle C. 
pregnancy care resources 
free pregnancy help lines 
National Life Center - 24 hour 
1-800-848-5683 (www.nationalltfecenter.com) 
CareNet (English and Spanish) 
1-800-395-4357 (www.care-net.org) 
Nurturing Network 
1-800-866-4666 (www.nurturingnetworfc.org) 
Pregnancy Centers Online 
(www.pregnancycenters.org) 
free help after an abortion 
American Rights Coalition 
1-800-634-2224 
Project Rachel 
1-800-593-2273 
Hi There, 
L'»<e  is an adventure--(UII of Surprises.   Som, 
Suffrises   are  pleasant and others  are  painful 
but" all  Aft  a -test" of Chvrxchzr.   Htu* oP an 
Unplanned pregnancy ofktn evokes  oniciehj and 
fear and can lead -h> rash , regrettable decisions . 
If you, OC a -friend, is facing an unexpected 
pregnancy..   Slou) down... iMflfc about- life.. 
Frcgnancy '« life.-changing no matter how you 
\OOK At- if-, and -that's  Kind of Scary; especially 
When Striving -f» reach  your aoals.  But -this 
Surprise is a golden opportunity -ftr a Vioman -f» 
Jef- her- ^vng Character and uniaue, personality 
There. Ore. over S,000 pregnancy resource. 
C£nitf* in-this county virth Counselors   ulaihnq -h 
helfyou unsuter auctions VftftJ  /fcu> Can JO be? 
Sure, XM pregnant- ? h)har about- prenatal Cose, 
and financial Support f  rhtocan X continue, my 
■Cducahtn? 
These Center offer   real SotutuMS - ones -thai- 
Can ceneu)   A Sense of htpc, help you s*i*v in 
Control,  and march  you uj'Hh -the resources 
you need.   3efire  nutting a decision we 
Cncouraae.  you -to get alt -the   infvrmxhon  you 
Can --th/s  Supplement MM get- you sta/ted .   You 
Will never regret ^ethna, ihe -fill shry. 
Sincerely, n^ 
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believe it or not this was you 
Fertilization 
The sperm joins with the ovum to form 
one ceil. This one cell contains the com- 
plex genetic makeup for every detail of 
human deveiopment-the child's sex, hair 
and eye color, height, skin tone, etc. 
Month One 
The first ceil divides and cell division 
continues in an orderly fashion as the 
newly formed individual travels down the 
Fallopian tube to the uterus. There are 
over 100 cells present when this tiny 
embryo (the Mastocyst*) reaches the 
uterus 7 to 10 days after fertilization. 
Foundations of the brain, spinal cord and 
nervous system are already established, 
and on day 21 the heart begins to beat in 
a regular fashion. Muscles are forming, 
and arms, legs, eyes and ears have 
begun to show. The embryo is 10,000 
times larger than the first cell. 
The blastocyst is the stage at which 
many researchers want to destroy the 
embryo in order to harvest stem cells. 
Stem cells are 
unspecialized 
cells. 
Month Two 
Brain waves 
can be detect- 
ed and the 
brain is con- 
trolling 40 sets of muscles as well as the 
organs.  The jaw forms, including teeth 
bods in the gums.  The eyelids seal dur- 
ing this time to protect the baby's devel- 
oping light-sensitive eyes, the stomach 
produces digestive juices, and the kid- 
neys begin to function. 
Month Three 
Unique fingerprints are evident and never 
change. The baby now sleeps, awakens, 
and exercises her muscles by turning her 
head, curling her toes, and opening and 
closing her mouth - often sucking her 
thumb.  She breathes amntottc fluid to 
help develop her respiratory system.  By 
the end of the month all the organs and 
systems of her body are functioning. 
Month Four 
By the end of this month the baby is 8 to 
10 inches in length and weighs about 11I 
pound.  Her ears are functioning and she 
hears her mother's heartbeat, as well as 
external noises. The mother begins to 
feel the baby's movement.  Life-saving 
surgery has been done on babies at this 
age. 
Month Five 
The baby is about 
12 inches long. If a 
sound is especially 
loud, she may jump 
in reaction to it. 
Babies born prema- 
turely at this stage 
of development 
often survive, thanks to 
advances in neonatal medi- 
cine. 
Month Six 
Oil and sweat glands are functioning. 
The baby's delicate skin is protected in 
the amniotic sac by a special ointment 
called "vernix." 
Month Seven 
The baby's brain has as many cells as it 
will have at birth. The pre born child 
uses the four senses of vision, hearing, 
taste, and touch. She can now recognize 
her mother's voice. 
Month Eight 
The skin begins to thicken, with a layer 
of fat stored underneath for insulation 
and nourishment. The baby swallows a 
gallon of amniotic fluid per day. She 
often hiccups. 
Month Nine 
The baby is getting ready for birth. Of 
the 45 generations of cell divisions 
before adulthood, 41 have taken place 
in the womb. Only four more will come 
before adolescence. In terms of devel- 
opment, we spend 90% of 
our lives in the womb. 
Each of us has a very pre- 
cise starting moment 
which is the time at 
which the whole neces- 
sary and sufficient genetic 
information is gathered 
inside one cell, the fertil- 
ized egg, and this is the 
moment of fertilization.'' 
- World renowned 
geneticist, the late 
Dr. Jerome LeJeune 
22"made mt anyy; X+mdtme cry; ZtmcJt totihlnkl 
Wt. WaM -to h&w-Gvnyeu.  e-m*i\ : Cany"5#humanUfe.ofj 
H-urwa/i Life AMuna. • launqHr, Av*. U.+2 06 • 
St Paul, MM   56IXfc • fesO'WJ-IO<40 
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does 
increase your risk 
of breast cancer? 
Even one abortion increases the risk of 
getting breast cancer later in life. 
abortion disrupts hormonal balance 
Estrogen is the hormone that turns a girl's body into a 
woman's body at puberty. Actually, there is a whole class 
of similar steroids, estrogens, which can stimulate the 
growth of the breasts and other female tissues. The most 
abundant and important estrogen secreted by a woman's 
ovaries is called estradtol. 
cancer cells run amok 
How estradtol, or estrogens 
in general, relates to breast 
cancer risk has to do with 
their role in the growth 
of breast tissue. It is 
estradtol which makes 
the breasts grow to a 
mature size at puber- 
ty, and which makes 
them grow again dur- 
ing   pregnancy.    The 
cells in the breast which 
are responsive to estradtol 
are those which are primi- 
tive, or undifferentiated. Once 
terminally differentiated into milk- 
producing cells, breast cells can no longer 
be stimulated to reproduce. 
It is the undifferentiated cells which can give rise to 
cancerous tumors later in life. If a woman therefore has 
gone through some weeks of a normal pregnancy, and then 
aborts that pregnancy, she is left with more of these can- 
cer-vulnerable cells than she had in her breasts before she 
was pregnant... 
In contrast, a full term pregnancy results in full differ- 
entiation of the breast tissue for the purpose of milk pro- 
duction, which leaves fewer cancer-vulnerable cells in the 
breasts than were there before the pregnancy began. 
Most miscarriages occur in the first trimester, and over 
90% of these are characterized by abnormally low mater- 
nal estradtol levels (quantities that do not exceed non- 
pregnant levels). Thus, miscarriages generally have been 
found not to increase the risk of breast cancer. 
Excerpts from an article by Dr. Joel Brind Ph.D., an 
endocrlnolofy specialist. For the complete research and Dr. 
Brinds responses to those who deny the link, check out 
www.humanllfe.orsibreastconcer. 
"for the sake of 
research" 
1 nside the abortion industry, there exists a lucrative side- business, the sale of high 
quality fetal organs for 
research. 
A   "procurement   agent" 
from   within   the   industry 
revealed how a team would 
go into late-term abortion 
mills   to   dissect   aborted 
babies   and   procure   fetal 
parts.  The informant report- 
ed that the procurers would 
get a generated list each day 
letting them know which body 
parts or organs were in 
demand      from     the 
researchers, pharma- 
ceutical companies 
and    universities. 
They were looking 
for only the "most 
perfect       speci- 
mens" which 
included eyes, liv- 
ers, hearts, brains, 
kidneys, spleens, and 
intact bodies. 
In   many   instances 
these babies were bom alive, 
then killed, so the procure- 
ment team could get the tis- 
sue or organs while still fresh. 
The   body  parts  are  then 
packed in dry ice and shipped 
to their destination via UPS, 
FedEx, Airborne, or by special 
couriers. How does the abor- 
tion industry circumvent fed- 
eral law which prohibits the 
sale of human body parts or 
tissue?    Fetal tissue whole- 
salers pay the abortion clinics 
a "site fee" (renting space, so 
to speak) to place the "pro- 
curement   agents"   in   the 
abortion mills. The abortion- 
ist then "donates" the tissue 
or body parts to the whole- 
saler. The wholesaler bills the 
researchers, not for the actu- 
al parts or organs, but for the 
cost of retrieval. 
Documentation includes 
wholesalers' purchasing lists 
with individual pricing per 
organ or body part, technical- 
ly called "fee for services 
schedule." A sampling of one 
of the wholesaler's inventory 
lists includes: an intact trunk 
(with or without limbs) $500; 
gonads $550; eyes $75; brains 
$999; livers $150; and spinal 
cords $325. There is also a 
30% discount if the tissue is 
"significantly fragmented." 
One of the reasons the 
abortion advocates insist 
upon maintaining the cruel 
and inhumane practice of 
partial-birth abortion is to be 
able to deliver intact bodies, 
minus the brains, to the 
researchers. 
For complete documentation 
on the sale of fetal parts, please 
call Life Dynamics Inc. at 
1-800-800-IJFE. 
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how do they do that? 
suction aspiration 
The abortionist inserts a hollow plastic suction tube 
into the dilated cervix. The uterus is emptied by a high- 
powered suction machine. The baby's body is torn as 
he/she is being pulled through the hose. 
dilatation and evacuation 
Used after 12 weeks. Once the cervix is dilated con- 
siderably further than in first trimester abortions, the 
abortionist inserts a narrow forceps that resembles a pli- 
ers. This instrument is needed because the baby's bones 
are calcified, as is the skull. The abortionist inserts the 
instrument into the uterus, seizes a leg or other part of 
the body and, with a twisting motion, tears it from the 
baby's body. The spine is snapped and the skull crushed. 
Body parts are then reassembled and counted to make 
certain that the entire baby has been removed and that 
no parts remain in the womb. 
partial-birth abortion 
After three days of preparations, the abortionist 
places an ultrasound transducer on the mother's 
abdomen and locates the child's legs and feet. The 
abortionist then uses a large forceps to grasp one of the 
baby's legs. He pulls firmly, forcing the child into a feet- 
down position. 
Using his hands instead of forceps, the abortionist 
delivers the baby's body in a manner similar to a breech 
birth. The baby's head remains inside the birth canal. 
The last step involves using surgical scissors to pierce 
the child's head at the base of the skull. The abortionist 
forces the scissors open to enlarge the skull opening. 
He/she then inserts a suction catheter into the brain and 
vacuums out the child's brain tissue with a machine 28 
times more powerful than a household vacuum. 
ru486 - mifeprex 
Mlfeprex blocks the action of the hormone proges- 
terone, which is needed to maintain the lining of the 
uterus providing oxygen and nutrients for the embryo. 
Without it, the baby dies. Mifeprex is used in conjunc- 
tion with the drug Cytotec (misoprostol) which is taken 
two days after Mifeprex, causing uterine bleeding (some- 
times profuse), strong contractions, and expulsion of the 
baby. 
The pregnant woman first visits the abortionist to 
obtain 3 Mifeprex pills and returns two days later to 
receive misoprostol, and a third time to verify that the 
abortion is complete. The failure rate of this method is 
about 8% if the pills are taken within 7 weeks and up to 
25% at 8-9 weeks. If the baby survives the abortion, 
there is an extremely high risk that he or she will suffer 
mental and/or physical birth defects from the Cytotec. 
interview with 
an insider 
Carol Everette 
what is the governing force 
behind the abortion industry? 
Money. It is a very lucrative busi- 
ness, the largest unregulated indus- 
try in our nation. The product, 
abortion, is skillfully marketed and 
sold to the woman at a crisis time 
in her life. She buys the product, 
finds it defective and wants to 
return it for a refund. But, it's too 
late. Her baby is dead. 
do clinics give women all the 
facts? 
No. In my experience, the clinic 
personnel denied the personhood of 
the child and the pain caused by 
the procedure. Every woman has 
two questions, "Is it a baby?" and 
"Does it hurt?" The personnel 
always answered, "NO," lying to 
secure the consent of the woman 
and to collect her money. Women 
were told that we were dealing 
with a "product of conception" or a 
"glob of tissue". They were told 
that there would be only slight 
cramping, whereas, in reality, an 
abortion is excruciatingly painful. I 
know because I had one. 
how did you dispose of an aborted 
baby? 
In our clinics we  put the  first 
trimester babies down the garbage 
disposal.    We used a heavy duty 
model. 
what complications did you wit- 
ness? 
In the last 18 months I was in the 
business, we were completing over 
500 abortions monthly and killing or 
maiming one woman out of 500. 
Common complications include per- 
forations or tears in the uterus. 
Many of those result in hysterec- 
tomies. The doctor might cut or 
harm the urinary tract, which then 
requires surgical repair. A compli- 
cation that is rarely publicized is 
one in which the doctor perforates 
the uterus and pulls the bowels 
through the vagina, resulting in a 
colostomy. Some of them can be 
reversed, others must live with the 
colostomy for the remainder of 
their lives. 
how did you keep these complica- 
tions and deaths from the public? 
The woman would be loaded into 
my car (an ambulance outside an 
abortion clinic is terrible advertis- 
ing) and transported to a hospital 
that would protect the doctor and 
the abortion clinic's reputation. 
The concern is not with the 
patient, only in keeping an unblem- 
ished reputation. You have a built- 
in cover-up with the patient's fam- 
ily. They are dealing with their 
guilt and emotions over the situa- 
tion and do not want to deal with 
the added pressure of exposing the 
truth through the media. 
why did you get out of the busi- 
ness? 
I experienced a religious transfor- 
mation. At the same time a Dallas 
TV station did an expose on the 
abortions performed at one of my 
clinics on nonpregnant women-all 
for money! I realized we weren't 
helping women - we were destroy- 
ing them. 
This text Is from an interview with Carol Everett, a former director of four abor- 
tion clinics and owner of two In the Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas area. Carol also had 
an abortion herself. 
the spin 
freedom to choose 
It sounds almost patriotic.  Our great American freedoms: 
To speak my piece, to peaceably assemble, and to practice 
the religion of my choice. How can these freedoms be 
equated with the freedom of a woman to abort her unborn 
baby? We might as well be "pro-choice" on graffiti, kiddie 
porn, and prostitution. 
a woman's "right" 
Women are breaking through the glass ceilings every- 
where, surpassing the number of men in college, in law 
and medical schools. Just look at sports - basketball, 
soccer, hockey, and wrestling.  We've come too far to 
reduce a woman's "right" to mean the "right to abor- 
tion". 
it's just tissue 
Simple tissue isn't bursting with life, with stem cells that 
some researchers would kill for, with a beating heart and 
fingerprints, with enough DMA to fill five sets (not volumes) 
of Encyclopedia Britannica if the micro-miniature language 
were enlarged to standard-sized print. 
a "wanted" child 
Does your value depend on the degree someone wants you? 
Let's be honest. A child is a child. How could any baby be 
called unwanted when there are over one million couples 
waiting, hoping, and praying for a chance to adopt an 
infant? 
"safe" abortion 
Many young women believed this until it was too late. The 
book Lime 5 documents over 200 cases of women injured or 
killed by legal, so-called "safe" abortion (see 
www.prolife.com for details). An aborted fetus, the poten- 
tial for cervical cancer, the possibility of becoming infer- 
tile, so where's the safe part? 
back-alley abortions 
As tragic as the loss of any life is, there were 39 maternal 
deaths in 1972, the year prior to the legalization of abor- 
tion by the Roe v. Wade decision. This number pales in 
comparison to today's carnage,  (see "interview with an 
insider" pg. 5) 
I wouldn't do it, but I can't tell someone else 
what to do 
What if the U.S. citizens had been willing to accept this 
justification for tolerating slavery? As it is, our "land of the 
free" offers limited, selective freedom. Our youngest, most 
vulnerable citizens are still slaves to their mothers' life or 
death whims. 
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in giving we receive 
It was the beginning of my 
junior year in high school.  I 
was excited, looking forward 
to another year of diving, 
gymnastics, and track.  But 
this excite- 
ment 
quickly ended when I realized 
I was pregnant. 
When the pregnancy was 
confirmed, my mind went rac- 
ing.  I was terrified) The idea 
of having an abortion was 
never a consideration for me. 
I could not live 
with the real- 
ization that I 
was responsible 
for taking the 
life of my child 
-a death 
because of my 
actions. 
I knew I could 
love and care 
for a child, but 
when I stopped thinking about 
myself, and thought about 
what was best for my child, I 
knew adoption was the right 
decision.  I was sixteen at the 
time.   I wanted to go back to 
school for my senior year and 
wanted to participate fully, in 
sports etc.  I wanted to go on 
to college. 
I chose to do an independ- 
"Relinquishing my child 
was the hardest decision 
I will ever nave to make, 
but I'm more confident 
than ever that it was the 
right one." 
ent open adoption. Through 
this process I was able to 
select from among the 
prospective adoptive parents. 
I had the opportunity to 
establish a personal relation- 
ship with them as well as to 
develop a lasting friendship. 
The more I got to know 
them the more excited I 
was about placing my 
baby with this couple. 
They had so much love 
and security to offer 
my child. They were 
there with me. in the 
hospital when my son 
was born. 
Many tears were shed 
throughout the nine months 
and during the hospital stay. 
But, they were not all tears 
of sadness.  I miss my son 
very much. I think about him 
every day and a smile comes 
to my face.  I thank the Lord 
that He led me to two such 
special people to be adoptive 
parents for my 
child. 
It has been 
several years since 
my son was born. 
He now has an 
adoptive sister.  I 
keep in contact 
with the family 
through letters 
and pictures.  I 
can't begin to 
explain the feelings of pride 
and contentment that I expe- 
rience when I see the smile 
on his face. 
I am now a junior in college 
majoring in paralegal studies. 
Relinquishing my child was 
the hardest decision I will 
ever have to make but I'm 
more confident than ever that 
it was the right one. 
4\ 
To meet couples who hope to adopt go to www.adoption.com 
or call this free number for a free video: 1-888-962-3678. 
rw vV 
what about 
rape and incest? 
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Researchers David C. Reardon, 
Julie Makimaa, and Amy Sobie 
completed a nine year study on 
pregnancy outcomes of sexual 
assault victims. 
As part of their research the 
authors drew upon testimonies 
from 192 women who became 
pregnant as a result of rape or 
incest, and 55 children conceived 
in sexual assault.  Following are 
excerpts from their book. Victims 
and Victors: 
Sexual assault is 
actually a con- 
traindication for 
abortion. A 
doctor treat- 
ing a sexual 
assault victim 
should advise 
against abor- 
tion precisely 
because of the 
traumatic nature of 
the pregnancy. The 
testimonies and studies 
quoted in this book confirm 
that both the mother and „|t doesn>t matter 
child are helped by preserving 
life, not by perpetuating vio-    how I began, 
lence. 
Research shows that after     what matters is 
any abortion, H Is common for who , ^ ^come." 
women to experience guilt, 
depression, feelings of being 
"dirty," resentment of men, 
and lowered self-esteem. 
These feelings are identical to 
what women typically feel after 
rape. Abortion only adds to and 
accentuates the traumatic feelings 
associated with sexual assault. 
Rather than easing the psychologi- 
cal burdens, abortion adds to 
them. 
Kathleen DeZeeuw, whose son 
Patrick was conceived in rape 
when she was 16, writes:  "I, hav- 
ing lived through rape, and also 
having raised a child 'conceived in 
rape' feel personally assaulted and 
insulted every time I hear that 
abortion should be legal because 
of rape and incest.  I feel that 
we're being used by pro-abortion- 
ists to further the abortion issue 
though we've not been asked to 
tell our side of the story. ■ 
The case against abortion for 
incest pregnancies is even 
stronger. Studies 
show that incest 
victims rarely 
ever volun- 
tarily 
agree to 
abortion. 
Instead 
of view- 
ing the 
pregnancy 
as unwant- 
ed, the incest 
victim is more 
Julie and her mom 
Julie Makimaa (above right 
conceived in rape 
likely to see 
the preg- 
nancy as a 
way out of 
the incestu- 
ous rela- 
tionship 
because the 
birth of her 
child will 
expose the 
sexual 
activity. 
For example, Edith Young, a 12- 
year-old victim of incest, writes 
twenty-five years after the abor- 
tion of her child:  "The abortion 
which was to 'be in my best inter- 
est' just has not been. As far as I 
can tell, it only 'saved their (my 
parents') reputations, solved their 
problems' and allowed their lives 
to go merrily on. ■ 
the reality of post 
abortion syndrome 
Does Post Abortion 
Syndrome (PAS) exist? 
Yes, much research has 
been done on this issue. 
Even representatives of 
Planned Parenthood, an 
organization that has his- 
torically denied the legiti- 
macy of post abortion 
traumatization and the 
idea that abortion involves 
a human death experi- 
ence, has affirmed that 
women can have a variety 
of emotions following an 
abortion (grief, depres- 
sion, anger, guilt, relief, 
etc.).  "It is important to 
give her the opportunity to 
air these feelings and be 
assured that her feelings 
are normal. The counselor 
can also help by letting 
the woman know that a 
sense of loss or depression 
following an abortion is 
common, due to both the 
end of the pregnancy as 
well as the physical and 
hormonal changes that 
occur after a pregnancy is 
over. •1 
What causes PAS? 
Dr. Martha Shuping, a 
psychiatrist with more 
than ten years experience 
in helping women with 
post abortion issues, offers 
this explanation: 
At least 70% of women 
having an abortion say 
they believe it is immoral. 
But they choose against 
their conscience because 
of pressure from others 
and their circumstances... 
It is precisely because so 
many women who abort 
are acting against their 
consciences and maternal 
instincts that the psycho- 
logical impact of abortion 
can be so profound.2 
What are some of the 
symptoms of PAS? 
Guilt is ever present in 
many guises, along with 
regret, remorse, shame, 
lowered self-esteem, 
insomnia, dreams and 
nightmares, flash backs, 
anniversary reactions. 
There often is hostility, 
and even hatred, toward 
men.  This can include her 
husband, and she may 
become sexually dysfunc- 
tional. Crying, despair and 
depression are usual, even 
at times with suicide 
attempts. 
Recourse to alcohol or 
drugs to mask the pain is 
frequent, sometimes lead- 
ing to sexual promiscuity.3 
How about Specific 
Studies? 
For further reading, and 
statistics on aborted 
women, obtain the books: 
Aborted Women Silent No 
More by David C. Reardon, 
Ph.D. and Victims and 
Victors by D. Reardon, J. 
Makimaa and A. Sobie. For 
more information go to: 
www. humanltfe.org/after- 
abortion. 
1. Saltzman a Poltcar, quoted in J. of Social Issues, vol. 46, 
1992, p.103. 
2. Hope and Healing, Elliot Institute 
3. Wlllke ft WiUke. Why Can't We Love Them Both, Hayes 
Publishing Co. 
A 
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David C. Reardon, Julie Makimaa, and Amy Sobie. Victims and victors. Acorn 
Books, Springfield, IL 2000. pp.15-17. For further information see 
http: //www.afterabortion.ori 
I was a participant in two abor- 
tions with my ex-wife... 
It has been six years since the 
last abortion, nine since the 
decision for the first one. 
Every time I see children of the 
approximate age of the two lost 
ones, I cry, no matter where ... 
church, the mall, the park, the 
library.   I want to call their 
names, Michelle, Danielle, 
Stephen, William.  Their legacy 
is gone.   Their beauty unfin- 
ished, nullified by a decision to 
which I agreed... 
I have gone from pro-choice to 
pro-child." 
E-mail message to 
Human Life Alliance 
im, I think I'm pregnant." It was New 
Year's Eve. My boyfriend sighed deeply, 
his gaze remaining fixed on the TV. He 
then muttered something that made 
me feel already deserted.   I felt a sour 
lump in the back of my throat. Yes, I 
was pregnant, and I was scared! 
I knew from firsthand experience how 
tough it is raising a child as a single 
mother. I already had a 2-year old 
daughter, Jennifer, from an earlier 
unsuccessful marriage. When my preg- 
nancy was confirmed, Tim's non-com- 
mittal response to my distress and his 
move to Chicago, 400 miles away, left 
me despondent and convinced that 
abortion was the "easy way out." I was 
already struggling financially with one 
child. How could I raise two? 
I felt desperately alone.   I often 
cried myself to sleep. I decided to con- 
fide in a couple of college professors 
who collected money 
to fly me out of town 
to have an abortion. 
Now I was obligated to 
go through with it. 
Still, I agonized! 
I was summoned to 
the room where the 
abortions are per- 
formed. I could hear a woman sobbing 
hysterically in the recovery room. That 
memory haunts me still. 
As the doctor was examining me, 
prior to performing the abortion, he 
suddenly stopped and said to the nurse, 
"Get her out of here! She's too far 
along!" Relief instantly washed over 
me! How odd! I had thought I wanted 
an abortion but now felt instantly 
relieved to know I was still pregnant. 
I decided to use every ounce of 
courage I could muster to deal with my 
pregnancy. My ambivalence turned into 
love for my unborn daughter, Melanie. 
It took energy and creativity to sup- 
port the three of us. 
During the first year of Melanie's life, 
she attended classes with me.  When 
my daughters were preschool age and 
in daycare, I obtained a job as book- 
keeper for the daycare center they 
"When we endure 
something tough, 
our character and 
self-esteem are 
strengthened." 
attended.   If they needed a hug, they 
could come into my office and get one. 
Other means of support included: rent- 
ing rooms to students; teaching evening 
classes at the community college; and 
operating a typing business out of the 
dining room of my student housing 
which, again, enabled me to be with 
my children while working. 
My two daughters inspired me to do 
great things. They never stood in the 
way of my career. I finished my degree; 
then I went on to get my Master's and 
Ph.D.   Besides being a proud mother, I 
am happily married, a published author, 
a motivational speaker, and a part-time 
musician. 
When we endure something tough, 
our character and self-esteem are 
strengthened. Many women who have 
confessed to me that they've had abor- 
tions have discovered that the "easy 
way out" is just an illu- 
sion. Some are in abusive 
relationships. Some are on 
anti-depressants. Others 
just seem detached from 
life. Some sadly remember 
their aborted child's 
"would be" birthday each 
year. 
I cannot promise that it will be easy. 
I can only promise that the anguish will 
pass and there are people who will help 
you through this trying time. One day 
you will look back on the birth of your 
child, and know that you did the right 
thing. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Angela Woodhull 
800-848-5683 
www.pregnanycenters.org 
